
THE BYRON-HOBHOUSE CORRESPONDENCE, II
March 1812 to December 1817

In these letters we see Hobhouse’s adoration of Byron weathering every storm. Byron’s failure to 
go to Paris with him in 1814; Byron’s engagement, the news of which is sprung on him via Scrope 
Davies; Byron’s wedding; Byron’s strange indifference to Hobhouse’s letters from Paris during 

the Hundred Days; and Byron’s failure to assist him in the review of his enemy’s book. The 
break-up of Byron’s marriage (undocumented in the letters) finds Hobhouse as ready as ever to 

give support. Also undocumented in the letters, when they are together, are their tours of the 
Alps, and their sojourns in Venice and Rome.

The gap in Hobhouse’s diary, which has no Rome sections, is complemented by several missing 
letters from Hobhouse to Byron in the winter of 1816 / 17.

My thanks to David McClay, Rachel Beattie, and their colleagues at the National Library of Scotland.  
I am also very grateful to John and Virginia Murray for permission to quote (where necessary) texts  
from Byron’s Letters and Journals, ed. Leslie A. Marchand (John Murray 1973-1994). This is referred 
to as BLJ. I’m also grateful to Professor Roddy Beaton for help with the Greek.

BB:  Byron’s Bulldog: The Letters  of  John Cam Hobhouse to Lord Byron, ed.  Peter  W.Graham  
(Columbus Ohio 1984).

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, March 1812:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.23; BB 99)
[To / / The Lord Byron / 8. St James Street]

Wednesday – 2 O’Clock
My dear Byron /

I am going to my Father’s mansion again this day and am so much the more 
chagrined that I did not see you yesterday. Saturday however will see me again in London & of course 
at n 8 –
Inclosed is a long letter from B L Ryan1 for your use – What he says is very strong & you may depend 
upon his facts – you will I trust be able to make some use of this information which as far as it goes 
appears to me to

1:2

be curious and not already made public but which I wish were more detailed, as believe me, that I am 
most interested as to the part you are to act on the important tenth of April2 –
The letter and the name you will of course keep quite close –

ever most truly

1: Ryan unidentified. H. is giving B. evidence for his Catholic Claims speech.
2: H. may think B. is giving his Catholic Claims speech on April 10th. In fact he gives it on the 21st.



John C. Hobhouse

Your Florence3 is found out, although I told in a large party of women yesterday a tremendous lie in 
your behalf –

[1:3 blank.]

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, March 12th 1812:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.24; BB 101)

Thursday. Morning – March 12,
1812 –

My dear Byron, /
Demetrius has asked me to give him a carta of good service; I deem this quite 

unnecessary when he will have your recommendation, but in compliance with his earnest request, have 
sent him the inclosed paper, which, if you think worth while, you will have the goodness to give to him 
– What you said to me yesterday made me I assure you very uncomfortable, and thinking it possible 
that the mention of such a circumstance may delay, at least for a moment, the accomplishment

1:2

of your lawyer’s scheme with respect to Newstead, I beg leave to mention that, in a day or two, I shall 
give you a draft on my father which he will accept and consequently make payable and transferable, for 
the whole of the sum which you have, with equal kindness and generosity advanced to me at several 
times during our tour in the Levant and previously to that period – Whatever be the date at which he 
will fix the payment, the paper, with his name will be, I fancy, & fear {be} as good as money –
I should say a great deal more on this head were I not aware, that you would be much less inclined to 
accept than

1:3

I should be to acknowledge the confession of the obligations received at your hands.
Pray do not consider this as any other than the genuine sentiment of your

most affectionate
and very grateful

 John Cam Hobhouse
[1:4 blank.]

Hobhouse to Byron, from Oxford, October 13th 1812:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.25; BB 102)

Oxford Tuesday Octob. 13. 1812
My dear Byron /

I have, this instant, seen in the papers an account of your successful efforts for the 
poetical laurel awarded by the Drury Lane Tribunal,4 and, although it is probable I may see you before 
this scrawl reaches you, I can not bring myself to delay my most sincere congratulation upon the 
triumphant occasion, but hasten, even in this awkward shuffling phrase, to assure

1:2

you that no one can be more gratified by the event than myself, or participate more largely in the 
elation which must be felt thereupon by all your friends. After a long walk of thirty miles I write these 
few lines and the immediate departure of the post prevents me from writing any more at large upon a 
subject which would otherwise have called forth a much longer effusion.
Baillie, whose company I have had the gratification to enjoy during a month’s tour through North 
Wales, and who is now sitting opposite to me reading your address,

1:3

3: Constance Spencer Smith, “Florence” in CHP II.
4: B.’s Address, spoken at the opening of Drury-Lane Theatre, Saturday, October 20, 1812.



desires me to forward his congratulatory compliments. most truly & affectionately,
John Cam Hobhouse

[rest of sheet cut off.]

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton, October 19th 1812:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.26; BB 103-4)

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] is mine, not his. I fear you are still living without eating and 
drinking, and that I shall see you deserving of every one of the lean epithets bestowed by Falstaff upon 
Prince Henry5 – believe me ever

most sincerely John C. Hobhouse
Whitton Park, Octob. 19,

My dear Byron,
It is completely out of my power to go down to Eywood, and, thanking Lady Oxford 

for her invitation, which is indeed very kind and pressing, I have been obliged to tell her Ladyship that 
I can not leave London. I have directed to Herefordshire but in case the letter should miscarry and you 
should go to Eywood pray have the kindness to say every thing proper for me on the occasion – I 
suppose you, by this time, know the Drury Lane adventure chapter and verse. The world is certainly 
bewitched.

1:2

Here are the French soundly beaten and taking their enemy’s capital and here is Dr Busby soundly 
beaten6 also and yet gaining possession, after a hard struggle, of the stage – The transaction as it was 
told in the papers, especially the Times, very nearly suffocated Baillie and myself with laughter when 
we read it at Beaconsfield, and we began to entertain doubts of its authenticity until we arrived in 
London and heard the thing in all its detail – The joke at present is against the Doctor, but it will next 
be against those who have subscribed for his Lucretius7, and committed their names in support of the 
most complete scaramouch of Literature that ever put on the Harlequin coat of black & white – I intend 
to go to the Theater

1:3

in hopes of a second scene from the said Busby, or an equally ludicrous effort from some other 
disappointed prologizer – They say Elliston speaks your lines badly – I presume you intend to come up 
and hear one recital at least8 – Have you received a letter from Mr Rob. Walpole forwarded through Mr 

Murray’s hands, relative to a compilation to which Lord Aberdeen and Dr Clarke & Mr Morritt et 
ceteri; are to be contributors? If you have not I will, according to desire from the said learned 
clergyman, inform you of something which, as the advertisements say, may be to your advantage – 
Conceiving you to be an incorrigible author I should not wonder if you gave all answer in the 
affirmative for that to which I replied in the negative – Not a line have I had from you for many many

1:4

weeks until the receipt of your scrap yesterday.9 Now what does all this mean? I did certainly expect to 
find one letter on my table when I returned from Wales, and seeing your frank presumed that you had 
broken your silence – If you can spare five minutes pray let me have some intimation of your intended 
proceedings and let me know when I shall have the pleasure of shaking you by the hand in London. I 
suppose you will now do as Dr Johnson said he would do if he were Garrick, and have already prepared 
your Beadle’s staves. Davies wrote that you had plan’d a debauch at Kings College & he has been kind 
enough to invite me for a day which is now past – The word debauch [letter concludes at top of first  
sheet.]
5: “’Sblood, you starveling, you elf-skin, you dried neat’s tongue, you bull’s pizzle, you stock-fish! O for breath to 
utter what is like thee! You tailor’s-yard, you sheath, you bowcase; you vile standing-tuck …”
6: Busby was one of the unsuccessful Drury Lane addressers, but had recited his Address at the theatre despite his 
failure. See B’s Parenthetical Address to Dr Plagiary.
7: Busby  had  offered  the  public  a  translation  of  Lucretius.  Lady  Oxford  had  initially  subscribed,  but  then 
withdrawn when the quality of the translation became apparent.
8: B. never heard his Prologue spoken. Robert Elliston was to produce Marino Faliero in 1821.
9: This scrap has not been found.



Byron to Hobhouse, from Middleton, November 27th 1812:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43438; BLJ II 251-2)

Middleton Novr. 27th.
1812

My dear Hobhouse
I have some hopes from what I hear that you are in parliament, if so – whatever 

part you take & of course it will be with your father I shall rejoice in the success of which I think you 
certain. – My time has been passed since I wrote to you last chiefly at Eywood, where you would have 
been a welcome guest & I think as pleased as pleasant. – In a few days I leave Ld. Jersey’s for London 
where you will find me at Batts’ Hotel, & at Xmas I return to Eywood, near which I have a taken seat 
of Ld. O’s called Kinsham Court. –

1:2

From this you will probably infer that the connection with Ly. C is completely broken off – it is – I 
have formed another which whatever its’ advantages or disadvantages is at least less troublesome & 
more to my taste. – More it would not be fair to add even to you mon ami, but I leave you to your 
brilliant conjectures, & usual laugh at my egaremens. – Sure I am you will rejoice at my 
disentanglement from one who has plagued us both so frequently; & as my escape is not owing to my 
prudence, in future you will have some confidence in ye. Fates who have stood my friends, & will I 
trust not abandon one who leaves so much to their

1:3

own good pleasure. – – I was once not very far from you on your route from Wales you must have 
passed through Cheltenham. – I am still remote from marriage, & presume whenever that takes place, 
“even=handed Justice”10 will return me cuckoldom in abundance. – I only left E. on Saturday & have 
since been chiefly here, where sundry of the nobility & gentry are assembled in one of the pleasantest 
of all possible houses. – Both Ld. J. & his Countess are delightful, & their hospitality is Oriental; & 
except the place which I lately left, I prefer that where I am to all visiting residences. –
Your father it seems has accepted a

1:4

baronetcy, but I hope he will not stop there; it would give me great pleasure to have you some day on 
our benches, to which I trust his dignity is but a preliminary step. – You will see me in town, but I shall 
not go to the opening, if I arrive in time even for the regency debut. – –
Tuesday will be time enough to take my seat. – You must have been amused with all this dejected 
Address fracas; to me the joke is somewhat near but I can laugh at it though no Gainer. – I can tell you 
some odd things about it unknown to the Public. – It was quite unthought of & unsought by me. – How 
go on the Quartos?11

ever yrs my dear H.
Byron

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, November-December 1812:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.27; BB 106)

My dear Byron
I congratulate you most sincerely on your release from one who certainly was not the 

Lamb of God which taketh away the sins of the world – – What or who ever your aluis ardor est12 

nothing can be worse than the last – I am not in Parliament, and when you say that of course I should 
be with my father, that is what the learned Partridge calls a

1:2

10: Shakespeare, Macbeth, I vii 10.
11: “the quartos” are Hobhouse’s two Journey volumes.
12: “your ‘other love is’”; H. does not know that it’s Lady Oxford.



non sequitur13 – The little notice I have taken of politics would make me add my unit to any persons 
who would oppose the present men, and pater noster would not nor could not sway <my> {our} 
selection, {as Ld Petersham says,} for an instant – I shall call at Batt’s to learn news of you and pay my 
immediate devoirs

ever most truly your’s
John C. Hobhouse

[1:3 and 4 blank.]

Hobhouse to Byron, from 11 Manchester Buildings, London, December 14-25 1812:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.28; BB 107-8)

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] I would stake all the rhymes in Byshe14 that I should have 
promptly repeated either one or the other on a similar occasion to any other woman in the world. “Dic 
mihi num sit amor”?15 Say nothing of all this rapsody at the palace of Armida, or they will find out, 
what most probably they knew before, that you can’t keep a secret. Direct to number eleven, & write 
soon to your most faithful & affectionate

John C. Hobhouse
11. Manchester Buildings –

My dear Byron /
I have not been forgetful of the commission you gave me relative to a house in town, 

and I really think that the one I mentioned to you will suit you to a hair, unless you see some objection 
to the terms which I here inclose together with a sort of catalogue raisonnée of the rooms and 
appurtenances – I do think the furniture to be very tasty and genteel – It has struck me as very possible 
that the purchase of the <rent> {lease}, or, in other words, the immediate disbursement of two 
thousand guineas, may be not the convenient thing for you, at present, and

1:2

I have hinted as much to Kinnaird – I must add, however, that before he received such an intimation, 
he, at the outset, told me that the direct payment of the money was not an object with him – You will 
have the goodness to let me know the exact state of your mind on the subject, and I will act accordingly 
– Of course I wish to learn your real inclinations without any reserve. “Τείχος μοϊ δοχέει λεπτόν 
ύφασμα σεθεν”16 I can give the other party any reason you or I please for your declining the bargain, if 
you should choose to decline it – I shall observe, en passant, that our friend K’s notice of the two 
parties who would have taken the house “if it had been big enough,” is not introduced

1:4

according to the best rules of logic, nor can be called a piece of rhetoric of the persuasive kind. If their 
objection to the mansion had been that it was not little enough there might have been some use in 
recording the observation to you and me – However, the fact is, that the premises are certainly quite 
large enough for you, notwithstanding their insufficiency in the eyes of the anonymous objectors = I 
have communicated your hypothesis relative to the Princess Charlotte17 to Sir Francis,18 and received 
for answer, that nothing could be more proper or pleasing – That man is, in my eyes, perfectly 
fascinating and irresistible, and adds to his other attractions that with which Horace wisely concludes 
his character of an honest man “at tibi amicus” 19 – I can not conclude this

1:4

13: In Fielding’s Joseph Andrews II iii.
14: A rhyming dictionary.
15: “Tell me whether this is not love” (VIR. EC. 8 44).
16: “Your spider’s web seems to be a castle wall” (source untraced).
17: Hypothesis unidentified.
18: Sir Francis Burdett, H.’s future companion as M.P.s for Westminster.
19: “… but he is your friend” (HOR. SER. 1 3 33).



pretty piece of epistolary upholstery without desiring my best compliments and regards to that 
ΔΩΤΟΣ20 (a Pindaric & Homeric word which her Ladyship will understand) of woman kind, Lady 
Oxford, and also, if such may be done within rule, to the peerless Lady Jane. The last mentioned lady 
when I was last at Mortimer house condescended to sing some silly verses which I had sent with a 
Greek song, and I like an infatuated booby was so completely taken up with looking at & hearing her, 
that I had not wit enough to repeat at the close of her performance either Waller’s or your lines on the 
eagle who was shot with a dart feathered from his own wing. Now [letter concludes at top of first  
sheet.]

Byron to Hobhouse, January 2nd 1813:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ III 6)

January 2d. 1813
Dear Hobhouse,

Will you execute a commission for me & receive my best thanks by anticipation. – 
Get the enclosed draft cashed yourself, as I do not wish it to pass through other hands – & pay Mrs. 
Mee21 Upper Berkeley St. 66 – for a picture of Ly. O. which the enclosed note will authorize you to 
receive. – Pray favour me by doing this immediately – & let the picture carefully packed & out of sight 
be sent to Murray’s

1:2

in Albemarle St. there to wait my directions. – – Excuse this trouble dear H. & believe me
ever yrs.

B
P.S.

Pray send me an answer. –
If there is any demur about the draft I will send you one on Hoares where I have certain monies. –
Ly. O. & Ly. Jane send their {best} remembrances. I would not trouble you but I have no other friend in 
town. – –

[1:3 and 4 blank.]

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, January 7th 1813:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.29; BB 110-11)
[To / The Lord Byron / The Earl of Oxford / Eywood / Hereford]
Hobhouse answers the previous item.

“Number five, direct your loves”
subaudi Palace Yard Westminster –

My dear Byron
My last scrap of paper was sent from Whitton, which circumstance will account not 

only for such a miserable missive but for your having an answer one day later than would otherwise 
have been the case had I been in London when your letter arrived – I returned from our rus in urbe22 

palace yesterday, and this day gave notice to Hanson that he would be called upon for certain monies 
on your account, but without staying to learn whether there were any assets in hand – However I 
warned him that if he had not Hoare had – This

1:2

same dirty day also I called on Mrs Mee whom I found the most unintelligible & impracticable of her 
sex – She reminded me of Lord Barrymore’s title of a favorite comedy “She woud and then again she 
woudnt”,23 and I could hardly get a definitive answer for half an hour – At last, however, after learning 
to my infinite delight that the little Master and Misses Mee were on this evening to have a children’s 
ball, and that she herself would be content to live in a garret were it not for her babes, I did get her to 
promise that on Monday next at three on the clock the picture in question should be delivered into my 

20: “Doto”, the name of one of the Nereids or water-nymphs.
21: Ann Mee, miniaturist.
22: “Country house in the city”.
23: By Colley Cibber.



hands – You may then depend that on that day the picture shall be properly packed, and sent according 
to your

1:3

directions to Mr. Murray’s – The she limner did show it to me

“… quos vidi [tetigique] lacertos!
Quantum et quale latus! quam juvenile femur.24

I have bracketed the second verb because it does not do for the picture, and because it might if put in at 
all be in the second person.
My best compliments to the Countess and her fair daughter –

ever very truly your sincere
John C. Hobhouse

P.S. .As to your query about the Book of Books,25 I can say nothing except that I am still with my 
shoulder at the Wheel, but you will be not sorry to hear that all the first edition was sold last Monday – 
and that a second is to be printed immediately – This I attribute to your puff.

Quod spiro et placeo (si placeo) tuum est26 –

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, January 14th 1813:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.30; BB 112-13)
[To / / The Lord Byron / The Earl of Oxford’s / Eywood / Presteign / Radnorshire.]
Hobhouse responds to a note from Byron which we do not have.

[letter concludes at top of first side:] Respectful compliments to the ladies – Alderman Brundel was, at 
a city dinner, spreading butter with his thumb – Wilkes, who sat next to him & knew he had been a 
bricklayer, said – “Hey ‘Hey’ Mr Alderman you have left your trowel at home, I see” – This was the 
best thing said yesterday at a large literary dinner, and you have it as cheap as I –

No. 5 Palace Yard –
My dear Byron –

I have got the picture, and paid the hundred guineas for which I should have enclosed 
the receipt did I not learn by your letter27 even now delivered that you may probably never receive this 
epistle – an extra charge of one pound fourteen shillings sterling for a bit of deal and broken glass is 
also settled for and I shall in this manner be about quits with you for our last potations pottle deep28 

when we took three quarts of clary wines at the St Alban’s on Tuesday the 8th ulto – God forbid I should 
judge intemperately of any one, but I verily suspect the above <alluded> alluded to Madame Mee to be 
a dame de mauvaise vie – she was

1:2

a perfect Mistress Mincing. A Tin case with a layer of cotton is preparing for that celestial beauty, for 
the artist told me that the Countess unless hermetically sealed and made air tight would get the mildew 
to a certainty. She is now in my bureau, as the Spanish ambassador said of his dead secretary Mr 

Poggio – Do you still keep to the voyaging plan? I am ready and have chalked out as noble a tour for us 
as eye hath ever seen or ear heard or as it hath entered into the head of man to conceive.29 It shall be as 
extensive and rapid as that of Croker’s earthquake

1:3

24: “What arms I saw [and touched]! What a side! And how young a thigh!” (OV. AM. 1 5 19-22). H. translates all 
of this poem in his diary.
25: Journey.
26: “If I breathe and please (if I do please) is owing to you” (HOR. CARM. 4 3 24).
27: This letter is missing.
28: Shakespeare, Othello, II iii 50.
29: Shakespeare, A Midsummer Night’s Dream IV i, last speech, misquoted.



Dallas damn’d ass Dull ass30 has sent me his works – he cuts you up by implication in the prefatory 
dedication by saying you approve of his Novels – I read myself asleep with Aubrey last night which is, 
to my mind, the most unnatural low minded stuff I ever read – He has in his miscellany got a long 
aligator called Dokimasia!!! Your tale of the Brocket bon fire is almost incredible – Well may you now 
say with Horace, “Me Phryne macerat” adding at the same time “nec uno contenta”31 –
Your question about my book is rather ominous – when will it be on the shelves? by the Lord

1:4

[above address:] when will it be off the shelf if it should once get there? – I must tell you, but don’t be 
jealous, that Murray, on a late visit, [below address:] showed himself quite enamoured, and, though I 
say it that should not say it made me some personal advances. What do you think of that Master 
Brook?32 ever truly your’s

John C. Hobhouse

Byron to Hobhouse, from Ledbury, January 17th 1813:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ III 14)
Byron answers the previous item.

January 17th. 1813
Dear H. –

I am on my way to town – writing from my sordid Inn – many thanks for your successful 
diplomacy with Ma – Mee – & now “Grant him one favour & he’ll ask you two”. – I have written to 
Batt for rooms – would it hurt your dignity to order me some at any other hotel (by a note) in case he 
should not have them? – for I have no opportunity of receiving your or his answer before I reach 
London,

1:2

& if he has not any to spare & I arrive late I shall be as bewildered as Whittington —
I rejoice in your good understanding with Murray – through him you will become a “staple author”. – 
D. is a damned nincom – assuredly – he has bored me into getting young Fox to recommend his further 
damnation to the Manager Whitbread – God (& the Gods) knows & know what will become of his “25 
acts & some odd scenes”. –
I am at Ledbury – Ly. O. &

1:3

famille I left at Hereford – as I hate travelling with Children unless they have gotten a Stranguary. – 
However I wait here for her tomorrow like a dutiful Cortejo – O. has been in town these ten days. – 
Car. L. has been forging letters in my name & hath thereby pilfered the best picture of me the 
Newstead Miniature!!!33 – Murray was the imposed upon. – The Devil, & Medea, & her Dragons to 
boot, are possessed of that little maniac. Bankes is gone or going to

1:4

tourify – I gave him a few letters. – – I expect & hope you will have a marvellous run & trust you have 
not forgotten “monogamy my dr. boy” – if the “learned world are not in arms against your paradoxes”34 

I shall despise these coster=monger days when Merit availeth not.35 –
Excuse my buffoonery for I write under the influence of a {solitary} nipperkin of Grog such as the 
Salsette afforded “us youth” in the Arches. – 

ever yrs. dr. H.
B

30: R.C.Dallas, to whom B. gives the copyrights of CHP I and II and The Corsair.
31: “Phryne, not content with one man, torments me as well” (HOR. EP. 14 15-16).
32: Shakespeare; Brook is Master Ford’s nom-de-voyage in The Merry Wives of Windsor.
33: This miniature (Peach fig.57), claimed by some to be by Prepiani, is still at Newstead Abbey.
34: Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield.
35: Shakespeare, Henry IV II, I ii 157.



Late March 1813: first (private) edition of The Giaour published.

From May 1813 to February 1814 Hobhouse makes a long tour through wartime Europe, 
without Byron, and leaving just before the publication of Journey. He visits Stralsund, Berlin, 
Vienna, Leipzig, Prague, Fiume, Weimar and Amsterdam.

Hobhouse to Byron, from Gothenburg, June 4th 1813:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441 f.31; BB 115-16)
[To, / The Lord Byron / 4 Bennet Street / St James St / London / England]
The first of only two letters Hobhouse writes to Byron from abroad.

Gottenburgh –  June 4.
My dear Byron / 

After a week’s passage, during which I was alarmed with a qualm of body from sea 
shaking and with one of mind from some suspected gun boats off the Skaw point in Jutland, I am 
arrived at this place of which I shall only say that as to the eye & the nose it much resembles one of the 
Lisbon wharfs –  By some strange fatality a sail which spoilt our appetites for dinner on board the 
packet on Monday last, turned out to be the Woodlark brig, Capt. G– Byron36 whose voice I recognized, 
but he being just then in

1:2

chace of an unfortunate corn boat I did not hail him –  Just now however he bounced into my grimy 
apartment & after a thousand convulsions of laughter has let me into all the particulars of his late life – 
He is going to dine with me –  but he has not come. He wants you to come over here and so do I – I do 
indeed wish that you would change your plan and meet me at St Petersburgh at any time which you 
may choose to appoint – Any scheme which you may choose to pursue for going to the East might be 
followed up to much greater advantage and without a long sea voyage by <going> going through 
Russia to Moscow & Constantinople, or through Russia to Astracan – I have made every enquiry here 
of more than one

1:3

person, and especially of a gentleman resident in St Petersburgh for many years, and I learn that there is 
no postern of the Russian empire through which a traveller may not pass with the greatest security and 
comparative ease. I beg you to think of this – you will save going so far by sea, and you may return by 
the Levant. Nothing would make me so happy as to be your fellow traveller. I pant after it as the hart 
for water brooks (as Davies would say)37 – As for travelling here, it appears that the difficulties are 
tri<f>fling in comparison with those which we encountered you may bring what luggage you like – do 
not be charmed with Greece again – direct to me, Messrs Lowe and Smith, Gottenburgh – I am going on 
to Stralsund, and, if they do not run too fast after this battle of Bautzen (a sad affair) to the

1:4

Russian head quarters – You shall have another letter immediately – let me have a line from you –
ever most truly & affect’ly yours

John C. Hobhouse –

June 5th 1813: first public edition of The Giaour published; 684 lines.

The Battle of Leipzig, October 16th-19th 1813, temporarily eclipses Bonaparte. Hobhouse sees its 
aftermath.

December 1813: seventh edition of The Giaour published; the poem is now complete at 1334 lines. 
The Bride of Abydos published.

Hobhouse to Byron, from Frankfurt-am-Main, January 7th 1814:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441 f.32; BB 117-19)

36: George Byron inherits the baronetcy at B.’s death.
37: Biblical: Psalm 42: 1.

file:///C:/Users/Hobhouse/Documents/Byron/AWebsite/TurkishTales/2TaleAbydos.doc
file:///C:/Users/Hobhouse/Documents/Byron/AWebsite/TurkishTales/1TaleGiaour.doc


[To, / The Lord Byron.]
Hobhouse’s second and last letter to Byron from abroad.

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] curiosity, which is to the banks of the Rhine to see Mayence – 
tomorrow I return to this town, and the day after set off for Holland – Travelling in Germany is bad at 
any time but at this season intolerable and very slow yet I count that three weeks will bring me to 
Helvotsluys. Pray leave word at Murray’s where you are to be found. I have thought it best to direct 
this letter under cover to him. If you can, give me one line directed to Mon  s  . Mon  s  . H.   Gentilhomme 
Anglais, poste restante Helvotsluys – ever most affectionately & faithfully your’s, John C. Hobhouse

Frankfort on the Main.
Jan. 7. 181338

Although my dear Byron, not a line not a single line from you has arrived to cheer me during a most 
tedious peregrination from the Baltic to the Adriatic and back again to the rag-covered plains of 
Saxony, I shall not conclude myself forgotten, but write as if I were as fresh on your remembrance as 
you are in mine – Were I inclined to let you slip from my memory, I assure you it would not be easy 
even here, for notwithstanding the rigour of the then Continental system I found on entering Austria 
some months ago that your name and reputation had been smuggled into Vienna, and I am now many 
deep in promises to convey to the fort<e/>s esprits of that place your childe39 – The Giaour will soon be 
there for I have got it here40 – – – I reserve all my congratulation on that subject for my first sight of 
you, yet as old friends must now & then be allowed to speak their mind without fear of imputed 
flattery, I cannot help telling you that I think your Kashmeer butterfly, the very prettiest insect in all 
poetry.41 That palid double faced fellow Sam Rogers must be highly delighted, and I own I hate him 
worse than ever. Thank God it is impossible to mewl more maukishly

1:2

than does the same sallow faced fellow in his Columbiad – I trust you have received the many notices I 
have sent you formerly of my proceedings –  All notion of going into Greece at present must be 
frustrated for the plague is raging in European Turkey to an extent positively unknown even in that 
pestilential country – At Constantinople last year died 375.000 people, which, when you consider that 
only 60,000 were carried off by what we call the Great Plague in London, is a most monstrous draft 
upon human life. A Mr Moore a friend of mine,42 who lately came from that city across Wallachia 
Transilvania & Hungary to Vienna told me that he had one of his Janissaries drop dead from his horse, 
that he never passed a village without encountering the pest cart full of dead, and that in short the 
whole country from the capital to the frontiers is one large lazaret – A double line of troops guard the 
Austrian boundary and the quarantine is 41 days –  Amongst the particulars – he informed me that the 
Morea is infected in every part. Albania is defended by troops – Ali suffers no one to enter – we know 
he let no one go out before so that his dominions must be more of the dungeon than ever. Athens is a 
little better off than its neighbourhood – The plain of Troy is entirely depopulated – You cannot
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in short go to Turkey now, you must content yourself with the narrow limits of Christendom – I will 
give you reasons enough when I see you to determine your choice – although to be sure I cannot say I 
have received much delight from my Dutch expedition – It is not worth while to say the thing which is 
not to you, but indeed my dear Byron, you have been the cause of a great deal of my discontent – it will 
not flatter you to hear it from such a one as myself, but never was man so missed as yourself – old 
habits had taught me to look for a friend by my side, in the dull monotony of locomotion, and I assure 
you my former companion gained very much by a comparison with those who have been the partners 
of my steps during this Journey – I should certainly have been in England in the beginning of 
November or the middle of that month at farthest, had not a most distressing circumstance occurred in 
the form of a rumour which made me miserable for a longer space than any known fact has ever been 

38: For “1814”.
39: The diary mentions no such forts esprits.
40: The diary has not mentioned it except at November 16th, where all it says is “Giaour, fifth edition”.
41: The first public edition of  The Giaour was published on June 5th 1813, after Ho. left England; and the fifth 
edition, to which he refers on November 16th, in early September.
42: See diary for November 14th.



able to affect me.43 The presence of my old acquaintance Baillie & the company of one or two very 
agreeable companions went no way towards consoling me for what I supposed the loss of the only 
person in the world who cares a farthing about me (for I have long felt secure of your regard, and the 
assurance has always made & still makes the best part of my happiness) – It has not been until very 
lately that I have dared trust myself with the persuasion that this report & the thousands of forebodings 
then recalled to my recollection, were unfounded. For weeks and weeks your name which had been so 
often in my mind
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[above address:] never escaped my lips nor those of my fellow travellers – nor had I ever courage to 
enquire directly into the truth of a fact the very suspicion of which had given me such painful alarms. 
No wonder I did not for three months write a single letter –44 I can scarcely at this time persuade myself 
that I may again indulge in an occupation which has always afforded me so much [below address:] 
delight. Now that every fear has vanished the impression still remains, and so little inclined am I to 
render it more lively, that after having thus accounted to you for my silence, no hint or allusion either 
by word or letter will on my part renew so distressing a topic – did not you know me, and my affection 
I should not have said so much – I am now on my return to England and shall see you I trust in three 
weeks. This letter which goes by the post will be my forerunner only a few days. This morning I take 
my last trip of [letter concludes at top of first sheet]

February 1st 1814: The Corsair published.

Hobhouse gets back to London on February 8th 1814. Napoleon abdicates, and on April 16th he 
goes with Henry Grattan to Paris, to witness the regime change.

April 10th 1814: Byron writes the Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte, and fair-copies it the next day. It 
is published in the same month.

Byron to Hobhouse, from London, April 12th 1814:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ IV 96)
[To Jno Cam Hobhouse Esqre. / 7. St. James’s Place. –]

April 12th. 1814 –
My dear He.

I take the earliest opportunity of telling you that to my regret my Parisian scheme is 
knocked up45 – by some intelligence received in letters this morning (<of> {on} pressing business & 
other concerns)46 – pray excuse this & yrs. ever

[swirl signature]

Hobhouse sends Byron three letters from Paris, which, as with the even more important 1815 
Paris letters, Byron doesn’t acknowledge.

Hobhouse to Byron, from Dover, April 17th 1814:
(Source: text from NLS Ms47.43441 f.33; BB 120)
[To / The Lord Byron / Albany / London –]

My dear Byron –
Allow me to request that you will correct the press for me of a short programme to the 

battle of Hanau – which I wrote as fast as I lay pen to paper whilst Cawthorne the publisher stood in the 
room –

43: A pencilled note on the Ms. says, “The Rumour was Byron had committed Suicide – I remember J.Hanson”.  H. 
refers to the report of B.’s death which heard on board the Wizard on September 27th.
44: B. hadn’t written to H. for three months before, either.
45: H’s diary for this day reads, “Got up with headache – Byron goes not to Paris – he is a difficult person to live 
with. He has written an ode to Napoleon Bounaparte, and offered to inscribe it to me – this I got off.”
46: “business & … concerns” unidentified.
47: I do not know where H. published his account of the battle of Hanau (October 1813).
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Let me beg you not to confine your help to meer correction of the press, but where you sees tautologies 
or other blots mend them as you shall deem best. Cawthorne has commands to attend your pleasure –
I am just landed at Dover and depart from this hole in an hour – Grattan after all is & goes with me. 
The Prince of Monte Hermoso & su criado48 who looks more like a gem{ntle}man than his master is 
also carausing with us.
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God bless you for your sluttishness my dear friend & believe me even at this most trying moment & in 
the midst of a thousand vexations .. ever your’s sincerely

John Hobhouse

PS. I can’t help telling you that I applied to Lord H. for the letter to Talleyrand & was refused – I hope 
he is not angered at the request – pray tell him so for me if you see him –

[1:3 blank.]

Hobhouse to Byron, from Paris, April 20th 1814:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.34; BB 122-3)

Paris. Wednesday, April 20.
My dear Byron,

After travelling from Saturday night to Tuesday at seven in the morning with little 
intermission Mr Grattan, my unexpected companion, & myself arrived in this capital in a hard rain 
which has lasted until this moment nearly & still lasts – Being in bad lodgings, which the Cossacks 
have the reputation of having defiled, although I rather conceive both the dirt and bad odour to be 
indigenous, I have grumbled from the time of my arrival to this instant of writing and find not a single 
thing in Paris at all answering my expectation – My Irish chum likes every thing to an extasy and I 
don’t know, whether opposition does not give me rather a more poignant distaste for every thing about 
me than I should otherwise feel.
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Paris however has a good deal of the jolly bustle and air of London as to its cries and rattling of 
carriages – and its Tuilleries and other Imperial monuments might be borne if it did not rain so 
pestiferously –
I find that the French never talk of any event which happened more than a week ago. Napoleon is 
forgotten, except that one or two have called him to me Mons’ Nicholas which turns out indeed to be 
his real name – and was known to be such a year ago –  I have endeavoured to make out for you the 
fact as to his wife which I learn to be that she not only will not go with him to Elba but has positively 
refused to see him – He is deserted by all, and called a craven for not putting an end to his degraded 
existence Berthier has repeatedly left pistols and poisons on his table, a notable present for his creator 
& king but perhaps the only one & the best he can now make him – Napoleon’s observation on this 
hint is, “on veut me faire bruler la cervelle – je
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ne suis pas si bête – je puis être Marechal de France – je suis aussi bon que les autres”49 –
Now whether this is philosophy or indifference, or cowardice it looks vastly like madness – Colonel 
Campbell & two other officers one Austrian one Russian accompany him with an escort of 1500 to his 
island – Maria Louisa leaves Rambouillet tomorrow for Vienna –
If you come to this place let me have notice of a few days that I may get you lodgings, for you will be 
in the same pickle as myself if some such precaution is not take – I can tell you there is no society at all 
– the town looks like a large barrack, the theaters clank with spurs and rustle with epaulets – It is 
certain that the allies found themselves at Paris gods know how – and that when they heard that 
48:  “his servant”. H.’s diary explains:  At Dartford a black-looking, dirty young fellow came into the coach and 
without any preface, in two minutes told us “Yo soy principe in Catalunea.” I brushed up my bad Spanish. The  
Prince was addressed by one on the outside, who asked him, “How goes it?” and other familiar questions. I talked  
to him of his friend without – he said, “Es mi criado.”
49: “They want me to blow my brains out – I’m not so stupid – I can be a Marshal of France – I’m as good as the 
others”.



Buonaparte was behind them at St Dizier would have retreated but for some good advice, given they 
say by Castlereagh – who, I assure you, looks here most like a gentleman & person in authority than 
any of them all – I have seen none of the famous here except M. Talleyrand who was at the opera last 
night
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with the Princess of Neufchatel of whom take this story – She is a princess of Bavaria (I learn tho’ I did 
not know it before). Napoleon made Berthier marry her, but Berthier swore he would never <would> 
consummate, he found however one who would in the person of a bastard son of his 24 years of age, 
and the three live together in perfect harmony – Vive l’amour – There is nothing like it – The opera 
here is by no means so grand as we have all heard in England – the singers tear you to pieces, the 
dancers are ugly but well limbed & not very much above D’Egville’s pupils. I have no news – except 
that I am waited upon by a lacquey who swears that his hairs were turned white by the revolution, he 
being only 40 years of age. Note well that he never was nearer being hanged than having the cord 
round his neck.

Farewell dear Byron, pray let me have a line from you directed to Monsieur
Monsieur H.

Gentilhomme Anglais
à L’Hotel de Suede,

Rue de Richelieu
Paris

P.S Your gold I learnt at Guldney’s in St James’s Street was worth about 47. pounds sterling

Hobhouse to Byron, from Paris, April 27th 1814:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.35; BB 125-8)
[To / The Lord Byron / Albany / London]

Paris – April 27. 1814 –
My dear Byron,

Since I dispatched my last sheet and a half I have been looking about me with all the 
eagerness of an admirer of most sublunary objects, in order to see something worthy of being recorded 
in this my second address to Albany – One has been for a long time accustomed to hear that Napoleon 
has done so much for the French capital that those who visited it ten years ago would not recognize the 
ancient Paris at the present day – What this city was I know not, nor what past changes have taken 
place. I can only say that the present uppermost are taking every pain, pitiful enough as I must think 
them, to efface every positive memorial of the last reign – There is however some excuse to be made 
for blotting out the insignia of the dethroned Emperor, as, by a vanity not to be pardoned, that fallen 
Star took care to insert his imperial initial in every
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ovolo and cavetto of sculpture, every medallion or other ornament of glazing or painting & every tissue 
of embroidery or palace furniture – Marbles & stuccoes, temples and chambers, insides and outsides, 
ceilings & floors, domes and chair bottoms all bear the redoubtable N or did bear them, for I can assure 
you that the enemies of tyranny have made a very laudable progress in eradicating these signs of 
subjection – I was yesterday at the Pantheon formerly the Church of St Genevieve still an unfinished 
building, of which the tyrant, as he is now cried about to be, furnished very little more than a few 
trifling ornaments & part of the floor, and was witness of the activity of the royalist masons in 
hammering out this large offensive letter from the marble under our feet & two or three tall 
scaffoldings placed against some similar monograms on the higher parts of the building showed the 
fate of those relics – The workmen at their task were as
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seriously occupied and as perfectly indifferent as if they had been erasing on some tomb the prolix 
titles of a defunct in order to make way for the name of his wife –. Everything tells better than it acts – 
seeing the facility with which this great change is bringing about I shall always look with less interest 
or more incredulity upon the accounts of former revolutions – Those who witnessed the dethronement 



of the Emperor Nepos would smile if they could see the importance attached to it by the pages of 
Gibbon and by ——50 its furnishing a motto for the ode to Napoleon –
The invectives with which the remanufactured rags of this capital teem against their late lord of the 
Empire, have not been checked except by one fugitive ½ sheet which has attempted to show the 
inconsistence & indelicacy of loading with opprobium the person whom every type so short a time ago 
conspired to praise – This brochure I inclose for your reading, not because it is in itself worth 
preservation or attempts at any reasoning, or even declamation; but because it is the only hint which 
has yet been thrown out to protect the memory of a fallen monarch –
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many objections had, at the same time, been made to the new constitution, the generality of them 
evidently framed by the emigrant adherents of the Bourbons who are angry at the appointment of their 
sovereign by the Novi homines of the Senate – It is the general belief that the Senate will be kicked off 
when the ladder is no more wanted – Whatever you hear depend upon it that for the present the triumph 
of the ancient family is complete – The only army now on foot is the national guard of Paris which 
amounts to more than 40.000 soldiers armed & disciplined to an extent, <for> {for} which the fact of 
two thirds of them having been in the field before & the general facility with which a Frenchman learns 
the profession, may furnish some adequate cause – These, having deserted Napoleon, find a double 
spur to fidelity to the new sovereign, their renewed affection for whom is the only excuse for their 
present conduct = and accordingly they take daily every opportunity of identifying themselves with the 
restored dynasty –
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– this day, for example, they granted themselves a decoration of white ribbon adorned with fleurs de 
lys the removal of which was to be the disgrace of the offender – The Marshalls of the Empire, have, 
all, with one or two exceptions of those whom the new news has not reached, given in their ready 
submissions and some, of which the chief in debasement is Augerau, have volunteered violent attacks 
on their subdued sovereign – Alexander, the emperor, has kissed those of these military dignitaries 
whom he has met, and this salute has occasioned no little jealousy amongst the Russian candidates for 
personal favours – I will close this prosing with mentioning what Napoleon said to Colonel Campbell 
the officer appointed to attend him with the three other Military commissioners to Elba – Pray God you 
have not heard it before – When the day for the departure of the Emperor from Fontainbleau was fixed 
– which was the 21st of this month, he had an interview with the four officers of the allied powers, each 
of whom was separately introduced by General Flau – The Austrian & Russian staid with him two 
minutes, the Prussian half a minute – Colonel Campbell a quarter of an hour – Napoleon was most kind 
& polite in his manner – he began by asking him where he had been wounded and in what battle – and 
then questioned him as to the decorations he wore & what were the military orders of England – He 
enquired if
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he was to go to Elba in an English ship and added I shall have no objection – je suis sous votre 
protection , je suis votre sujet” were his very words. He subjoined, speaking of England; c’est une 
grande nation, pour laquelle j’ai toujours eu la plus haute estime – je voudrais aussi monter la France51 

– here he was so much agitated that his voice failed him and General Bertrand who was standing by 
was visibly affected with his situation – Recovering himself – he turned the subject to Spain and said of 
the Spaniards, “I esteem them also, they have character – you have known how to take advantage of 
their feelings” He praised Ld Wellington highly – “il a du <rejusir> rigueur et il faut cela dans la 
militaire”52 – He spoke of the defences made at Burgos at Ciudad Rodrigo and Badajos by the French 
in terms of eulogy, and then closed the conversation by saying that at the affair of Bergen op Zoom 
both the General of the English and the soldiers had

2:3

50: “Byron”, who refers to Nepos in a note to the Ode to Napoleon.
51: “I am under your protection, I am your subject … it is a great nation, for which I have always had the highest 
estime – I wish that France would mount so high …”
52: “He has discipline, and you need that in the military”.



done their duty but that they were ignorant of the number of troops in the garrison –
Colonel Campbell has given a very detailed account of this interview to Lord Castlereagh – and from 
what I know of the Colonel, it, has in my mind, every chance of being correctly drawn – You have of 
course seen the relation of Napoleon’s departure from Fontainbleau and of his being deserted even by 
his valet de chamber – The said Mr Constant such is his incongruous name has thought proper to deny 
the fact in the newspaper of to day but the terms in which he has done this are more offensive & 
decisive of his master’s fall than his alleged fault – He says, “I can prove by authentic documents, that I 
am only staying behind on account of ill health and that he has taken my effects along with his own – A 
lacquey to talk of an Emperor taking his effects, his cloaths, his wash pail and brushes, together with 
the ruins of a royal fortune!!
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[above address:] I can believe the ingratitude of Constant – especially as Napoleon commenced his 
patronage of him by saving his brother’s life who was to have been executed for an attempt to murder 
his master – [below address:] Farewell, my dear Byron, I shall see the entry of Louis XVIII and then 
pay my respects to you in Albany – ever your most affectionate friend

& servt: John Hobhouse
Hobhouse returns to London on May 8th.

Hobhouse to Byron, from St James’s Palace, July 21st 1814:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.36; BB 130)
[To / The Lord Byron / Hastings]

7 St James’s Place.
My dear Byron –

Some time ago I promised Ned Ellice to ask you to appoint his brother a Chaplain to 
your Lordship – I have shamefully forgotten this request & beg now to ask you the question which, if 
you be inclined I should be most obliged to you to answer by return of post –
I find Ld J Townshend is doing what he can against me.53 I am therefore stirring my stumps – I wish 
you would write to Beecher, Master Harness, and Francis Wrangham54 – Previous application is every
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thing and I know, although you will not own, the power of your pen and name –
George Sinclair55 does not go down to Caithness until September – I wrote to put off our scheme,56 and 
entre nous there was some little gratitude in his answer – I presume his father’s health and longevity 
might have been affected by such an avater.

Ever your’s truly
John Hobhouse

7. St James’ Place.

[1:3 blank.]

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, August 1814:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.37; BB 132)
[To / The Lord Byron / Hastings]
Hobhouse’s pedantry disguises his need to appropriate part, at least, of Byron’s latest work.

My dear Byron –
Murray has been cutting at the advertisement and made it bad English It stood 

originally thus. “The reader of Lara may probably regard it as a sequel to The Corsair.” As it now 
stands – it is “The reader of Lara may probably regard it as a sequel to a poem that recently appeared”

53: H. is planning to stand as M.P. for Cambridge University.
54: The Rev. J.T.Becher of Southwell; William Harness, old Harrovian; and Francis Wrangham, editor of Plutarch 
– all Cambridge M.A.s who could vote for H.
55: George Sinclair, old Harrovian.
56: “scheme” unidentified.



You will see instantly that the underlined words should be – “which has recently appeared.” It is a 
downright vulgarism to use “that” for
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“which” and unless the has is prefixed the relative verb is not of the same tense as the antecedent 
sentence. I tell you it’s bad grammar altogether therefore dont lo<o>se a moment in writing to Murray 
and ordering him peremptorily to put “which has recently appeared.” I have made strong representation 
to him but perhaps he may not care for me – Diable I never saw such a spectaculo as they have made of 
my bit of prose – Write me a line when you write to Murray that is by return of post directing to the 
Kōkōa

ever yours truly
John Hobhouse

<two lines heavily deleted>

August 6th 1814: Lara published with Rogers’ Jacqueline.

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, September 11th 1814:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.38; BB 133-4)
[To / The Lord Byron / Newstead Abbey / Nottingham]
Hobhouse’s reactions to The Corsair and Lara.

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] Do not the following lines of Lucretius sound oddly to your & 
mine and other Christian ears?

nam simul ac ratio tua capit vociferari
Naturam rerum haud divina mente coortam,
Diffugiunt animi terrures:57

They are in the beginning of his third book. Farewell my dear B. believe
me your ever faithful

John Hobhouse
September 11

My dear Byron –
Were I not used to your silence, of course I should be mortified at having had not a 

word from you since you left these parts:58 and, as it is, I am truly concerned at being in suspense about 
the fate of your abbey lands. As the event has happened perhaps it will be unsafe to hazard a prediction 
but something tells me, as it has always, that Newstead will continue to be the scene of iniquities in the 
same family as have already honoured it with the sight of their sins, for some centuries to come59 – If 
you do
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keep it – however, do not build by any means – ’Tis pity, without or child or wife, and the Abbey is 
large enough for you and all your family – of Vices – I mean – I hope you have been passing your time 
somewhat more to the advantage of your body soul and Muse than I have, who have now consumed the 
fruits for seven weeks – true hog of the stye of Epicurus – and am now tired with the toil – I wish to 
heaven you would vary my luxuries by writing me once a day a scrap, (one or a hundred lines they 
would break alike the chain of this existence,) to me by way of letter – You need not have the trouble 
of franking the letter, Mrs

1:3

57: “As soon as your philosophy describes things as not created by the mind of a god, superstition evaporates” 
(LUC. RER. 3 14-16).
58: B. has been in Hastings and Six Mile Bottom with Augusta.
59: H. may hint here that he knows about B. and Augusta.
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Legh can do that – I only ask you to write it – Of course I have no literary news for you – except 
indeed if that be not yet arrived – that I have heard of one who prefers Lara to your last, but that all are 
scandalised at the possibility that such a fine fellow as Conrad could be thought to terminate in such a 
devil’s tail as your present hero – sic itur. I do believe that the women are angry, that a man with a 
black eye and curly hair who is faithful to one of their sex whom he keeps in a tower until he finds 
another whom he likes better than she should be supposed capable of any one crime under heaven – 
Are you thinking of tragedy? You see
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there are two hundred seventy and odd plays in the drawer of ye Green Room of Drury which have 
been judged totally unworthy representation They say Whitbread has ploughed through them all but I 
who believe in little έιμη τώ θεώ μουώ και τοίς μυστεροίς, 60 cannot bring myself to credit this any 
more than that Joanna Southcote was impregnated by a white cone projecting from a candle. –
The candle indeed is not a new contrivance – The world, say they, has existed between five & six 
thousand years and in the most civilised city of the most civilised enlightened nation on the face of the 
globe the maker of the universe is expected to
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issue from an old woman of sixty four and there is a regular assembly of all classes where this is 
preached and believed. Are we in our childhood or dotage, or are mankind, like the earth which carries 
their, allways to run round in a circle? Yet, notwithstanding this extraordinary folly, our people at 
Greenwich have calculated and written the nautical almanack up to the year 1819 – that is, have settled 
& shown every possible face of the heavens and earth for five years to come, the feasibility of which it 
did not enter into the head of Sir Isaac Newton to conceive but superstition pins us to the ground by 
those little threads our thousand hopes & fears, which, tho’ trifling individually, when altogether, like 
Gulliver’s hairs, render us immoveable [letter concludes at top of first side.]

Byron to Hobhouse, from Newstead Abbey, September 14th 1814:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ IV 170-2)
Byron answers the previous item. His inivitation to Hobhouse to travel with him to Italy is 
conditional – though Hobhouse doesn’t know this – on Annabella turning down his proposal of 
marriage. She accepts.

Newstead Abbey, Septr. 14th.
1814 –

My dear Hobhouse – Clau:– has relinquished his purchase and twenty five thousand pounds out of 
twenty eight do. paid on account – and I am Abbot again – it is all signed – sealed and re=delivered. – – 
So much for your enquiry – he wishes to renew – but I will first see an’ the monies be palpable and 
tangible – before I recontract with him or others – though if he could complete I should have no 
objection, on the old terms. –
But now for other matters: – if a circumstance61 (which may happen – but is as
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unlikely to happen as Johanna’s establishing herself the real Mrs. Trinity) does not occur – I have 
thoughts of going direct and directly to Italy – if so – will you come with me? – I want your opinion 
first – your advice afterwards – and your company always: – I am pretty well in funds – having better 
than £4000 at Hoares – a note of Murray for £700 (the price of Larry) at a year’s date last month – and 
the Newstead Michaelmas will give me from a thousand to 15 – if not 1800 – more – I believe it is 
raised to between 4 & 4000 – but then
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there is land upon hand – (which of course payeth no rent for the present & be damned to it) altogether 
I should have somewhere about £5000 – tangible – which I am not at all disposed to spend at home – 

60: “except God and the mysteries” (source not located).
61: His engagement. He has already proposed, on September 9th; Annabella accepts about now.



now I would wish to set apart £3000 – for the tour – do you think that would enable me to see all Italy 
in a gentlemanly way? – with as few servants & luggage (except my aperients) as we can help. – And 
will you come with me? – you are the only man with whom I could travel an hour except an “ιατρος”62 

– in short you know my dear

1:4

H – that with all my bad qualities – (and d — d bad they are to be sure) I like you better than any body 
– and we have travelled together before – and been old friends and all that – and we have a thorough 
fellow feeling & contempt for all things of the sublunary sort – and so do let us go & call the “Pantheon 
a cockpit” like the learned Smelfungus.63 – The Cash is the principal point – do you think that will do – 
viz £ – 3000 clear – from embarkation onwards. – I have a world of watches & snuffboxes & 
telescopes – which would do for the Mussulmans if we liked to cross from Otranto & see our friends 
again. – –

2:1

2) They are all safe at Hammersleys. – –
would my coach do? – beds I have & all canteens &c. from your Man64 of Ludgate Hill – with saddles – 
pistols – tromboni – & what not. – – I shall know – tomorrow or next day – whether I can go – or not – 
and shall be in town next week – where I must see you or hear from you – if we set off – it should be in 
October – and the earlier the better. – Now don’t engage yourself – but take up your map – & ponder 
upon this – ever dear H.

yrs. most affectly.
[swirl signature]

[2:2 blank.]

Hobhouse to Byron, from Easton Grey, Gloucestershire, September 18th 1814:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.39; BB 136-7)
Hobhouse answers the previous item.

[letter concludes at top of first side:] in as many forms with what gratification. I write myself down 
your ever faithful friend

John Hobhouse
Easton Grey, Tetbury, Glostershire.

My dear Byron – 
On Friday last I rode down to this place about ninety miles from our parts and so did 

not receive your letter until this day Sunday the 18th to which although surrounded at this instant with 
all the deliciæ of a country house I do not delay to answer on the moment having to congratulate you, 
which I do most sincerely & from the bottom of my heart on

1:2

the recovery of Newstead – May you long wear the cowl. You know Bessy Rawdon says it becomes 
you – fancy always you hear her exclaiming, as she did to me, “does he not look beautiful”?, & you 
will not again feel inclined to leave your abbey lands. Seriously let me beg you on my bended pen 
never to think of a second alienation – and do also keep out the proud heir, as Horace calls him, as long 
as possible I discover in reading the biography of his grace of Buckingham that there

1:3

is a principal of animation about poets which makes them like the mercy of Ogg king of Basan, endure 
for ever – Any how they & you included must outlast the journalists – who in their long sounds wear 
out no less themselves than their readers.

62: “physician”.
63: Sterne, A Sentimental Journey
64: “Man” is underlined and the underlining deleted. The “man” may be Bryant’s of St. Paul’s Churchyard, from 
whom, in July 1813, B. had bought £404 worth of camping equipment. By 1818 he had still not paid for it.



To be sure I will go to Italy or any where with you – you know I have garnered up all my wishes for 
another unsentimental journey in such company – The money is abundant, the coach superabundant 
that is superabundant on account of the chance of not finding the requisite six horses when four might

1:4

be procured. Of all this however discourse we or let us discourse more at large hereafter, as well as of 
the time of starting which perhaps you would consent to delay a little – & the deferring of which would 
not as I hear on all hands be productive of any disadvantage in any respect –

<four lines completely deleted>

Pray give me <one> one line to let me know your movements – were I to write a thousand I could not 
but repeat [letter concludes at top of first side:]

Hobhouse’s diary, Friday September 30th 1814: Returned to Easton Grey. A large party dined there. 
We danced in the evening.

Lord Byron is going to be married, as I learn to Miss Milbanke.

Hobhouse to Byron, from Easton Grey, Gloucestershire, October 1st 1814:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.40; BB 138)
Hobhouse assures Byron that he’s not upset.

Easton Grey, near Tetbury, Gloucestershire
My dear Byron –

A letter from that dear rough diamond of our acquaintance65 has led me to suppose 
that you are about to marry and to be given in marriage. As Scripture informs us that this is not done in 
heaven, every one, to be sure, is right to make a trial of it upon earth. You have the warmest 
congratulations from one whose friendship although not abounding in worldly goods is by no means 
deficient in good will and affection, as also the sincere assurance that no other possible event could 
reconcile him to resigning the

1:2

prospect of a second expedition with the same companion as contributed so large a portion to the 
pleasing circumstances of his former journey. Of the lady of your choice you are, I believe, aware that I 
know nothing except such points as have induced me repeatedly to urge the advisedness of attempting 
to attain the object which, it seems, is now shortly to be put in your possession – If I had the pleasure of 
a personal acquaintance I should take the liberty of congratulating her on her approaching union with 
the person whom the trial of some varying years has made most dear to me, and whose qualities, as far 
as I am myself concerned, I would not exchange for those of any man living – The same esteem

1:3

and discernment which has enabled her to appreciate the value of such a connection must convince her 
that an old friend would utter no felicitations on an event which is frequently fatal to former intimacies 
were he not entirely persuaded that in the present instance he runs no hazard of finding diminished that 
kind regard of which he would not consent to lo<o>se the smallest particle – To say more would be to 
show an anxiety which, believe me, I do not feel – Again dear Byron accept the congratulations of your 
very faithful friend

John Hobhouse –

[1:4 is blank.]

Byron to Hobhouse, from London, October 17th 1814:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ IV 213)
Byron answers the previous item. He asks Hobhouse – though not in as many words – to be best 
man.

Octr. 17th. 1814

65: Davies.



My dear Hobhouse –
If I have not answered your very kind letter immediately – do not impute it to 

neglect – I have expected you would be in town or near it – & waited to thank you in person. – – – 
Believe me no change of time or circumstance short of insanity can make any difference in my feelings 
– and I hope in my conduct towards you – I have known you too long & tried

1:2

you too deeply – a new mistress is nothing to an old friend – the latter can’t be replaced in this world – 
nor – I very much fear – in the next – and neither in this nor the other could I meet with one so 
deserving of my respect & regard. – – – –
Well – H. – I am engaged – & we wait only for settlements and all that to be married – my intended it 
seems has liked me very well for a long time – which I am sure her encouragement gave me no reason 
to suspect – but so it is according to

1:3

her account – the circumstances which led to the renewal of my proposal I will acquaint you with when 
we meet – if you think such material concerns worth your enquiry. – –
Hanson is going down next week to Durham to confabulate with Sir R’s agents on the score of 
temporalities – & I suppose I must soon follow to my Sire in law’s that is to be –
I confess that the character of wooer in this regular way does not sit easy upon me – I wish I could 
wake some morning & find myself fairly

1:4

married – I do hate (out of Turkey) all fuss & bustle – & ceremony so much and one can’t be married 
according to what I hear without some. – –
I wish – whenever this same form is muttered over us – that you could make it convenient to be present 
– I will give you due notice – if you would but take a wife & be coupled then also like people 
electrified <through> {in} company <by> {through} the same chain – it would be still further comfort. 
– Good=Even ever yrs. most truly

BN

Hobhouse to Byron, from Easton Grey, Gloucestershire, October 20th 1814:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.41; BB 140-1)
[To. / The Lord Byron / Albany / London. –]
Hobhouse answers the previous item.

Easton Grey. October … 20.
My dear Byron –

Whatever may have been the process of your present amour, be assured, as I before 
told you with the utmost sincerity, that nothing good can arise from it or any other adventure in which 
you are concerned, that will not be a subject of the most entire delight to me – It may be of little import 
for me to repeat what I before expressed

1:2

that I augured every thing happy from that which I had used the priviledge of friendship to advise – It 
will be a more certain evidence to say that I shall be exceedingly happy to accompany you during that 
moment of the engagement which is to bind you for life to the obligation of being as happy as the 
conditions of humanity admit – If Miss Milbanke did not think it necessary to be given away by her 
father or some

1:3

other relation, or friend, or acquaintance, nothing would make me more happy than to be the immediate 
channel through which might be conveyed the right of entrusting her happiness to the care of the 
person from whom I have found my principal comfort in more vicissitudes than those to which the 
acquaintance of two young persons is usually subject – If your friend had no other attraction than that 
of having selected and of being selected



1:4

by yourself I should be eager to form her acquaintance, but all I have heard of her formerly, and the 
accounts which daily now accumulate upon me of her valuable qualities, of course, increase my wish to 
be presented to her – Have the kindness to give me a fortnight’s notice of the time and place and other 
circumstances of the approaching ceremony – Nothing which I now contemplate as possible

2:1

will prevent my attendance – I have only one engagement on my hands and that is a short visit to Lord 
Lansdowne in this county: Of which I have not yet settled the precise time – If you will be so good as 
to let me know about what period you conjecture every thing will be in readiness, I shall then be able to 
make my few arrangements in Wiltshire and to let you know for a certainty when I shall be at your 
service altogether – Do not suppose by this phrase that under every conjuncture I shall not be in 
waiting on the important occasion about to ensue – believe me your most affectionate

John Hobhouse
Hobhouse to Byron, date uncertain:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.42; BB 142)
[To / The Lord Byron]
A small note, probably hand-delivered.

My dear Byron –
In god’s name do come down – it will be of great service – and if Douglas Kinnaird 

(who lives at 16 Great Ryder Street) does not go with us pray send & tell him you will take him –
ever your’s

John Hobhouse
[1:2 and 3 blank.]

Byron marries Annabella on January 2nd 1815. The day before, Hobhouse tries without success 
to persuade the vicar not to carry out the ceremony.

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park, Hounslow, January 9th 1815:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.43; BB 143-4)
Hobhouse’s first letter to the newly-married Byron, who has asked him to do what Byron could 
never do himself – investigate John Hanson.

[letter concludes at top of first side:] to half a dozen girls66 who would give their ears and earrings to 
see how Keen67 makes love in Romeo – Give her also this inscription for the print of her murdered 
Lord

Boileau wrote this for himself Du célebre Byron, tu vois ici l’image
the deuce is in it if I Quoi! – diras tu – c’est là, ce poëte achevé
may not apply it to a friend D’où vient le noir chagrin qu’on lit sur son visage

C’est de se voir si mal gravé68

Make me happy by a line from Hanaby
and believe me ever your affectionate

John Hobhouse

Whitton Park, Hounslow, January 9
My dear Byron –

Your flamen nuptialis Noel kept me up bumperizing you and yours at Mr Hoare’s at 
Durham until a late hour on Monday so that it was with an aching head rather that I commenced my 
Southern remigration on Tuesday morning – My progress homewards was sufficiently circumspect and 
66: His sister and half-sisters.
67: “Kean”.
68: “You see here the image of the famous Byron / “What!” you will say – “is that really the poet depicted?” /  
Whence comes the shame we read in his face?” / It’s from seeing himself so badly drawn” (adapted from Boileau, 
Epigrammes 35).



slow for I did not reach this place until eight on the clock of Friday evening. To make up, however, for 
former delays I transmitted early the next morning a note to Mr Hanson desiring him to appoint some 
time on Monday following when I might have the consolation of a communication

1:2

with him on a subject concerning which I presumed (as I told him) that you must already have given 
him an intimation – To make sure of the delivery of the missive I directed my Rugeby69 to leave it at No 

29 Bloomsbury Square, and if Mr H was not at home to say that I begged an answer by the general post 
– The very fine father in law has taken no sort of notice of my tender assignation and when he does he 
may probably hand me over to the intended red haired representative of Andover –
I must conclude your letter of advice has not reached him – however I wait with resignation – Should 
he condescend to be speedy in his appointment you shall soon be acquainted with the result –

1:3

If in any other matter I can be of the least service recollect that you can not be half so much assisted by 
granting as I shall be gratified by executing a commission – In the mean while I can let you know that 
upon enquiry of my father I find that nothing is more common than to put the temporary settlement of 
any person’s affairs into the hands of a counsel upon or without any pretense and that there are 
barristers, such as William Adam for instance {used to be,} whose chief employment it is to give 
opinions on these matters –
The same person (of whom I knew you would permit me to ask the question) informed me that the 
insertion of <a> {one’s own} solicitor’s name in a marriage trust is a most unusual step especially 
where property is to be transferred and where a long balance remains unsettled, to settle which any

1:4

floating capital might be laid violent hands upon – This is not saying there is any actual danger but only 
that the thing is unusual, and were other suspicion to arise might be of considerable weight in 
increasing distrust – Fortunately let the gentleman be what he will, the least attention on your part or 
that of Mr Bland the Co-Trustee will prevent any accident – Besides like Agricola “omnia certe, 
assidente amantissima conjuge, supersunt saluti tuæ”70 To her I pray that you will present my kindest 
respects – Beg her also, as the legitimate channel through which application for your favours is now to 
be made, to put you in mind that you are to allow me the use of your box at Drury Lane for one night 
not quite for my own sake but that I may appear a great man and a useful man [letter concludes at top 
of first side.]

Byron to Hobhouse, from Halnaby, January 11th 1815:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ IV 253)
[1815 / Darlington January twelfth / To – Jno. Hobhouse Esqre, / Whitton Park / Hounslow / Middlesex / 
Byron]
Byron answers the previous item.

Lady Melbourne has the box but I will write to her to transfer to you for any night or nights. –

January 11th. 1815 –
My dear H.

You will much oblige me by insisting on an interview with Signor Hanson – to whom I 
have again written with some anger and much wonderment at his not seeing you – or writing to me. – I 
will do what you like about it – only choose me a counsel, William Adam an’ thou wilt. – –
The post presses – but more soon – –
Lady Byron is well – & with me very

much yours
Byron

[1:2 and 3 blank.]

69: His servant (from Rugby, Dr. Caius’ servant in The Merry Wives of Windsor).
70: “Surely your future is secure with the most loving of wives by your side” (TAC. AG. 45, paraphrased).



Hobhouse to Byron, January-March 1815:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43441 f.44; BB 146)

My dear Byron –
I have received an answer from the person to whom I applied respecting Hermoso. The 

substance is, that the said was Ld Grenville’s private solicitor & was made by him solicitor to the stamp 
office – that he bore an unimpeachable character both in private life and in the profession until an 
event,71 which you may easily guess, tended to lower it. My informant adds, I believe his subsequent 
conduct to his son in law has not had the effect of raising it – Except this

1:2

passage in his life,” adds he, “I know nothing against him. I presume you know he is Lord Byron’s 
solicitor –”
Such is the information I have obtained and you may certainly rely upon it – On the whole as you are 
acquainted with the offensive transaction & know that there is no great blame attachable to your 
attorney therefore, you will have no fear of the person in question

ever your’s truly
– John Hobhouse

[1:3 and 4 blank.]

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park, Hounslow, January 15th 1815:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43442 f.45; BB 148-9)

[letter concludes at top of first side:] Excuse the blotting and carelessness in the writing (not, I assure 
you, in the real interest involved) in this letter, as our large saloon here, which you perhaps may 
recollect, was on fire from one until ½ past three {in the} morning, and would have burnt down the 
whole house, had it not been, strange to tell, for the extraordinary activity and personal courage of my 
pitiful hearted negro, George Parsons, so that the whole neighbourhood is yet in alarm –

Whitton. January 15. Sunday, 1815.
My dear Byron,

Hanson appointed to meet me at the Stamp Office in Somerset Place on Saturday last 
(yesterday) at half past two – He seemed scarcely aware of the importance of the visit as he said {in his 
note} “he was afraid we should be liable to interruption” – However, I went to the assignation, when to 
my utter astonishment I found that Mr Hanson had left a message for me stating that he was gone to a 
consultation to meet Sir S. Romilly and begged I would call again in an hour – I left word that I 
regretted my occupations for the day would not admit of my returning – In order to make him a

1:2

little more punctual <There> and at the same time to break the business to him so far as to prevent any 
unpleasant scene at our meeting I have written him a letter of which I inclose a copy –
Your step of appointing a counsel is most necessary. If Mr H should ask you “why,” you have at once 
this answer, “that of course, his account with you must be audited by some one – that you can not do 
this yourself as he very well knows, and that it is ridiculous to suppose that he is to have the auditing of 
his own accounts – lastly, that you must have some one else

1:3

and that this some one else must be a Barrister – {of your own appointment}. By tomorrow evening I 
hope to be able to mention some really able person of the first character whose name I shall send for 
your approval and <with> to whom, in ten minutes conversation, I can explain enough, relative to your 
accounts with H. both on the debtor & creditor side of the book, as also relative to the Rochdale 
property, to let him know how you wish him to proceed – I shall give you <xx> notice of the events of 
my interview with H. whenever it takes place – in the mean while, with complts to Lady Byron, believe 
me your’s truly

– John Hobhouse –

71: The marriage of Hanson’s daughter to the Earl of Portland.



1:4
William Adam having been appointed
a baron of the Scotch Exchequer has
ceased to act as a barrister –

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park, Hounslow, January 17th 1815:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43442 f.46; BB 150)
[To / The Right Honorable / Lord Byron / Hannaby / Darlington.]

Tuesday. Whitton.
My dear Byron

To save the post here which {is} as inconvenient a place as one hundred miles from 
London – I take the chance of sending by the three penny Twitnam bag – It is to let you know that, 
without being told for whom or what particular case, Sir John Nichol was applied to in order to name 
three persons each of whom would be the man for your business – He did name, Templeman – Cooke – 
and Winthorp<e> – On the whole I think Sir John Nichol seemed to speak best of Templeman of whom 
I know nothing; except that he was appointed

1:2

one of the military Commissioners who had to unravel most intricate accounts –
Cooke and Winthorp were recommended the other day by Romilly as fit persons to unravel and settle 
an intricate matter of accounts – the case was before the privy council – Both parties agreed to either – 
and Cooke was named –
If you choose either of {ye} three – give me a letter to him – that is write to him a letter and inclose it to 
me – I will deliver it – you must give me some sort of credentials in this letter or the gentleman will 
naturally be shy of conferring with me – You must tell Hanson when you have fixed

1:3

upon your man –
Your’s always very truly –

– John Hobhouse –

Byron to Hobhouse, from Halnaby, January 19th 1815:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ IV 255)
[1815 / Darlington January <twentieth> {nineteenth} / To Jno. Hobhouse Esqre, / Whitton Park / 
Hounslow / Middlesex / Byron]
Byron answers the last item but one.

January 19th. 1815
My dear Hobhouse – I rejoice in the escape of your premises – you did not set them a fire – did you? – 
–
You have made but one mistake in your epistle to Spooney – but that’s a thumper – I do mean to sell 
Newstead – and that the moment it can be sold – but that does not prevent my being anxious about 
Rochdale – viz – to sell it too – Newstead I won’t keep if a fair price can be had for it. –
I sent you a box order – hast thou it – I wish to hear from Hans. before I fix upon a Counsel – & then 
you shall hear –

1:2

pray – when thou writest next address to Seaham – where we go on Saturday. – Excuse this scrably 
letter – all the ink’s out. – 

ever thine most truly
[swirl signature]

[1:3 blank.]

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park, Hounslow, January 20th 1815:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43442 f.47; BB 151-2)
[To / The Right Honorable / Lord Byron / <Hannaby> / <Darlington> / Seaham / Castle Eden]



[letter concludes at top of first side:] to morrow as well as of some of the particulars which the going 
out of the post prevents me from inserting here. – My respects to her Ladyship –

Yours very truly
– John Hobhouse

Friday: Jan. 20, 1815
My dear Byron,

At last I have seen Mr Hanson – I was with him {this day} from one until three and 
took care to state exactly what 1 mentioned to you at Seaham – I informed him that you desired to have 
his account – He promised me that he would furnish you with it immediately after Term, that is 
immediately after the twelfth of February – He said that you would find the two thousand eight 
hundred pounds merged in your debt to him. – This being the case and as your counsel will duly {and 
immediately} examine the accounts, I did not

1:2

press the point of Hanson’s giving you bond for his debt –
I told him that you were resolved to have counsel’s opinion as to the propriety of bringing the Rochdale 
question to a legal decision – Hanson said “certainly that should be done – that it was his opinion you 
had better give five thousand pounds to Deerdane,72 but that you were right to take counsel’s opinions” 
– I told him you would wish your counsel to look not only into the Rochdale but to be made acquainted 
with your other

1:3

affairs – “I will, said H, afford him every facility” I said nothing about the man you might fix upon 
because I did not know – but if you chuse, I will send his name to H when you have resolved – I could 
easily see that no good reason is to be given for the Rochdale business having been delayed for four 
years – All that Hanson would say was that you had not five thousand pounds to give to Deardan – yet 
he now owns that if your counsel should finally agree with him (Hanson) that a composition is 
advisable instead of going into an Equity Court, he will contrive to get the money – that is

1:4

he thinks it will be no difficult matter to borrow it either upon Newstead or Rochdale – Of course it 
will not be difficult – But I foretell that your counsel will decide for going into court –
Hanson talks magnificently of the sum which Rochdale, if the business was settled in your favour, 
would produce – 40, 70, nay 60, or 70,000£
The more necessity, said I, for bringing the matter to an issue, and the worse misfortune its’ being so 
long delayed – Appoint then, I pray, the counsel, this moment –
As to Newstead much was said – of which I will say something in a letter [letter concludes at top of  
first side.]

Byron to Hobhouse, from Seaham, January 26th 1815:
(Source: not yet seen in NLS Ms.43439; BLJ IV 259)

Seaham – January 26th. 1815
My dear He – Your packet hath been perused and firstly I am lost in wonder & obligation at your good 
nature in taking so much trouble with Spooney and my damnable concerns – I would leave to your 
choice our “Counsellors at law” as Mrs. Heidelberg calls them – a – Templeman – I think stands first on 
your list – so prithee fix on him – or whom you please – but do you fix – for you know I never could.73 

– N. must be sold – without delay – and even at a loss – out of debt must be my first object – and the 
sooner the better. – My debts can hardly be less than thirty thousand – there is six thousand charged on 
N. to a Mr. Sawbridge – a thousand – to Mrs. B. at Nottm – a Jew debt of which the interest must be 
more than the principal – & of which H. must get an amount from Thomas – another Jew debt – six 
hundred prinl – and no interest (as I have kept that down) to a man in New Street – I forget his name 
but shall know on half year’s day – a good deal still before majority – in which the “old women” of 
former celebrity were concerned – but one is defunct – and the debt itself may wait my convenance – 

72: H.’s version of “Deardon”, B.’s opponent in the Rochdale case.
73: B. suffers from a Freudian inability (a) to confront Hanson and (b) to be practical about money.



since it is not in my name – and indeed the interest has pretty well paid principal & all being 
transcendantly usurious, – a good deal of tradesmen &c. &c. – You know I have paid off Scrope that is 
6000 & more – nearly 3000 to Hans. Carnal74 – then I lent rather more than £1600 to Hodgson – £1000 
to “bold” Webster – and nearly 3000 to George L. or rather to Augusta – the last sums I never wish to 
see again – and others I may wish – I have W.’s bond which is worth a damn or two – but from Hodg. I 
neither asked nor wanted security – but there was 150 lent at Hastings to the same Hod. which was 
punctually promised to be paid in six weeks – and has been paid with the usual punctuality – viz – not 
at all. – I think I have now accounted for a good deal of Clau’s disbursements – the rest was swallowed 
up by duns – necessities – luxuries – fooleries jewelleries – “whores and fiddlers”. – As for 
expectations, don’t talk to me of “expects” (as Mr. Lofty says to Croaker of “suspects”) the Baronet is 
eternal – the Viscount immortal – and my Lady (senior) without end. – They grow more healthy every 
day and I verily believe Sir R Ly. M and Lord W are at this moment cutting a fresh set of teeth and 
unless they go off by the usual fever attendant on such children as don’t use the “American soothing 
syrup” that they will live to have them all drawn again.

[displaced sheet perhaps belonging here]

“The Melodies” – – damn the melodies – I have other tunes – or rather tones – to think of – but – 
Murray can’t have them, or shan’t – or I shall have Kind and Braham upon me. – – Take the box any 
night or all nights week after next – only send to Lady Melbourne – to tell her of your intention for the 
night or nights – as I have long ago left her paramount during my absence.

ever dr H. thine
B

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park, Hounslow, February 2nd 1815:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43442 f.48; BB 153-6)
Hobhouse answers the previous item. He now realises just how big Byron’s debts are.

Whitton. Tuesday.
My dear Byron,

Your letter came this morning – Thank God you have made out your debts in a most 
unsatisfactory way for as heaven shall judge me I can’t for the life of me make out thirty thousand 
pounds or even twenty thousand without adding what you are owed to what you do owe – do look –

Sawbridge 6000£
Mrs B at Nott 1000
New Street 900

7900£

To this 7900£ must be added Thomas, and the infernal old woman must be thrown into the same lump 
= but it cannot be that these two amiable creatures and your tradesmen and Hanson’s bill, balanced as it 
will be, can {make the whole} come to 30,000£ – Your other account is is not quite so difficult to 
comprehend. – certes – 6000£ to the Scrope and 3000£ to the Attorno and 1600£ to the King’sMan and 
1000£ to the Bold and 3000 to the VI {mile} Bottom75 make of good and Lawful monies of this realm 
14,600£

1:2

Indeed I admire your prudence – the two first sums are safe and you are a complete exemplification of 
the Latin proverb “quod dedi alteri id habeo.”76 What the Bold’s Bond may be worth for the present it 
is hard to say, but you need not put the sum down as lost = put rather the Bond into your Attorney’s 
hand – I do not mean that you should press that poor creature any more than the other poor creature at 
Cambridge but as to the latter I do think and propose that you should in a civil way tell him that as you 
are settling your affairs your lawyers wish you to have some security for the certain however distant 
payment of your <creditors> just demands – If you find any difficulty in doing this, use my pen – H. 

74: B. puns on “Hanson” – “Hans Carvel” (bawdy poem by Prior) – “Hans Carnal”.
75: Scrope Davies; “the Attorno” – Hanson; “the King’sMan” – Hodgson; “the Bold” – Webster; “the VI mile 
Bottom” – Augusta.
76: “What I give to another, that I have.”



knows me well and, I think, is sure I would not interfere in such a case except the most decided right 
and necessity require it – To say

1:3

the truth he should have not been content with offering you a security – he should have sent some sort 
of bond or something – backed by a friend or fellow tutor or some apparent good man –
Of the other 3000£ I say nothing except that I could have better spared a lesser sum77 –
I can very easily believe that the fiddles and the other cursed catgut that you allude to did swallow up 
the remainder of the Claughtonian forfeiture – However, you would have certain monies – fear not but 
follow counsel as the Scripture saith – either from Newstead or Rochdale or both – you are sure – but 
don’t be in a hurry – “hold up your head and do what you’re bid and be a good boy and shut the door 
after you” – so first of all – inclose to me by return of post a letter to Mr Templeman, written in the 
third person and stating your wish that he should examine your affairs and for that

1:4

purpose hold a conversation with myself and finally resort to Mr Hanson your solicitor for further 
particulars” – This letter I will direct and inclose together with a title stating that I am at Mr 

Templeman’s service when he may see fit – Or if you dont like this plan, write to me a letter in such 
terms as these – “Will you call on Mr Templeman the Barrister and inform him that, if his arrangements 
permit, I request that he will have the goodness to undertake the examination and settlement of some 
affairs which require the opinion of counsel, and concerning which he may receive the necessary 
intelligence first from yourself and finally from M  r   H. my solicitor”   – Something of this sort I take the 
liberty of

2:1

suggesting would answer your purpose – for I should call on Mr Templeman and show him your letter 
and immediately proceed to business – You must not content yourself with putting the anagram of your 
ineffable name to this letter, if you should think it preferable to write to me instead of to Mr 

Templeman, but instead of your customary [Hobhouse imitates Byron’s swirl signature] give me the 
Byron at full length and for heaven’s sake be serious from one end of the letter to the other –
At any rate whether you write to me or T. send a letter to Hanson by the same post telling him that you 
have appointed the said gentleman – And I pray you do not press him about Newstead until you get his 
accounts & the Rochdale business examined which will be in a few weeks – As I said before Hanson is 
doing very well about Newstead, and I hope whenever it is sold will get you at least its value – I shall 
write to him just to say that you wish him to send to Thomas

2:2

to get your account from him and also the old woman’s and the NewStreet Jew’s –
Before you read a word of the remainder of this missive sit down and write I beg of you as required – 
then proceed –
Your letter found me just at this sentence

“In short we take Mr. Leake to be a very decent counterpart of the “industrious and exact Cinonio” for 
the remainder of whose panegyrick we refer to the fifth chapter of the first volume of the Diversions of 
Purley”78

I dont know whether you may recollect the remainder of the panegyrick which is this “who does not 
appear ever to have had a single glimpse of reason” p. 63 – note –
Following up a hint you gave me in our journey and hoping for your aid in every way I am now getting 
up a review of the Researchers and have already done enough with the άλας άττικόν79

77: Shakespeare, Henry IV I, V iv 104.
78: For the Edinburgh, H. is reviewing William Martin Leake’s Researches in Greece – a book which impugns his 
knowledge of Greece and Albania. He assumes, too optimistically, that B. will join him in the project.
79: “Attic salt”.



2:3

which you will sprinkle to make a very handsome article – If you see no objection I should like T 
Moore to inform his Edinburgh correspondents that such an article will be sent through him (if it 
pleases him) to them in the course of a fortnight or three weeks – You shall have my portion in a week 
at farthest and perhaps you may have no objection to tell Moore all this or as much as you like of it by 
letter – The pages which of course I leave entirely open to you are, some little panegyrick which I must 
indeed pitifully beg for my Behemoth at Cawthorne’s and an outline of the virtues of the Albanians & 
Mahometans, and the praise of savage life in general which I am sure you will finish off con amore –
I have taken Mr L’s philological pretensions into examination, and I flatter myself in such a manner as 
will please you – I can at

2:4

this moment hardly believe it possible that I should have found this great man such a blundering 
thoroughly dull man – but so it is – he knows nothing at all of Romaic except just the vulgarest dialect 
as so little has he read of any of the best Modern Greek authors as not to he aware that τίποτε is only 
τιποτε in which way Coray80 always spells it –
In order to put me up to the subject I have read with great pains all the Romaic Hermes of the first two 
years and a half and also the Ετοχασμοί Άυτοχέδιοι prefixed to Coray’s Hellenic Library – From Coray 
himself I received a few days ago a long letter and a present of a Memoir of his on the state of 
civilization in Greece to which Leake alludes, but which he has never read, any more than the 
Ετοχασμοί
L. has answered the Quarterly Review, and where do you think? In the Classical Journal –

3:1

Thank my stars this is low enough – It is true that he has not a glimpse of reason. I must tell you one 
good thing of his, he says the Romaic Ωψευ {ώφου} – alas! is derived from the Italian O fi, whereas 
the exact contrary is the truth – the Italian is doubtless derived from the Greek, which is only a 
Doricism for ώ ψευ and is found in its original state in a Doric poet quoted by Athenoeus. ψōυ τών 
καών – Epicharmus – You must recollect that ψεύ is one of the commonest exclamations in Hellenic – 
and that there are whole lines of ψεύ in the tragedians –
Leake has not even taken the trouble to procure the Æolo Doric grammar from which he might have 
corrected some of his blunders – With your assistance I have no doubt of being able to make him hang 
himself, and nothing else will content me by God –
I have read the Lord of the Isles – well – he has fought all his battles over again – but war, horrid war, 
will not do now even for a theme at school – there is some charming poetry in it but no sort of mind I 
think. Murray if he lie not tells me

3:2

it moves off but slowly. The gentleman has got hold of your demonstrative article that: and that that 
that you admire so much he should, an I were you, be vastly welcome to – He has caught nothing else – 
You keep your places – By the way a TransTrentine wit at Durham gave me a sort of Cowlean 
epitaphium vivæ puellæ or rather vivæ nuptæ in prose I mean vernacular prose – I turned it into Latin 
verse which I inclose either for your Lord, or her Lady, ship, and which, to excuse its faults, I beg you 
to know was composed without pen and paper in the midst of vile company in a coach between 
Newark and Stamford – Do not forget to lay me at the feet of Lady Byron and of the most kind Sir R. 
M. and his lady – & believe me

yours very truly
John Hobhouse

P.S. The poetry is so heavy it will make this letter over weight so it shall be sent another time if need 
be.81

Byron to Hobhouse, February 5th 1815:

80: Adamantios Korais, Greek scholar resident at Paris.
81: H.’s Latin translation of the Durham Cowlean epitalamium does not seem to have survived.



(Source: Ms. not found; this text adapted from BLJ IV 266)

My dear He – Will you call on Mr. Templeman the barrister, and inform him that if his arrangements 
will permit, I request that he will have the goodness to undertake the examination and settlement of 
some affairs which require the opinion of counsel, and concerning which he may receive the requisite 
intelligence first from yourself and finally from Mr. Hanson, my solicitor.
Ever dear H., most truly yours,

BYRON

P.S. – I have this day written to Moore about your article and will send you his answer the moment I 
receive it or at least the substance thereof.
My debts I have informed you of as well as I can. Some of the tradesmen’s are largish sums, but the 
coachmaker, tailor, and others have received a few hundreds which are receipted.
There is a damned dinner party, and I must dress. Again and again yours,

B

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park, Hounslow, February 9th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 158-61)
Hobhouse is stiil trying to get Hanson investigated.

Whitton. Thursday.
My dear Byron,
I yesterday received your letter and immediately spurred my mortal Pegassus up to London where I 
wended my way to the Temple and the Templeman82 – Him I found at No. 11, Paper Buildings, as 
proper a gentleman as you would wish to see, and to him at once did I open my business by showing 
your letter – When, oh the wonderful works of fate! what do you think was his answer – “should be 
most happy – nothing would give me greater pleasure – but am concerned to say – that in this instance 
it is impossible” – I urged my suit the more and at last had this reply – “I am obliged positively

1:2

“to decline any concern in which Mr Hanson is a party, especially in any matter of account.” I was all 
eager or rather all ears to know the why and the wherefore – when to my infinite wonder Mr. 
Templeman added – “for unfortunately I have a monied affair with Mr Hanson myself I am trustee to 
an agreement and have for several years been trying to get a settlement of accounts for my trust from 
Mr H who has given me promise after promise and who if he be not dishonest has produced by his bad 
conduct all the effects of the most decided roguery – I shall in short be obliged to put him into court It 
is a bill of large amount near five thousand pounds Sir” – Poor Mr. Templeman

1:3

here seemed much affected and so overwhelmed that he acted as if I had come to give him advice and 
we had changed characters – I encouraged him however to proceed as I wished much to learn 
something of his transaction with & opinion of Hanson, and when he had closed his story told him I 
was not a lawyer but merely a friend of Lord B’s and that without having any reason to suspect Mr H. 
of any thing but neglect I thought it of consequence. L  d   By should not leave the entire management of 
his concerns and the settlement of a chancery suit to one only solicitor let him he who he would – To 
this Mr. Templeman assented and spoke very decisively on the importance and indeed extreme urgency 
of the business to which he added more weight by a very positive opinion which he gave of Mr. H., 
whom, he

1:4

repeated his intention of putting into court – This you know is a lawyer cant term for prosecuting – 
Certainly this is a most strange coincidence – you want a barrister – I speak to my father, my father 
speaks to Sir John Nichol, Sir John Nichol recommends Mr Templeman and two others – you by 
accident say let Templeman be the man – I call on this gentleman and he at once tells me “Sir if you 
had dealings with any man in the world but Mr Hanson you would find me ready to serve you, but <I 

82: Templeman is a lawyer whom B. has authorised H. to investigate John Hanson. Nothing comes of the attempt.



have/>Mr H. has a long a very long bill to settle with me” – Now I say this is strange, passing strange,83 

and altogether of a complexion with the very odd things which have so often

2:1

encountered you and me. Well – I took my leave of Mr T asking him permission at the same time to 
communicate to you the circumstance of his unfortunate concern with Mr Hanson – which he readily 
granted – Doubtless you will be much struck with the good fortune that has induced you to interfere 
between your goods and chattels and a person whom, to say the least of him, is fairly worthy of 
suspicion – Having failed with Mr. T (whose anecdote by the way was worth all the advice which he 
might have given you) I shall immediately apply to either Mr Cooke or Mr Winthorpe or Mr Harris – 
Cooke and Winthorpe were recommended by Romilly the other day as fit persons to unravel an 
intricate matter of account before the Privy Council – Both parties agreed to either and Cooke was 
named – Of the latter gentleman a good character has been given

2:2

me by my Solicitor Mr Delany – I procured a list of persons qualified for such a business as yours from 
{another} very eminent solicitor, at the head of which was Mr Bickersteth – whom I was glad to see in 
character but should not chuse, he being comparatively a young man and it being necessary when you 
go into Chancery on the Rochdale affair to have a leading man in the courts – I will not trouble you to 
write me another letter of credentials until I can make out for certain that the man, whoever he be, will 
enter, and, that instantly, into the business – Depend upon it no time shall be lost by me – I did 
yesterday

2:3

endeavour to make out the residence of Messrs Cooke Winthorpe and Harris but without success – 
Afterwards I called on Hanson who was not at home – It was not my intention to have told him that 
you had applied to Templeman – but I could not fancying what sort of a figure he would have cut upon 
hearing that name – It appears to be best not to let H. think you have any suspects at all until your 
counsel has begun to proceed and then let all suspicions come from the counsel himself – Special care 
must be taken not to let one farthing of the purchase money of Newstead (should you sell it) pass into 
Hanson’s

2:4

hands. I see now why he wanted to be named trustee for the sale of that property – Mr Bland, the 
trustee on the part of Lady Byron, must be applied to in order to prevent such an accident as his {(H)} 
paying himself out of the profits which he confessed to me it was his intention to do – that is he said, he 
should have sent in his bill when Newstead had been sold – Now if he is trustee, you know that either 
the whole property or such part of it as you shall receive as a first installment, will pass through his 
hands unless something is done to prevent it. All these matters will he considered by your counsel, 
concerning whom you shall have a letter as soon as any steps

3:1

have been taken – I called yesterday on Thomas who tells me he will send your account in to me 
immediately – I shall transmit it to Hanson – but I wished to see the exact sum due to that benevolent 
Jew – he told me the annuity was only 400£ per annum but I presume there is something due for 
interest which may increase the redemption money to about 3000£ – However you cannot owe so much 
as you think – so much for this business at present –
There is news in the paper for you married folk – the Peeress at Staines is Lady Cranstoun – and the 
gallant, who? the last man in the world – who but blackguard Disney? My Lord shooted at him and 
hitted him in the arm. Gauler who ran away with Valentia’s wife told me the names at the Cocoa Tree 
yesterday, and added “he is the son of the Presbyterian parson who had a chapel in Essex Street” – yes, 
I said, and who had a large fortune left him by Brand Hollis

83: Shakespeare, Othello, I iii 160.



3:2

on account of his principles. Sir C. Bunbury looking one way and rowing another, cried out “his 
principles god that’s encouragement for the rising generation if they are to get large fortunes left them 
for debauching their friends’ wives” No Sir Charles! ’twas the father who had the fortune left him – Oh 
I beg your pardon I thought ’twas the Colonel”
The Princess of Wales has had a rupture with Murat who fearing his interests at the Congress might be 
hurt by paying any more attention to her deputed Lady Oxford to give her the congè who did it in so 
graceful a manner that they fell to pulling caps –

3:3

our friend Lady Westmoreland is kept by the Pope – there’s a Phaon for your Sappho – She got tipsy at 
a party at Lucien Bounaparte’s at Rome and actually lost her wig – hitched, I presume, like that of 
Meneleas upon the candle branch above – This is a strange world my dear B. from Hanson upwards – 
My portion of the Review is finished I flatter myself you will endure my lays – you shall have the 
whole in a heavy frank – I trust Moore will write immediately – Do let my dear Harry Cavendish have 
a prologue to his Merchant of Venice which is to be acted on the 22nd of this month84 – ’Twill make 
him your slave for ever and very much oblige me who am so already as well as your’s most truly John 
Hobhouse

Byron to Hobhouse, from Seaham, February 11th 1815:
(Source: not yet seen at NLS Ms.43439; BLJ IV 270)
Byron answers the previous item.

Fy. 11th. 1815
My dear Hobhouse – I give you full & unqualified authority to apply in my name & behalf to any 
Barrister of repute whom you think will undertake the business – surely this will be credential 
sufficient to show for the trouble you are taking on my account. – – I am truly sorry to hear such things 
of H. – and a little for myself – I suppose we shall have trouble enough with him – it is necessary that 
you should know that Clau. is about to complete as you will perceive by H.’s last letter which I enclose 
pray keep it carefully – I have transmitted to H. the money for Sawbridge – who – I presume has 
received it – & if possible see H. & even Clau. – to whom when his cash is ready – it may be as well to 
hint about the instalments being paid to me. – Perhaps I had better come to town – I can in a few days 
leaving Lady B. with her father & Ly. M. – I write in haste – & you will perceive – seriously enough – 
nothing like Self to make a man in earnest – but I am ashamed of being such a wavering Stoic as to 
confess pain.

ever dear H. your obliged & sincere
BYRON

P.S. – I enclose you a prologue copied out in another hand – alter – omit – but at any rate amend – it is 
untouched since written – & there is no time for me to improve it. – – Moore has written to J. and I 
expect further tidings – perhaps your best way would be to send the packet to Moore – Mayfield – 
Ashbourne – Derby. – – To return to my Ipecacuanha85 – I suppose Clau. won’t be such a fool as to pay 
to Hanson till I have signed the new contract – preparatory – & in that case of course I will lay my 
digits upon the cash in person – the trustees for Lady B. are only concerned for her settlement
£600000 – which will be secured on mortage of the estate – & the rest of course to me – & I propose to 
pay all debts – & pending these to lodge the superflux – but not in any one Banker’s hands – but two or 
three – Hoares – Kinnairds – and Hammersleys – or any other worthy personages. – 

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park Hounslow, February 13th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 163-5)
[To / The Lord Byron / Sir R. Milbanke’s Bart. Seaham. / – Castle Eden / Durham]

Whitton – Monday. 13 Feb.
My dear Byron.

The day I wrote to you last, Wednesday, the 8th. I wrote also one line to Mr Winthrop, 
(one of the gentlemen whom you may recollect Sir S. Romilly recommended in an appeal case before 
the privy council) and wished him to appoint an early day on which I might have some conversation 

84: B. obliges with a 36-line prologue (“Hard is the life of those who live to please”).
85: Ipecacuanha is Peruvian bark, used as an emetic. See DJ X, 41, 5.



with him on your affairs – The subject of my talk I merely stated broadly – saying it related to a matter 
on which Ld B. desired the opinion of counsel – He returned me for answer that after this day when 
term would end he would be much at

1:2

my service – By which intimation I presume I am to understand that he will undertake the affair – 
Should he seem willing and fitting, of which I will inform you by Tuesday’s post, you will be troubled 
again to write a line either to him or me – as without some sort of credentials I think he might not like 
to proceed – In selecting Winthrop I employed my own discretion, merely acting upon Sir. J. Nichol 
and Sir. S. Romilly’s general recommendation – I hope you approve –
Thomas (Mr) has sent me in your account, which, arrears and all, amounts to 4911£ – after summing 
up, and bringing Cocker86 to bear upon the figures, I find that if you borrowed

1:3

the money at five per cent to redeem these annuities (for, like Legion, there are many of them) you 
would save just 165£ per annum, which out of 400£ per annum is no small deduction – All will do well 
– contra audentior ito87 –
By this day’s post goes to you, under a frank from J. Becket of the Home department Whitehall – the 
review of Leake – I please myself with thinking you will like it – If you do not – don’t scruple (I am no 
archbishop)88 to tell me so and to send it back to me covered up so as not to be read at the secretary of 
State’s office, in an envelope to J. Becket Esq. &. as above –
It breaks off just where a disquisition on general topics without a reference to Leake may well begin – 
and will begin well if you put pen to paper – I am sure that if you condescended

1:4

to add a few sheets and to forward the whole at once to Constable, I should have the delight of seeing 
my assailant bite the dust89 – even without the intervention of Moore – Not that I would compromise 
you (if there be the least dread of that) with your ancient antagonist and present admirer of the North90 

– Knowing your funds you see I do not scruple to draw on you either for prose or verse – as to the 
latter, by the way, pray do that which I know you would do without asking, – consult your ease. The 
lad should have a prologue from me but I find I can write nothing but bagatelle – The verses in the 
Chronicle did not appear – they were countermanded and I sent them to the person for whom they were 
written – old lady Sefton – My compl’ts to the Ladies. Believe me your’s always

– John Hobhouse –

Hobhouse to Byron, from the Cocoa Tree, St James’s Street, London, February 14th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 165-6)
[To / The Lord Byron / Seaham / Castle Eden / Durham.]

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] not add how entirely I feel interested in your loosing no time & 
how convinced I am of the urgency of the case – Is Lady B. well? You must not forget to remember me 
respectfully in that quarter – I shall send the autograph of the Prince de Ligne which I promised91 – 
ever yours – John Hobhouse

Cocoa Tree – Tuesday –
My dear Byron –
I am just come from Mr Winthrop who will gladly undertake the business – Do not therefore delay to 
write a letter to him stating that you wish him to examine certain accounts which will be laid before 
him by Mr Hanson and also to give a legal opinion of and undertake the management of the case at 

86: A pocket calculator.
87: Vir., Aen., VI 95 (“oppose evil with courage”).
88: H. refers to the Archbishop of Granada in le Sage’s Gil Blas.
89: In fact B. does not collaborate with H. in the review of Leake’s book.
90: Francis Jeffrey.
91: H. had met the Prince de Ligne in Vienna, and had promised Annabella his autograph.



present before the court of Chancery relative to your Rochdale property – you may either send the letter 
to B. Winthrop Esq 4 Stone Buildings Lincoln’s Inn

1:2

or inclose it to me – It had better be written to him – I did not until he should hear from you, enter at 
large into the affair, but he, like Mr Templeman, was of opinion that it was of the utmost necessity 
something should be done immediately – I hear Newstead is sold – this makes it so much the more 
necessary that you should have a confidential counsel, to prevent the appropriation of any part of the 
purchase money – by any body – I tremble at Hanson’s being one of the trustees and should like to say 
a word <your> to Mr Blake the other trustee in order to put him on his guard –

1:2

Where does he live? pray let Lady Byron or Mr Hoare write to this Mr Blake and inform him of the sale 
at once and desire him to have an eye upon the money – I do not mean only the 60,000£ which is 
settled, but the remainder of the sum for which, I repeat, I tremble – I do not like appearances as to Mr 

H – I assure you – I do not say more. I just asked a gentleman who knows every body, and without 
telling him why or wherefore, “what sort of character has Mr. H – in the profession – “A mighty 
indifferent one” was his answer – You must really get every thing settled with him at once – if you do 
not take

1:4

the decisive step of changing your solicitor – which when you have examined the whole business 
thoroughly, I think may be the case. Your counsel however will tell you what he thinks of the look of 
the matter – Do not fail on the receipt of this – to tell by immediate letter to Hanson that you have 
appointed Winth<orpe>{rop} and that you desire him to make a communication with Mr W directly – I 
think it better I should see Hanson once more just to urge the necessity of promptitude in making out 
the account – When you have written to Winthrop I shall call on both W. & H – Pray my dear B – do 
not be bored by my writing & rewriting but take a little pains and all will be settled to your satisfaction. 
I hope I need [Ms. concludes at top of first sheet]

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park Hounslow, February 15th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 167-8)

[letter  concludes  at  top  of  first  sheet:]  have  no  objection  to  any  scheme  that  might  facilitate  his 
researches. I must repeat that Winthrop can do nothing until you order Hanson to wait upon him with 
all his papers – ever your’s truly

John Hobhouse

Whitton. 15th February
Many thanks, my dear Byron, for the prologue92 which I takes very kind of you – You must know when 
my request had gone I did repent me of the deed and figured to myself you pesting and exclaiming “the 
deuce and the march wind take him – he thinks I can draw verses out of my mouth as conjurers do 
ribbons –” The verses are gone off to Gayhurst without any alteration except that I have put wits for 
wags and form instead of pen the scene” – Not that I like wits and form better than the other words or 
perhaps quite so well but that I think a Bedfordshire audience crasso aëre natum93 will understand the 
force of a plain word rather better than of a recherché

1:2

phrase94 – this I apply to wits and wags. As for form I put it for the same reason – thinking that pen the 
scene would raise doubts in dunderheads. What alter omit add amend?95 No – the lion will not touch 

92: To The Merchant of Venice.
93: “Born in a dense air” (Hor. Epis. II 1 244).
94: H. has modified Epilogue to The Merchant of Venice Intended for a Private Theatrical, ll.4 and 8.
95: “amend” underlined three times.



the true Prince.96 In truth and in faith I know my business better – I expect Harry Cavendish to be 
overwhelmed with obligation & I have desired him to answer my letter that I may have his gratitude 
under his hand – So Newstead is sold for 110.000£,97 bating perhaps the 1600£ mentioned in Hanson’s 
letter – This leaves near 50 - 000£ surplus above the 60.000£ or rather the 65 000£ which is to be left 
on mortgage – for the settlement – I understand from H. 30.000£ was to be paid in signing and 15.000£ 
on the Xmas of 1816 – You

1:3

are quite right as to laying hands on the sum yourself, and also as to placing it in three bankers hands – 
provided always that neither of the three are Hanson’s bankers – You had better write to Claughton 
telling him that you wish him to pay the money to yourself or friends as you may chuse to appoint – 
not to Hanson – Send this letter to me & I will take care it goes to Claughton – To morrow according to 
your wish I shall try to see {Hanson} and find out where Claughton lives – I have said friends because 
if you chuse to say that Kinnaird for example and myself shall receive the money and lodge the sums 
with the three bankers the matter will be done just as securely as if you came to town yourself.

1:4

you must to be sure sign the papers yourself – but it seems to be as easy for an attorney’s clerk to make 
the voyage to Durham and back with the papers as for you to go to London and back after them – I say 
this because I know your aversion (well founded enough god knows) to a long journey and because I 
wish well to Lady Byron’s comforts and she I know must be loth indeed to part with you – Do not fail 
to tell Hanson by letter directly that you have appointed Winthrop – It is possible that in examining 
Hanson’s accounts it may be necessary to call in another solicitor to give his opinion as to the charges – 
this Winthrop hinted to me and I told him you would [letter concludes at top of first sheet]

[on separate sheet:]

I inclose Hanson’s letter – be sure that you keep it – I hope you took a copy of 
Claughton’s letter to H – he had no business to say he had not time to copy it and 
to request to have it again – It is impossible to be certain that Claughton may not 
say that the sum was so & so – & if H turns rogueish what are you to do? There is 
no harm done yet, however.

[on another separate sheet:]

– I sent this letter to Hanson to day –
Tuesday, Whitton –

Dear Sir –
I have heard from Lord Byron – He does appoint Mr Winthrop to be his 
confidential – counsel, and I write to that gentleman by this post to put him in 
readiness to receive you – He lives in Stone Buildings Lincoln’s Inn, no. 4. the 
area – Mr Winthrop will have the examination of the whole of Lord Byron’s 
monied concerns, but I agree with you in thinking that it will be advisable at first 

1:2

to go into the Rochdale question –
His Lordship tells me he has mentioned his appointment of Mr Winthrop to you – 
He is exceedingly eager to have the whole of his affairs brought to some 
settlement immediately – Allow me to hope that you have made some progress, as 
you were good enough to promise, in arranging and arraying your account against 
him –

I remain your’s &c very obediently –
John Hobhouse –

96: Taken from Shakespeare, Henry IV I, II iv 258-71
97: Newstead is not sold at all.



Byron to Hobhouse, from Seaham, February 17th 1815:
(Source: not yet seen at NLS Ms.43439; BLJ IV 271-2)
Byron answers the previous item.

Fy. 17th. 1815
My dear H. – Your packet shall go in a day or two – but I wish first to hear once more from T. M. but I 
won’t wait longer than tomorrow for that. – – I enclose you another letter of Hanson’s – which I have 
not yet answered but shall this day – I am disposed to give up – and not hold out with Clau. upon the 
present conditions. – – I shall mention Winthrop – but do see Spooney if you can. – Clau.’s address is 
Haydock Lodge – Warrington – Lancs. – It pleaseth me to hear that the prologue will save you any 
trouble – since you are taking a plaguy deal on my account. – – I have had the cream of congratulations 
from Scrope – who has been ill – he says – I thought it had been his Uncle who was defunct – but I 
suppose Scrope is not yet sure which. – Excuse haste I will write more the morrow
ever thine

P.S. – I like your review vastly – but it is long enough in itself – without any additions from me – I 
shall write to J. and do all I can about insertion – though I hope he will be agreeable (as folks say) 
without. If Mr. Claughton comes to town – he is generally at the Grecian Coffee House – and you can 
see him – & state from me that the payments must be made into such Bankers’ in my name as I shall 
then direct. –

Byron to Hobhouse, from Seaham, February 18th 1815:
(Source: not yet seen at NLS Ms.43439; BLJ IV 272-3)
Byron follows up his previous letter.

Fy. 18th. 1815
My dear H. – I have written to Mr. W. – referring him to you for more information – pray ask him if a 
trustee can or cannot be changed – & his advice about the receipt of the money – for the trustees are 
only for the settlement I believe – the setts were drawn up by Lady B.’s people. – Claughton won’t of 
course pay the money till I have signed – & sign I won’t unless it is fairly deposited – for my use – in 
my name at my Bankers – as all except Lady B.’s settlement is to be at my disposal. – Pray see Clau. – 
when he sojourns at the Hellenic Coffee House Temple Bar (his usual Han when in town) & if 
necessary let Mr. Winthrop see him – & do you say – do – & perpetrate all possible things to bring me 
fair & clear out of a thousand & one dilemmas. – “Tremble” if you tremble what must I? – I must be a 
little Earthquake. – See Hanson & talk to him – I have written to him stating Mr. Winthrop’s 
appointment. I shall send off your review tomorrow but have had no further word from Moore

ever yours most truly

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park, Hounslow, February 21st 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 170-2)
[To, / The Lord Byron / Seaham / Castle Eden / Durham]
Hobhouse answers the two previous items.

My dear Byron,             Whitton. 
Tuesday – Feb.21.
Your letter and inclosure came this morning – the latter I return – According to your desire I waited on 
Hanson by appointment on last Thursday when he read to me his correspondance with Claughton and 
yourself including a copy of the letter inclosed – I think he has been right in coming to some 
understanding respecting the interest for the intermediate space of time – The sum is large and worth 
looking after – and, whether given up by Claughton or not, will be an exceedingly good set off against 
giving up the 1600£ of rent – You will have yourself finally to determine whether

1:2

under all circumstances, you choose to close with the old purchaser at these or any other terms – 
Certainly it seems to me that he will not stick at 1600£ – at any rate when he has received the hint 
respecting the interest – It will behove you of course to wait until you have Claughton’s answer to 
Hanson’s last proposition as to that interest – Should you sell to him – I will take care in case he comes 
to town to see him, and, of course, to do every thing you may think advisable for securing the purchase 
money – Before any thing is settled about Newstead it is not improbable you may have had a favorable 
opinion as to the Rochdale affair from Winthrop – This



1:3

might have some influence upon your inclinations to accept or refuse the Claughtonian terms – and I 
am therefore anxious that the said Winthrop should have an immediate consultation with Hanson – You 
must positively order Hanson to produce without reserve all his papers before Winthrop beginning with 
the Rochdale accounts and case – I told Hanson in my last Thursday’s meeting that you would 
probably appoint Winthrop – I shall write to the latter stating that you have transmitted directions to 
your solicitor and that I expect he will be called upon to act immediately – To the former also I shall 
give an intimation that he would do well to have his papers in readiness –
The solicitor spoke me fair – but fair

1:4

speeches are of too old an invention to have any weight – He studiously avoided all talk both of the 
counsel and the bill I mean his bill – the two most important topics – on both of which I took the liberty 
to touch and was replied to only by ayes and ohs –
Winthrop, however, will elicit answers less laconic –
Whatever one may think of that maxim of Cicero’s which recommends treating friends as if they might 
one day become enemies it is, to say the least of it, necessary to behave to our attornies as if they might 
be our future defendants – or to think them rogues till you know they are honest –
Let your man be as trust worthy as

2:1

Fabricius, he is nevertheless totally unfit to have the management of your monied concerns or those of 
any other man – He was literally incautious enough to own to me that he had scarcely or ever kept any 
accounts against you – at the same time that he talked of two thousand eight hundred pounds as a sum 
which would be sunk head and ears in the debtor side of your account98 – It is, I must at last under 
confidence say to you, however, my decided opinion that the gentleman’s notions of meum and tuum 
are not well defined, and that he would not perhaps at all times hesitate at the amalgamation of these 
two pronouns into suum – I did not inform you that at our first meeting

2:2

he opened the business with saying – “My Lord’s concerns are not of great magnitude – the questions 
relative to them are comprised in a very small compass” – This I took as it was doubtless intended as 
an (ill guarded) expression of pettishness at his having been written to several times by me & 
appointments having been made twice or thrice which he could not keep – I stopt him however by this 
interruption – “Whether small or great Mr H. you must recollect that they involve the whole of Ld B’s 
property and are of as much importance to him as if millions were under consideration –” He said no 
more – but what is the compass in which the

2:3

affairs were comprised may be judged of by his keeping me two whole hours in explaining the matter – 
In the course of this talk he as often called you Lord Portsmouth as Lord Byron99 – You must come to 
an entire settlement with him whether you take your affairs out of his hands or not – Indeed in a year’s 
time I hope you will have little or no need of an attorney – If your property is in Land you will have a 
regular steward at 30 or 40£ per annum to receive your rents on the spot and transmit them to your 
banker – If in money you will employ your banker in London to receive and give {give you} credit for 
your

2:4

dividends – At all events I foresee golden days for you – Consent only to give yourself a little trouble 
for these two next months – You shall hear from me when I learn any thing either from Winthrop or 
Hanson –

98: At the sale of Newstead in 1818, Hanson claims his own fee as £3,000.
99: Just as B. sees Hanson as a surrogate father, so Hanson sees B. as a surrogate son.



—————————————————————————————————————

You rogue you have not read the review100 – by the lord I know it as well as if I were at your elbow101 – 
so you wont say a good word for me – well, well!
If you had only filled up the odd sheet with a few sentences purporting “we have taken some pains to 
enquire from those who have travelled in Greece & find Mr H’s narratives &c &c – –”
This coining from you {in your hand} would have been worth

3:1

twenty other eulogies – and would have produced an octavo edition in a year – Particularly serviceable 
would it have been now – as Holland’s book102 will be out in March and being full of quartz and 
limestone and the independant coal formation will be reviewed and praised in the Edinburgh to a 
certainty – However thanks for what you are bestowing, & no grumblings for what you refuse – “The 
Lord hath given the Lord hath taken away blessed he the name of the Lord”103

ever your’s John Hobhouse –

PS.
This moment by threepenny post comes a letter from Henry Shepherd, begging me to ask you to 

subscribe half a guinea and allow the sanction of your name to some poems and a play published by 
subscription by an acquaintance of his a Miss Nooth104 – Miss Nooth <she> is to receive the money on 
delivery – I forward the request and intend to subscribe myself – {recollect} “Love in Sicily.

Byron to Hobhouse, from Seaham, February 24th 1815:
(Source: not yet seen at NLS Ms.43439; BLJ IV 275)
Byron answers the previous item.

Fy. 24th. 1815
My dear H – Your packet is forwarded to Dunedin – with a letter from me to the Er stating all about it – 
it was long enough without addenda. – I think you will see on a little reflection that it was much better 
for me to be silent altogether about your “Behemoth” – for obvious reasons – J would have looked 
upon it as an attempt rather to review you than the philologer. – I have not yet had his answer. – – I 
have a letter from Winthrop but none from Hans. in answer to 2 very decisive from me on the subject – 
you were right to “down him with the King of Prussia” about the question lying (he lies) in a small 
compass – it involves altogether N. & R. at the least more than £100000 – & the law & his damned 
account will probably enlarge the question considerably – by the way – according to his own statement 
– that account may as well be narrowed to the question. – The £2040 – he borrowed of me – & was to 
pay it again in a month – his first acknowledgement had the word borrowed – it was for a purchase in 
Essex – for which he wanted to make up the deposit – now why did he not say at once – let me have so 
much on account? instead of asking it as a loan – if his bill is to be so formidable – ask him that – most 
thinking people – again & again I say – ask him that. – – By the way ought not Winthrop to begin by 
being feeed – every man says Lawyer Scout in Joseph Andrews “ought to have a proper regard for his 
fee – no man can discommend him for attachment to his fee – let me be regular – enquire among the 
legal – & let me know the usual ways of your counsellors at law. – – I see no prospect – or prospectus 
(as Murray would say) of the “golden days” you mention unless I were to buy in the lottery so called – 
or Clau. comes down with his Marks for the lands

ever thine most truly

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park, Hounslow, February 27th 1815:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43442 f.54; BB 174-7)
Hobhouse answers the previous item.

Monday, 27 Feb. Whitton –
My dear Byron –

100: H.’s review of Leake’s Researches in Greece is in the Edinburgh Review xxiv (Feb. 1815), pp.353-69. B. was 
supposed to contribute to it.
101: Shakespeare, Henry IV I II iv 258 (adapted).
102: Henry Holland, Travels in the Ionian Islands … during 1812 and 1813 (1815).
103: Biblical; Job 1:21.
104: Charlotte Nooth, Original Poems, and a Play (Longmans, 1815); her only publication.



On Saturday last I went to London and saw both Winthrop and Hanson – I was 
exceedingly pleased with the manner in which the former appears to interest himself in your affairs – 
He expressed himself honored with any employment from “so very considerable a person,” and when I 
promised him all sorts of facilities on your part he said he doubted not thereof – He told me that 
Hanson had made no communication with him – that it would be impossible for him to make any 
further judgement of the Rochdale affair or any other than such as would appear from the papers which 
Hanson should lay before him – I entered (in confidence now that he is employed) into my suspicions, 
and during some part of the detail he held up his hands & turned up his eyes – but he said

1:2

that he thought you need not fear for the purchase-money of Newstead as you could have the money 
paid, according to your own suggestion, into the hands of your banker or your own or those of any 
friend – He recommended Mr Bland the other trustee being put upon his guard – With respect to 
Hanson’s bill he said the forms of the profession would not allow him to send for it – but that the 
procedure was for you to have it sent to you first, when you could send it to him – and that he would 
give you the best opinion as to all the charges – He recommended you ordering Hanson most 
peremptorily to lay the Rochdale business before him directly – and that he was right you will see by 
my conversation with Hanson – As to changing a trustee – it cannot be done without the former trustee 
voluntarily withdrawing

1:3

– but here as I said before you have no great cause for regret – You can secure the money – Winthrop 
said he saw no great use in your coming up to London. He ended by assurances of exerting himself to 
the utmost when called upon to act: I have forgot to say that he told me you had informed him you 
were a ward in chancery which rendered it impossible Hanson’s accounts should he incurred up to your 
age of 21 –
Were you a ward in chancery? And if you were, who was appointed by the Chancellor to pass your 
accounts? I thought Lord Carlisle was your guardian –
I called on Hanson at Somerset House – and saw him for a few minutes – I asked him if he was getting 
ready for Winthrop – he said no not yet he was plagued with cursed prosecutions at the Stamp office 
which had prevented him – but he would begin

1:4

when they were over – I did not tell him what I might have said – “If so you will never begin for the 
prosecutions will never be over.”
I said for god’s sake do make {what} haste you can. Lord B is very anxious to have the Rochdale affair 
quite settled” – He replyed, well I will – I was going away when he cried out – “Lord B desires me to 
do what I can about Newstead but I don’t like to act without positive directions – besides I have not 
had Claughton’s answer to my question about the Interest” – I answered – “I think you are right in not 
acting without a positive order from Lord B105 – although it is only a matter of 16.00£ between 
Claughton and his Lordship, for I do not suppose you hope to get the 10 500£ interest” “No – (said 
Hanson) we shant get that but I think Claughton will give up the 16.00£ – So you advise me not to act 
without hearing from Lord B?” Why (said I) I think I should

2:1

not if I were you – At any rate you need not until you hear from Claughton – and so we parted – Now 
this will show you the necessity of writing peremptorily to Hanson ordering him to lay the Rochdale 
case before Winthrop directly – and ordering him to get ready your or rather his accounts – you must 
not indeed be mealy mouthed with him – I foresee that if you are he will never stir a step – He has not 
failed to hint to me that he does not find you so eager as myself – If at one time he is to avoid doing 
your business on account of Lord Portsmouth’s lunacy, and at another on account of prosecutions at the 
Stamp office I see no consummation for you nor any other resource than taking your affairs out of his 
hands, which I feel quite certain you will finally be obliged to do – It will not be politic in you to show

105: Hanson knows how hard it is for B. to order him to do anything.



2:2

your anger until you are ready to quit him – but this policy need not prevent you from being decisive, – 
which I again intreat you to be – Should Hanson turn out to be the honestest man in the King’s 
dominions you have a right to be decisive with him and to complain, if need be, of the most wanton 
neglect of your interests – If you do not give a piece of your mind to him all my applications will be 
totally useless and indeed ridiculous – ponder thou this – mon ami – and believe me now as in the 
beginning it was & ever will be, your very faithful

– John Hobhouse –
PS.
I inclose the autograph of the Prince de Ligne for Lady Byron

[Enclosure not yet seen]
Whitton Park Feb 27, 1815

When at Seaham I promised your Ladyship an autograph of the Prince de Ligne and I now take the 
liberty of inclosing it with the following fair copy of the words of the billet doux which I should not 
presume to add were it not that I would willingly save your Ladyship the trouble of the many painful 
reperusals which it has cost me to decypher the hand writing of that divine old man. I must premise that 
I spent the last evening of my sojourn at Vienna (Nov: 28, 1813) at the House of the Prince de Ligne 
who, when I was about to take leave of him with a formal but very sincere expression of thanks for all 
his kindness, intercepted me at once and walking with me in silence to the door of his little Saloon, 
took hold of my hand and saying “C’est avec beaucoup de peine que je vous quitte ... je ne puis pas 
vous parler” ... retired into his apartment leaving me with this piece of paper in my grasp, of which, so 
much was I taken up with gazing far the last time at his majestic gentlemanly figure, I did not examine 
the contents until I returned to my lodgings. In addition to this history it is necessary to mention that 
the party at the Prince’s had on that & the preceding Evening been relating stories of ghosts amongst 
which some English Spectres, arranged in such terrors as my scanty knowledge of the French tongue 
would enable me to give them, were honored with looks and exclamations of peculiar horror – hence 
the play on the word “Revenant.” Excuse this marvellously tedious introduction which will make you 
dread the apparition of any second note from your Ladyship’s faithful humble serv’t

John Hobhouse

Je ne veux pas dire adieu a mon cher et bien aimable Monsieur H ... mais je veux qu’il sache mes 
regrets de le voir partir, et combien Toute ma famille et moi, nous l’aimons. Sa société nous faisoit tant 
de plaisir sa faite nous (en) inspiroit
Soyez vous même un “Revenant” cher Monsieur H ... en attendant n’oubliez pas celui qui vous assure 
de son amitié, et consideration distinguée

Vienne cc28 Nov. 1813

Your Ladyship will see that the Prince knew how to say an agreeable thing, by the pains I have taken to 
transcribe his kind but unmerited compliments.

Byron to Hobhouse, from Seaham, February 28th 1815:
(Source: not yet seen at NLS Ms.43439; BLJ IV 275-6)

Fy. 28th. 1815
My dear H. – I was in Chancery to the last drop of my Wardship & minority – I am much mistaken if 
Hanson did not receive sums since my majority – at all events his accounts can only be from 1809 – 
every thing passed through his hands – the sale of some farms in Norfolk – the sums lent by Sawbridge 
– &c. &c. – I have written to him again most peremptorily – I do not know who passed the accounts – 
but ward I was to my cost – for the Chancery was the plea of the savings being smaller than they would 
otherwise have been – though small enough in any case. – – I fancy it must end in my coming up to 
town. – – Your Review is accepted – but you will see I was right about “Behemoth” by these extracts 
from J.’s letter – which is remarkably kind & friendly. – “You seem to be aware that your learned 
Coadjutor stands perhaps too nearly in the character of a party concerned to be entirely trusted with the 
judicial function on the present occasion. – And I shall probably abridge the part in which he responds 
to Mr. L. as the critic of his former publication.” He then makes a few observations personally kind to 
me – about the additions which I told him were to have been made by me – but which I omitted to send 
on account of the length of the Article & goes “The Article as it stands seems very smartly & 



pleasingly written and will require but a few retrenchments to suit it for our purposes – I am extremely 
obliged to Mr. H. for the honour he has done us in trusting it in our hands – & beg you to make my best 
acknowledgements when you have occasion to write to him. – – I shall set off from this place on 
Monday next furthest – and solus – any letters after that you had best address to Six Mile Bottom 
Newmarket – & if I come up to London – you will perhaps give me a bed and a book at Whitton – 
Lady B. will remain here for the present.

Ever dear H. yours most truly

P.S. – Though I have written and decidedly to Mr. Hanson it may not be amiss to press him – I have 
shown my letters to Lady B. who thinks it quite decisive and at the same time temperate. –

Byron to Hobhouse, from Seaham, March 3rd 1815:
(Source: not yet seen at NLS Ms.43439; BLJ IV 278-9)

March 3d. 1815
My dear Hobhouse – As I shall not perhaps set off as soon as I expected – you may address your 
responses here as usual. – – What has happed between you and Lord J. T. – I hear he has “lampooned 
you & your friends” – so says Kinnaird106 – I hope I am included in the number – but methinks that 
aged & venerable nobleman is meddling with irascible men – men famous with the pen – & tolerable in 
accuracy with the pistol – how comes he into such a hornet’s nest – must we write or fight? – I am 
ready either as principal or second against him and his whole generation. – In my last I told you Jy has 
accepted your composition. – I hope you are pleased with what he says thereupon. – I have not heard 
from Hans. but have written to him in a style worthy of Salmasius – I have talked “professional 
negligence and personal disrespect” – I have talked of “an end of all confidence” – and still he answers 
nothing – “may he be damned like the Glutton – a whoreson Achitophel.”107 – – I wish you would 
make an inquest of the house of the Dss of Devonshire108 – now to be let – & which if it suited I should 
be glad to take for the year. – In your observations therein – don’t forget those essentials to happiness – 
as a dear deceased friend of ours used to call them – I mean the convenient position of the Κρεια 109– or 
two – or more. – – I am very comfortable here – listening to that monologue of my father in law which 
he is pleased to call conversation – he has lately played once upon the fiddle – to my great refreshment 
– we have had visitors – & they are gone – I have got K.’s receipt for the shellfish – but no shell fish 
for the Receipt – I hear Kean is coming to Sunderland – but probably not before my migration. – Well 
– now I want for nothing but an heir to my estate – and an estate for my heir.

ever yrs. most truly

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park Hounslow, March 8th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 178-80)
Hobhouse answers the two previous items.

– Whitton. March – 8 –
My dear Byron –

I can only say that if you will come to Whitton you shall have all the beds and books in the 
house at your disposal – You shall also and moreover have a sitting room altogether to yourself – shall 
have no staring at you – shall get up & go to bed when you please – “dine late or not at all” as the poet 
says – In short shall have no complaint to make against any thing but dullness & ennui – the 
inseperable companions of a country life – You will be able to go up to London every day on business 
or what not if you like we being only ten miles from Town –
So here comes another letter from you – saying you do not set off on Monday – well – set off when you 
will & come here if you can

1:2

I pant for a sight of you as the hart after the water brooks110 – I do not think you could do otherwise 
than tell Hanson a piece of your mind, and though you seem to have given him a good slice of it, yet 
perhaps it is just as well that “all confidence should cease between a client and his attorney” – and it 
may only be regretted that any confidence has before subsisted between the two –

106: Lord John Townsend had accused H. of dishonesty while canvassing as MP for Cambridge University.
107: Shakespeare, Henry IV II, I ii 33.
108: 13, Piccadilly Terrace, where the B.s’ marriage is to disintegrate.
109: The W.C.
110: Biblical: Psalm 42:1.



Mr H. cannot be more neglectful than he has been, though I dare say now that he is become a great man 
& that young Spooney is to be member for Andover, he will be a little smart in his responses – Order 
again his laying the Rochdale affair before Winthrop – and tell him to get ready his accounts directly – 
If he demurs change your solicitor at once & get at your affairs by threatening a suit – you have tried 
all fair methods –
I believe I told you before that the forms of the <law> {profession} render it impossible for Winthrop

1:3

to move until Hanson comes to him with or sends his papers – I have written & spoken repeatedly – but 
the solicitor stands like Teneriffe or Atlas unremoved –
The Duchess of Devonshire’s house111 is to be lett for 700£ per annum – which some consider to be a 
bargain – S. B. Davies has been enquiring for you in those quarters and probably you have had from 
him a statement of facts and fictions – If I can however be of any service employ me –
Mr. Jeffery’s letter is certainly very handsome but I hope to god I shall not be obliged to exclaim with 
poor Puff112 – “Indeed there has been such cutting and lopping here, I scarce know my own work 
again”113 If much is retrenched from the review of Leake’s review it will be a great disservice to me, as 
it will be supposed that the strength of my case is taken

1:4

and that nothing farther can be said than what is found in the Review – whereas I did not insert several 
instances of unfair blundering criticism which I should have subjoined had it not been for <the> a due 
consideration of the nature of a Review – The more I read the more I am convinced of Leake’s total 
incapacity – he is even wrong in dating back the Romaic to the twelfth century & I find in Coray a 
support of the very opinion which I had advanced <that> in favour of the date of the 16th century for 
the epoch of the present form of Romaic – Even later than that period the Doric infinitive of the passive 
aorist was made use of, and the Greeks said θέλω ταραχθέν instead of ταραχθη with the elision of the ν.

2:1

I have had sad news from Greece – The <author> {editor} of the Hermes Logios has written me a long 
letter from Vienna, and tells me that “la pauvre Gréce” has suffered so dreadfully from a two years’ 
plague that the progress of literature has been retarded by the care for life & health – Whole districts 
are become desolate – The lot of Athens has not been so distressing as that of the rest of Greece – 
Some Englishman has founded and endowed a school – Mayhap this may have been done with your 
monies.
So Kinnaird has been blabbing – It was not my intention to have mentioned the affair of Lord John’s 
insolence until the close of the proceeding114 – Had you been in the way I should of course have trusted 
you with <the> my confidence on this occasion – He {(Ld J)} wrote to Cambridge sometime ago, 
saying my conduct & that of my friends had been “unfair & unhandsome in the

2:2

extreme” because I had applied to his dearest friends and nearest connexions without telling them that 
his son might some time or the other stand for the University” –  On learning this I wrote to Lord John 
to ask him if he had used the expression & if he had why or on what grounds, & told him likewise that 
I had taken care to give it a Contradiction as “{totally} unfounded & therefore unwarrantable” at 
Cambridge – He returned for answer that he presumed I had applied to the D of Devonshire, after I 
knew his son would stand, but that if it was before, “he acknowledged his error, & offer’d his 
apologies” – I returned to this reply that it was before & that I consequently claimed his apologies for 
myself & friends – I forbad him at the same time to tell me what his opinions would
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111: 13, Piccadilly Terrace, where B.’s marriage will disintegrate. B. never pays the rent.
112: BB has “Ruff”.
113: Sheridan, The Critic, II ii.
114: Lord John Townsend had accused H. of dishonesty while canvassing as MP for Cambridge University.



have been in the supposition of the other case in a letter which with the whole of the correspondence I 
will show you when we meet – whether the affair is over or not yet I can not say – You shall hear all 
particulars as they rise. – Adieu mon ami –

– ever your’s truly J. C. Hobhouse.

 – Did the autograph come to hand?

[2:4 blank apart from “J.C.Hobhouse”.]

On February 26th Napoleon “escapes” from Elba, and on the 28th lands at Cannes, and starts his 
march on Paris. Hobhouse is determined to see the drama close up: Byron’s marriage now gives 
him a cast-iron excuse not to accompany him. This puts an end to all plans to straighten John 
Hanson out, and he is still Byron’s solicitor when Byron dies in 1824.

Hobhouse to Byron, from London, March 19th-24th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 181-2)
Hobhouse prepares to go to Paris.
[To / The Lord Byron / Six Mile Bottom / – Newmarket –]

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] which I have never seen & wish to look at – I know not that I 
shall stay long abroad – God preserve you my dear Byron nobody loves you half so well for nobody 
knows you half so well as your very

faithful – John Hobhouse –

My dear Byron –
Three weeks nearly are past since I have had a single line from you and it was from 

others I learnt you were on your transit to the South – The house in Piccadilly will I think suit you – It 
is large enough commodious enough, and has all other sufficiencies – The hearing you were coming to 
London would have filled me with delight had I not been at that moment meditating a journey to 
France which at present stands in force as far as leaving England goes for I actually <quit/>exit this 
island as it were on Sunday next – I feel therefore a spite
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at that arrangement which will give others a chance of that gratification which in all common luck I 
ought to have enjoyed myself – Last week I applied for dispatches and in the midst of the general joy 
here at the expected demolition of Napoleon learnt with surprise on Monday last that our government 
did not choose to risk the persons of English Gentlemen at Paris & consequently the King’s 
Messengers, vile damnum,115 were to be hazarded instead of myself – From this moment I felt secure as 
to the event and I have since seen sundry from Paris who tell me that after the first five days all hope 
for the Bourbons has been even in the metropolis entirely extinguished – However I go from London 
on or about Sunday morning next
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and shall wend my way to Belgium –
In god’s name give me one line wishing me well on my way and direct that line to the Cocoa Tree – I 
should tell you that I have called on Winthrop once or twice, since I last wrote to you but have not 
found him at home – I did not appoint him nor do I know that I had anything to say except to enquire if 
Hanson has made any communication to him – The last mentioned gentleman has been in the north – 
so I despair of his having stirred a step – It is my earnest recommendation that you forthwith change 
your solicitor and, from all I have heard of a Mr Williams from D.Kinnaird no man who will serve your 
turn better – The appointment
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of a solicitor into whose hands the whole of your concerns may at once be transferred from the lazy 
hands of H will simplify your own business, and Mr Winthrop will then have some solicitor <to> 

115: “A cheap loss”.



who<m> <all> {will make all} communications with him without reserve – Allow me to refer you to 
Kinnaird for a character of Williams and an opinion on this head – and let me add that if you think any 
point can be gained by my staying until you arrive in London I shall be most happy to attend to such 
appointment116 – The possibility of Belgium being at once over run by Napoleon, who they say must 
enter Paris to day, makes me in a hurry to move towards Brussels [letter concludes at top of first sheet]

Byron to Hobhouse, March 26th 1815:
(Source: Ms. Clark Library; this text adapted from BLJ IV 283)
Byron answers the previous item.

March 26th. 1815
My dear He – I  am full of wonder & regret  at your migratory project – which I yet  hope may be 
interrupted – wishing you nevertheless all possible success & divertiment if you will go. – We expect 
to be in town on Tuesday – Lady B. is very well & very thankful for the Prince de Ligne’s autograph. – 
– Buonaparte!!! – I marvel what next. – I have written to nobody & am as lazy & stupefied as can be. – 
Your intention of travelling again puts all the things I meant to say in abeyance till you come back – & 
I shall only add sincerest good wishes and regards of

yours ever most affectly.
B

Byron and Annabella move into 13, Piccadilly Terrace London, on March 29th.

Hobhouse to Byron, from the Cocoa Tree, St James’s Street, London, March 30th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 183)
[To / The Lord Byron / Six Mile Bottom / – Newmarket –]
Byron seems not to have responded to Hobhouse’s request here for a line before he leaves. He 
and Annabella have been at Six Mile Bottom since March 12th.

Saturday Cocoa Tree
My dear Byron –
I shall not go to morrow, being, like S.B. Davies, in waiting for letters, and most especially for one 
from you which to be sure you do not mean to let me leave England without receiving – When on 
arriving here this day I found no letter from you I was only to be comforted by the many enquiries 
which have been made me respecting your movements which assured me that you
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have been equally silent to others – However I must make a humble petition for one line by return of 
post directed to the Cocoa Tree so that I may see your hand by Monday Morning –
You will come to London in time to meet a world of wonderment and I should certainly stay to make 
one of the gapers and gazers were it not that I think the short way to the Continent will be shut up in a 
day or two 
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My best respects to Lady Byron & believe me yours’ very faithfully. – John Hobhouse –

Hobhouse, assuming Byron to be interested in Napoleon, writes him eleven letters describing the 
Hundred Days in great detail. Later he creates a book from them. Byron neither answers nor 
acknowledges the letters, and is embarrassed by the book.

Hobhouse to Byron, from Dover, March 30th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 184-6)

Dover – Thursday.
My dear Byron –

This place is full of miserable French who however are not so miserable as the 
English who likewise swarm in this dirty pot de mer – No packets sail for France – and only one 
French ship is on return for that country, which ship having the conscience to ask me twenty five Louis 
for a passage instead of five, and to treat me as if I was running away from instead of towards the 

116: This sentence represent H.’s last gesture towards straightening out B.’s finances, which remain in chaos until 
the sale of Newstead late in 1818.



enemy I have declined accompanying the Gallic charabouchero and am here in waiting for an English 
vessel sailing to Ostend from which place I shall go to Ypres to see my brother the Captain117 & thence 
to Brussells, and, if possible, thence to Paris – The folk here consider war as already begun and talk of 
providing against French privateers so that my project is looked upon as not a little absurd by all except 
one, and that one, the worthy 
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 Pig Dalrymple, the rejettè of two schools, the husband of two wives, who to back his opinion of the 
security of staying has come away himself – Dal is a clever fellow but, I humbly suppose, <xx> greater 
liar than Annannias and Zapphira put together118 – By comparing, however, what he says with what I 
hear from General Scott and others who are here I make out that Napoleon is seated for ever and that 
not even his death would place the Bourbons again on the throne – The change which has most 
delighted the Parisians is that which the most tickled you, the opening of the Sunday, and the 
restoration of the festivities of Mi-Carême or half-Lent the day for which, as Dal says, all the women 
made up their intrigues and were therefore in the very œstrum of disappointment and rage when the 
Duchess of Angoulême119 put it down without due warning – The day on which Napoleon landed at 
Cannes, was employed by the court at Paris in grubbing for the bones of the Dauphin and in burying 
those of an Archbishop of Paris who died some 24 years ago – It was necessary that some event should 
put a stop to such terrible mummeries, and though the sort of change which has happened may not be 
quite so agreeable for “us 
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that sell ales” when such monarchs fly despairing we should rejoice – The enthusiasm with which 
Napoleon was received by the soldiers and the ladies was never equalled – it drew iron tears down the 
cheek of the great conqueror himself – When he kissed the eagles presented to him by the chasseurs of 
the old guard the officers rushed round him and by a sort of involuntary emotion which might have 
daunted a less military mind drew their swords and flourished them in the air with shouts that shook the 
windows of the Tuilleries – The squadrons could not be prevented from galloping past him in the same 
enthusiastic fit of fervour and as if in the act of charging the enemy – although the Emperor repeatedly 
begged them to walk their horses that he might recognise the features and honorable scars of each of 
his old comrades – Whatever are his intentions he talks only of peace and Dr<ou>ot {Drouot}120 has 
been sent to Vienna with terms similar to those offered to him at Chatillon, and also, it is said, with an 
offer of giving up all the French colonies to the House of Orange in exchange for Belgium – Half a 
dozen packets are arrived from Ostend and bring no news except that Louis the Desired is still at that 
town and talks of a journey to Brussells – 
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 Dalrymple has talked me too late for the Thursday’s post so you shall have this letter to morrow – 

Friday afternoon –
I was unable to go last night as the formalities of the accursed custom House prevented me – There 
have been no arrivals to day either from France or Flanders, nor as I hear, any reports of any kind – My 
chattels are shipped and I hope to depart to night – There is not a French ship in the harbour – flood 
tide and very little wind any way – It is a great bore, as it was, staying here, as it was – but I must wait 
the Lord Wellington’s pleasure I shall walk out a short time to collect reports if any there be –

There is none except that a Spanish messenger is arrived from Vienna and brings intelligence 
that the allies are arming fast – two boats from Boulogne bring passengers a few French but neither 
paper nor news – all reports tend to speak a pacific tendency in Napoleon and his government –
Farewell my dear Byron – I shall trouble you with another letter when I reach Ostend – In the mean 
time with best compliments to your Lady believe me

– yours ever – John Hobhouse

117: Benjamin Hobhouse is killed at Quatre Bras.
118: Biblical: Acts 5: 1-11.
119: Daughter-in-law to Louis XVIII.
120: Antoine Drouot (1774-1847) French general. Had been with Napoleon on Elba.



P.S. If you see Lady Melbourne you may say if you please that her letter is received and will be 
forwarded

April 1815: first part of Hebrew Melodies published (by Nathan).

Hobhouse to Byron, from Ostend, April 2nd 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 187-8)

Ostend April 2. Tuesday
My dear Byron –

We had a short passage of only 11 hours arriving by 8 this morning – My whole time since I 
have come to this pause, as the Frenchman said, has been spent in walking about the town and ramparts 
and hearing intelligence from sundry compatriots – but more especially Ld Sligo and Rich’d: Prime who 
are sanguine in the allied cause and think that, sooner or later, Napoleon, more or less, must succumb – 
They left Naples only three weeks ago, and I assure you, that his Lordship’s account of the goings on 
of one or two of our illustrious females at that capital, would be worth your hearing – amongst other 
things Lady Oxford frequented public places with your name stuck upon 
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the front of her girdle or as some noble native said, le nom de son dernier amant – which, by the way, is 
rather incorrect as you know – Ld Sligo lived so Prime tells me very much in the King’s (Murat’s) 
confidence The stories relative to the poor Lady121 to whom you introduced me at Kensington are most 
incredible but the narrators say most true – Every one sane about her has left her except the Albanian – 
& she has taken a house on the Lago di Como, dit on, to lie in. The last lover is a courier, or huissier 
seven feet three inches high122 – and the whole Italian world have cried scandal – The English are well 
received in Switzerland and Italy and generally speaking every where except in France, where they are 
pursued with cries of Roast Beef and other intolerable exclamations – 
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Such a state of affairs therefore they say cannot last long – The Queen of Naples asked Lord Sligo 
whether it was true that the English had indeed let loose Napoleon upon France – They believe as much 
every where – Hostilities are supposed about to commence immediately and only to be waiting for 
some slight preliminaries on the part of the King of the Netherlands – Lord Wellington has not arrived 
at Brussels but is expected daily – The King of France left this place on Thursday morning as did the 
Pere Elysèe and as I shall to morrow for Courtray near which place I hope to find my brother – & 
whence I shall proceed if possible thro’ Brussells to France – Otherwise I go on to Aix La Chapelle – 
cross the Rhine at Cologne – proceed through Frankfort into Switzerland & thence to Italy – avoiding 
the Lago di Como by the way – “Ah amico se tu fosti meco”!!123 But that’s impossible – at this moment 
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some one has fired a pistol shot in the neighbouring room of this sordid inn and I go to see if any one 
has shot himself – The door is locked of number 8 – I send downstairs for the key – The door is opened 
and I see stretched on the bed a man his coat, but no man – the noise must have proceeded from the 
room above where a damn’d dragoon sleeps but will suffer no one else to sleep when his pistols want 
scaling –
Ostend is crammed with military and knowing your aversion for every thing tainted with garrison 
manners I shall give you no more which may flavour of them – but conclude with threatening you with 
another missive from Brussells and with assuring you I am most truly

Yours John Hobhouse –

Hobhouse to Byron, from Brussells, April 10th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 189-90)
[To, / The Lord Byron / 13 Piccadilly – / London –]

Brussells. Monday. April 10 –

121: Queen Caroline.
122: This is Bartolomeo Pergami, to become notorious during Caroline’s “trial” in 1820.
123: “Ah friend, if only you were with me!”



My dear Byron,
Since I wrote last little progress has been made in my journey. I have gone down to the 

frontiers to get a sight of my brother and I have come up to this town of Brussells from which I depart 
in half an hour for France, against all advice – even that of the Duke of Wellington whose positive 
exhortation against such a measure I received just now – I will tell you that if I am detained I shall not 
much grieve – what can I do better than loose my time in a country much finer and under a finer sky 
than I should do were I to stay at home. I have no occupation nor a chance of any – A man quite idle 
and taking no part either in the <xxxxxxx/>business or amusements of his fellow citizens becomes an 
eye sore –
However I shall not assume an air of melancholy 
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Christian resignation as if I was already caught and on my knees before a file of musqueteers – for by 
him that made me124 I apprehend no sort of difficulty or danger –
If you should ever think of coming abroad I think I could recommend Brussells as a pleasant residence 
as far as the town is concerned – the company is just that which you may get at the West End being 
chiefly composed of English – At present it swarms with soldiers red blue and grey a sort of biped not 
much in your good graces – The King of the Netherlands, whom by the way I have not had the 
curiosity to see although I sat over him & his box at the play house the other night, calls himself in his 
proclamations Le Bon Roi which I think pretty well for a man whose reign commenced on the 28th of 
last March and whom I saw or rather left in the theatre quite deserted by the 250 people who were in 
the house, & who never waited to applaud him as he retired – His goodness I presume rests 
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like that of his ancestor William (of whom you know what Burnett says) upon his having only one vice 
and upon being in that extremely secret and cautious –
His majesty’s troops of Belgium will not, it is thought, trouble him long with their allegiance. The 
Prince of Orange has had his ugly little head quite turned by his command – He sent the other day to 
young Charles Somerset125 and said “So Sir I hear you said Napoleon is a great man” Yes your R. 
Highness I did” well, continued the Orange, if you say so again I shall bring you to a court martial –” 
He sent a message to the guards the other day to tell them that he understood the young ones at the 
bottom of the table were in the habit of drinking Vive Napoleon and that although they might drink 
vive la guerre he would punish them if they toasted the Emperor – His poor father is shreds and 
patches126 – As for Louis the Desired – four deserters are the only souls alive who have come over from 
Napoleon to join him 
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since he entered this kingdom – 201 troopers came over either the same day or the day after he escaped 
into the frontier – I call it an escape because the Duke de Berri127 told an officer who told me that 
Mortier had positive orders to stop the King at Lille, and communicated the same to his majesty with 
an exhortation to make the best of his way to a place of safety – My brother received him at the frontier 
being quartered at Menin and delegated to be the French dragoman of the Colonel of his regiment – All 
he said was – would your Majesty like to have a guard to accompany you to the next post (for he had 
not a soldier with him) “Certainly – the King replied, and I should thank you to send an estafette and 
order 30 post horses at the next stages – I thank you for your attention” – At this time the fugitive was 
sitting in his carriage waiting for post horses at the Inn door where he remained half an hour – some 

2:1

124: Shakespeare, Henry IV I II iv 258.
125: Fitzroy James Henry Somerset, subsequently 1st Baron Raglan (1788-1855) Wellington’s Military Secretary. 
His objection to the passage about his attempt to fly Paris was the cause of the most important emendation to the 
2nd edn of Letters. Lost an arm at Waterloo; led the English expeditionary force to the Crimea, where he ordered 
The Charge of the Light Brigade. Was at Westminster.
126: Shakespeare, Hamlet III iv 102.
127: Nephew of Louis XVI; assassinated 1820.



of the officers of the 68th said he was crying but Ben tells me he saw no tears – although I cant think he 
{Louis} could have had any more decided proof of his return to private life than his being obliged to 
wait for post horses, and that at his very first departure from the territory in which he had been 
acknowledged as King – I have got to arrive at Mons before dark which makes me close this letter with 
all usual not insincere assurances of regard and affection on the

[space for address on the other side]

part of, my dear Byron, your very faithful friend & servt:
John Hobhouse

PS. I commend myself to her Ladyship’s prayers if you have not taught her to omit them – and if you 
see Lady Jersey ever do tell her I am risking liberty and life for the sake of conveying her parcel & 
letter to the Marquise de Coigny –

Hobhouse to Byron, from Paris, April 13th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 192-3)
Hobhouse arrives in Paris.

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] military i e of about 300 000 souls must intervene – that is not 
impossible but is not very likely you will say and I agree –
Farewell – do give me one line directed to me at Poste Restante, Geneva.

Paris the 13. April 1815
My dear Byron,
The journey to this place was performed without difficulty and with very little interruption – {only the 
people stared all the way that an Englishman should venture to come in when all his country men had 
gone out.} The custom House at Valenciennes was not quite so polite as could be wished but delayed 
me only an hour and a half – The sole difference I find in France in 1815 and France in 1814 is in the 
“bits of striped bunting” which the facetious personage of our ministry at home has with such decried – 
Every body here breathes peace, which <Y>our wiseacres I suppose will think a reason for going to 
war, and which, indeed, if the overthrow of the government here be possible at all will be a sufficient 
reason – The soldiers will fight until not a tithe of them is left –
The people I doubt, but I am sure they will not take part with an allied army under any pretence 
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Under all circumstances I own to you, although any prediction in this age of miracles are ridiculous, 
that I do not consider the success of these second allies as altogether impossible – except they talk of 
restoring the Bourbons – If they should propose the Duke of Orleans or any state of freedom to the 
French people I imagine no movement would be made to assist the military and their chief –
Napoleon has made himself to say the least very suspect by banishing the King’s Household troops to 
30 leagues from Paris – Kinnaird will tell you all Lord K. says – but, entre nous, his Lordship is a little 
mistaken and Madame La Duchesse de Bassano has bitten him to some purpose – I heard a man say 
publickly at a table d’hote – By god if I had had the 
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 management of things, that man should have been knocked on the head before he got to Grenoble – 
The poor king, who by the way is caricatured here just as I recollect Napoleon was last year, was 
determined to fight it out at the Tuileries, and it is a fact that he was lifted into his carriage by force by 
some of the national guards – it is no less true that the Duke de Berri and the Duchesse d’Angouleme 
have lost him his throne to say nothing of Monsieur128 – the Duke d’Angouleme was doing well in the 
south when his wife wrote to Spain for troops and caused every Frenchman to leave the standard that 
was to be supported by foreigners – I will you a speech of that pious lady – some generals were talking 
to her of what they would do to defend the King when she interrupted them “plus de vos belles paroles 
Messieurs je veux du Sang. Her bloody Highness would have caused a revolution in spite of all the 
goodness of the King if 

128: The future Charles X.
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Napoleon had never appeared – I have not seen that great man yet and shall stay until Sunday, when he 
reviews the national guards, on purpose to see him – I am promised a ticket to the Tuileries – 
Afterwards I shall set out on my way to Geneva – if I can – There has been no detention yet but I own I 
expect there will when war begins, which I think inevitable – At Brussells as I told you in my last it is 
thought to be certain by the person who will have the principal hand in it I mean the D. of Wellington –
I am far from thinking that the issue will certainly be favourable to the new Empire – The crown which 
was positively offered to the Duke of Orleans six months ago by those principally concerned in 
bringing in or rather in aiding, for he brought himself in, Napoleon may at least last be pried from him 
against his will – The annihilation of the present [letter concludes at top of first sheet.]

Hobhouse see Napoleon for the first time.

From his diary, Sunday April 16th 1815: I had for some time a most complete opportunity of 
contemplating this extraordinary being. His face is the very counterpart of Sir James Craufurd the 
runaway,129 and when he speaks he has the same retraction of his lips as that worthy baronet. His face is 
of a deadly pale – his jaws do overhang, but not so much as I had heard – his hair is short of a dark 
dusky brown. The lady in the Tuileries told me the soldiers called him “notre petit tondu”. He is not fat 
in the upper part of his body, but his abdomen swells out very much, so much that his shirt appeared – 
he looks short. He has the habit of chewing like Kean,130 and like Byron, of whom he much reminded 
me. He generally stood with his hands knit behind him, or folded before him – but sometimes played 
with his nose, picking it decently; three or four times took snuff out of a plain brown box, once looked 
at his watch, which, by the way had a gold face, and I think a brown hair chain like an English one. He 
seems to have a labouring in his chest, having the air of sighing or swallowing his spittle – he spit out 
once.131 His teeth seemed regular, but not clean. He very seldom spoke, but when he did, smiled in 
some sort agreeably. He looked about him, not knitting but joining his eyebrows. He caught my eye, 
and soon withdrew his gaze – naturally enough the first, I having only him to look at, he having some 
20,000. (Berg Collection Volume 3: Broughton Holograph Diaries, Henry W. and Albert A. Berg 
Collection, The New York Public Library, Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations.)

Hobhouse to Byron, from Paris, April 16th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 195-8)
Hobhouse tells Byron how he’s eyeballed Napoleon.
[To, / The Lord Byron. / 13 Piccadilly / London.]

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] thinks otherwise – and he is a dunce, the common scorn & 
laughter of the continent – : tell him so in parliament – ever your most faithful

John Hobhouse –

Paris. April 16
My dear Byron –

I had the good fortune to day to see the Review of the National Guards by Napoleon 
being taken in to the apartment of the Queen Hortense of Holland132 by Mr de Flahaut133 the Emperor’s 
aide-de-camp – The said queen was at one of the windows, and behaved so little like one of her rank, 
that I stood by her for some time <time> without discovering her majesty, and only supposing that she 
was an exceedingly well-bred, discerning, polite personnage of the court – She asked me if I had ever 
seen the Emperor? – I told her I had not – On which she said, you had better get up on this chair behind 
me. – I excused myself out of fear, as I expressed myself, of spoiling the velvet coverings of the chair; 
when Madame the Duchess of Vicenza said, “he need be under no alarm, for the Duchess of Serrent 

129: Sir James Craufurd (1761-1839) brother of the cavalry commander Sir Robert Craufurd, had been British 
resident in Hamburg and was  subsequently Ambassador  at  Copenhagen;  it  is  not clear in what  sense he is a 
“runaway”.
130: Edmund Kean (1789-1833) the tragic actor, who had first succeeded in London two Februaries previous to 
this. The topos which H. creates, “Napoleon – Kean – Byron”, is thought-provoking.
131: Napoleon’s breathing difficulties may have been caused by his suicide attempt the previous year (May 18th 
1815).
132: Daughter of Josephine by her first husband; mother of Napoleon III.
133: One of Napoleon’s aides-de-camp; married Mercer Elphinstone.



(whom you may recollect was a great favorite of Louis XVIII and went away with him) has left them 
and all the furniture in a most miraculous state of nastiness.” About 30.000 of the National guard were 
to be reviewed, and two thirds of them had entered into the place de Carrousel when we heard the cry 
of Vive l’Empereur – Mr. de Latour Maubourg hurried me off to get a place near him when he mounted 
his horse; but we came too late – he was gone – we had not however waited five minutes 
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before we heard the same cry, and lo! I saw galloping on a grey horse, in front of the first line of the 
troops, a soldier waving a sword. – It was the Emperor –
No, it was not the Emperor, – for a hundred paces behind him came Napoleon, cantering on a white 
horse, followed by the Marshalls and generals of his staff. – I was standing on the steps of the great 
staircase. – Napoleon suddenly made a halt: – an old soldier, who was leaning over me, exclaimed, – 
“Look there! how he stops to see a petition of the meanest private in the army.” In fact, he was talking 
to one who gave him a paper – I should tell you, that great apprehensions were entertained of the event 
of this day: – from well informed persons, I had heard that the republican party would strike a great 
blow – E</e>ven when in the Queen of Holland’s apartment, the duchess Of Vicenza (Madame 
Caulincourt) said half to me half to Mons Maubourgh, – “I fear nothing from the military – I only don’t 
like the looks of those men in plain cloathes upon the steps.” – Monsr: Maubourgh replied, “pray don’t 
he alarmed – I assure you 
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I have not the least fear.” On which the Duchess, who, let it be said, it just the sweetest woman 
breathing, returned, “Oh, Sir, it is natural you should have more courage than I.” –
So much is now said of a republic, that Madame Caulincourt’s apprehensions were reasonable enough, 
especially as common report had fixed this Sunday for that which Bellingham called playing a trump 
card134 – But to go on with the adventures: Napoleon rode at the same pace before all the regiments of 
the guards, and having finished his review of them in line, he advanced in to the middle of the Square, 
and the principal officers <about h> of the Guards National being called out, he spoke to them a few 
sentences, which were interrupted by shouts; – I was close to him, but could not hear a word, nor see 
his face. – Afterwards, however, he placed himself nearer the palace and dispositions were made for 
the troops passing him in review order – Monsieur Latour Maubourg 
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gave me in charge to two officers of the line, who put me within ten paces of him. – A regiment or so 
had passed him, when he suddenly flung his foot out of the stirrip, and, dismounting, put himself on 
foot in front of his staff, the chief part of whom got off their horses also. – He, however, stood several 
paces on each side, apart from any attendant, and in front of the cortege. – It was then I had the best, 
and indeed a complete, opportunity of gazing at him, from top to toe: – he & I were in the same posture 
& place for at least an hour. – Of the thousands near him, he was the only one drest with the most 
entire simplicity, he had on the uniform of a colonel of the national guards, a small white star on his 
left breast, & one cross hanging from his button hole. – His hat had neither feather nor tassel, but only 
the small tricoloured cockade with which he is usually drawn. – He stood always with his arms either 
{k}nit behind his back, or folded before him, except when he altered his position to take 
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snuff, or to play with his nose or to turn round to speak, or to take a petition. – He is in face a most 
complete counterpart of Sir James Craufurd: I think I have never seen brothers so much alike. – The 
upper part of his body is not large nor has he what we call a paunch, but towards the abdomen he 
swells out certainly in an unseemly manner so much so indeed that an interregnum was visible between 
the vest & smallcloathes – . I observed he spoke very little: he had the air sometimes of whistling, 
sometimes he gaped a little – then he looked about him, rather joining than knitting his eyebrows. – 
One or two ridiculous scenes, such as children marching before him in uniform, occurred at which time 
he adroitly contrived to be looking another way. Once, however, he thought proper to second the 
universal laugh, by taking from the hand of a young creature (dressed out with a false beard & battle 

134: John Bellingham had in 1812 assassinated the Prime Minister, Spencer Perceval. B. watched his execution.



axe to represent a pioneer) not nine years old, & who marched before the band of one of the regiments, 
a petition with his own hands, & to appear to read it attentively 
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Another time, a man rushed from the ranks up to him; – two grenadiers of the old guard laid hold of the 
intruder; but Napoleon made signs to him to advance, and spoke to him for two minutes. – I could not 
hear what he said, but the poor fellow had his hand on his heart, & spoke with the utmost eagerness, & 
departed with the most apparent content. – There was some little confusion when he advanced, except 
in the face of Napoleon, which remained pale & unmoved. – Napoleon has exactly the same habit of 
apparent chewing, which is remarked and reprobated in Kean.135 – He smiled now and then, but showed 
no particular signs of satisfaction, except at the end of the review, when the boys of the <ecole> ecole 
polytechniche marched by him, roaring and throwing about their hats in an agony of delight, & when 
he turned himself on both sides to those near him, & seemed charmed with their enthusiasm. – Many 
hundreds of petitions were given into him, and generally handed 
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over to a grenadier of the old guard, who stood on his left hand – young general Flahaut his aide de 
camp brought Lady Kinnaird amongst the officers behind him, in the middle of the review: the 
movement made some bustle Napoleon turned round, and seeing Lady K. who blushed and dropt 
curtsies, made her a most polite [Ms. tear: “obeisance”] He is the idol of the women. – I forgot to 
mention, that he has a sort of ashmatic movement in his neck, or appearance of compressing some 
emotion rather mental than bodily, although I have no doubt it is entirely bodily: – It is a half-sigh. – I 
have reason to believe, that, knowing the predictions as to the event of the day, he chose to put himself 
on foot, to show his unconcern; and certainly had any one wished him ill, & chosen to be-decianize 
himself, he might have done it easily – I might have done it myself. – But the man has no fear of any 
kind. – The story goes, this great deed is to be done by a woman: – But Paris is now like the trumpet 

2:4 [above address:] , which, having been frozen a long time and at last thawed, throws out a thousand 
discordant, senseless sounds – It will be impossible to pronounce respecting the [Ms. tear: “interior”] 
government of France until the [below address:] allies either make or refrain from a movement, and 
until the meeting of the electoral colleges in May – Every body talks of the new constitution, which 
will assure the peace of France, or at least her unanimity. If Napoleon were to die to morrow, Louis 
XVIII. could never mount the throne. Lord Castlereagh [letter concludes at top of first sheet.] 

Hobhouse to Byron, from Paris, April 27th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 199-200)
[To / The Lord Byron / 13. Piccadilly / London]

Paris – April 27.
My dear Byron,

It is not all together off the cards that your ode136 with some little alteration may go 
through twenty more editions – Dreadful alarms prevail amongst the friends of the Court, and one or 
two English admirers think of formally denouncing a suspicious character or <two> so close to the 
Imperial person from whom in their wisdom they apprehend great danger – I have done my utmost to 
learn the truth from all parties, and assure you that such is the present state of uncertainty about every 
thing, that I defy Solomon himself in all his glory to make a probable prophecy. 
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One dreadful truth appears daily more evident, that blood will be spilt at least in the capital but do not 
mistake – , not one drop for the Bourbons – on the contrary their partizans will be the first to fall – The 
Imperialists may sacrifice them to the vengeance of the republicans or the republicans to the fears of 
the Imperialists – The Imperial guard is still at Paris – and the Emperor also – They talk of his taking 
the field directly but I believe it not – first because he has declared and all here declare that the French 
will not strike the first blow – and secondly because Bertrand137 Grand Marshall of the Palace is to send 

135: H. does not write, as he does in his diary, that Napoleon reminds him of Byron.
136: Ode to Napoleon Buonaparte (published 1814).
137: General who had been with Napoleon on Elba and would go with him to St Helena.



to day five or six tickets for some English to see Napoleon at Mass on Sunday next – I have seen this 
Micromegas138 
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twice since I wrote to you – All cry out for Peace with England – Peace with England – The politicians 
may think this the very time for making war, and wading through slaughter a second time to the French 
capital – I feel secure that half a million of Frenchmen would at this moment willingly resign their lives 
under the hands of the executioner for the sake of securing the man of their choice – What will they not 
do in the field of battle? I do not say they may not be beaten – on the contrary I rather think they will – 
The republic however is the cry even of his partizans, for the sake of union against the general enemy, 
and even of many royalists for the same reason – I know several who have entered into the Imperial 
Guard merely because they think it their duty to defend their country under Cromwell as well as 
Charles – 
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A most unfavorable change has taken place for the Imperialists since the publication of the new 
constitution on Sunday – they let fly a joke at it on Monday in a <XxXxXx> paper – A man goes to a 
bookseller’s shop asks for the constitution of 1815. The shopman replies – “Very sorry Sir! but we 
don’t sell periodical publications – The good people here really expected that the Emperor would say 
that he waited for the meeting of the Electoral colleges on the 26th of May to receive his crown from the 
hands of the people – Instead of that – he confirms every one of the old constitutions of the Empire 
which his abdication & the constitutional charter of Louis had annulled –
The hereditary nobles, and the personal 
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representation of the army, shock every body. It is grown mauvais ton to say a word in his defence – 
but the soldiers will not fight a bit the worse, and barring domestic treason, the allies are not a whit 
advanced by these faults, for faults they are, and so great that I think Napoleon had better have declared 
at once that the army had given him his throne & by the army he would keep it – Not that the people 
will rise against him if the allies enter France – I hope our stupid bloodthirsty ministers do not expect 
that – There will never I think be a French sword drawn for the Bourbons again except perhaps by the 
shop keepers of Marseilles –
Farewell. I beg my respects to My Lady and am
very truly your’s – J C H

Hobhouse to Byron, from Paris, May 9th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 201-3)
[To / The Right Honorable / Lord Byron / 13 / Piccadilly / London]
Hobhouse sees that Napoleon’s gestures to constitutionalism are a façade.

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:]

85.000 men – there are now at least 220.000 in the field & within these ten days, 10.000 have marched 
daily through Paris, at least so says the minister at war – and I can answer for unceasing drums and 
chauntings of the Marseillois hymn by long lines of recruits through all the streets at every hour in each 
day – This army may be beat – the days of Rosbach may return – all is possible but I suppose that all of 
you are agreed we shall be ruined by the victory – 

{κλαίει νικθείς ό δέ νικησας άπώλονεν –}139

{Pray let me know whether you think we shall have peace or war, and direct to Perregaux & Co. Paris 
– ever yours,
J.C.H.}

My dear Byron,

138: Napoleon. Micromègas is an alien being who visits the earth in Voltaire’s 1752 satire.
139: “The defeated weep, but the victor is completely destroyed”.



A letter this day <xxx/>arrived has brought me news which induces me to contemplate a 
male counterpart of Pamela or virtue rewarded, divested of all servile conditions and comparisons – 
The Peer is defunct, and the lady, as those must wish to he who love their Lords – well – I always said 
so, and, considering probabilities, no great credit for me neither – This letter incloses a small ring 
which I beg her Ladyship will condescend to accept, fausto omine,140 “a young Napoleon – “Torquatus 
velo parvulus”141 – The Dictator, as he now stiles himself, is making advances in popular favour – and 
the promptitude with which he has listened to public opinion in convoking the representatives of the 
people simultaneously with the electoral colleges, which are to meet at the end of this month, contrary, 
it must be owned, to his original intention at the publication of the new constitution, has convinced the 
people of their own power and of his good sense – the best guarantees for a future establishment of all 
things on a liberal basis – It is natural to suspect the intentions of such a person, but as we know of no 
safeguard against the perversities of Princes but an uninterrupted exertion of popular 
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influence, and as the world is too old to trust to any other virtue except that which originates from 
wholesome restraints, I do not see what wisdom there is in wishing to find, or waiting for, in Napoleon 
that self controuling principle, divested of all selfish inclinations which regulates the conduct of no 
human individual much less of any sovereign – If our sage government have any desire to prescribe 
just bounds to the internal capacity for exertion in the Emperor, they must not go to war, & they must 
leave him and his subjects to settle the terms upon which his present dictatorship is to assume the shape 
of regular authority – A contrary conduct insures the chance at least of wresting from the admiration 
and gratitude of a nation whom he may save from dismemberment that absolute power which alone 
forms all the pretext of the present aggressive system on the part of the allies – Already there are 
symptoms of a wish on the part of the military and a portion of the republicans themselves to leave 
unshackled the hands of the executive until the great question of national independance shall be settled 
by an appeal to arms – 
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I recollect well that the day after the constitution appeared a very liberal person who had been in the 
king’s household, and was banished by the Imperial edict on that account, and who moreover was the 
very man who prevented the blowing up of Paris upon the entry of the allies, upon my asking him his 
opinion on the new plan for national liberty said, “oh we have one thing to do first – to fight you 
gentlemen –” In the same spirit there appear every day, in the midst of the various remonstrances 
against the form and the articles of the constitution, pamphlets and single sheets appealing to the people 
of the necessity of trusting the sovereign power to the man who can the best ward off foreign invasions, 
and this line of argument is adopted by an additional number of reasoners and in stronger terms in 
proportion as the expectation of war becomes more general and decisive – As long as there remained 
any hopes of England retaining her friendly demonstrations in favour of France, no one dared to oppose 
the cry of liberty, or to advance any other demand as a requisite preliminary – but since the majority of 
273 in support 
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of war or rather against peace, increasing alarm has suggested the necessity of confiding supreme 
power to the hands in which it has been, by the fortune & predominance of a great man, already placed 
– several brochures have appeared with these & similar titles – “A Dictator is requisite” – “The People 
and a Dictator will save our honour and our country” – Let us talk of a constitution afterwards” –
It cannot be said that the Emperor throws difficulties in the way of peace for the sake of encouraging 
that state of warfare which may suggest these excuses for despotism for if ever a government was 
sincere, and had reason to be so in wishing for peace, it is that of Paris at this present moment – 
Whatever may be the inclinations of Napoleon or his future views, no doubt can be thrown upon his 
immediate efforts for the establishment of peaceful relations with all the powers of Europe – 
Convinced of the augmented influence which would be bestowed upon himself personally by any great 
military success, he is too good a judge of the chances of war to put his crown & life at once to such a 
test. Add besides that it is absolutely indispensable that he should keep the first promise 

140: “a good omen”.
141: “I should like to see a little Torquatus” (CAT. CAR. 61 209): H. anticipates the birth of the Byron heir.
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he made to his subjects in reentering upon sovereign power, that he would do his utmost to maintain 
the peace – The unrestrained liberty or rather license of the press & of conversation prevents the 
possibility of an immediate recurrence on his part to his ancient principles of military despotism – 
which however, I repeat, may be forced upon him by the emergency of foreign invasion – If upon no 
better grounds than those alledged by the allies, France is attacked, every friend to freedom must wish 
her success – The question of Napoleon’s character need not be considered {by us} – for in the present 
state of this country it concerns France alone – We have nothing to dread from it except we begin the 
attack – Nothing indeed can be more preposterous than the conduct of England – she sees a snare in 
that moderation in which Napoleon now places all his glory; and if he were otherwise would go to war 
with his intemperance
The same acquaintance with the versatility of military fortune which is one of the inducements that 
prevent the Emperor from staking every thing on that die should surely have some weight with the 
allied cabinets – With all their good wishes for action I presume that the reason which has kept them 
from immediate operations has been a fear of being matched in the field by a preponderating force – 
but if this fear (and there could be no other) had any influence before, it should augment rather than 
diminish in importance as the completion of the French regiments proceeds with reduplicating vigour – 
The King left the army at about [letter concludes at top of first sheet, except for:]

[2:2: on address page:]

May 15, 12.000 [blot: “Raga”]muffins of the fauxbourghs St. Antoine & St. Monceau passed before the 
Emperor at the review yesterday – they marched through the streets they cried a bas la canaille a bas les 
royalist<e>s – the fellows looked like our dustmen – After what is contained in the Moniteur of 
yesterday (14) I suppose Castlereagh will be hanged – I shall see the original papers –

Let me request you will send these letters to their address.

Hobhouse to Byron, from Paris, May 23rd 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 205-7)
Hobhouse tells Byron about the Marquis de Sade.
[To / The Lord Byron / 13. Piccadilly / London]

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] talked of for many days – We are here in waiting for Friday next 
– but strange as it may seem no one appears to know whether the electoral colleges will meet or not If 
they do their numbers will he proportionally small – The deputies of course meet – very many people 
hang back and make no effort to be chosen – there are many military & many imperial employès, yet 
there is a rumour that there will be some very decisive steps taken in favour of liberty by this new 
convention – for a convention it will be if there are no peers – and as yet there is no talk of any – pray 
write a line to me – remember me to Lady B –

May 23. Paris. Tuesday.
My dear Byron –

I cannot let any opportunity pass of writing, as I feel, without any affectation, an 
indescribable comfort in the only sort of communication which remains for me – Not that this regard, 
like what is called the tender passion, arises from idleness, for, without doing one useful thing on earth, 
my time is pretty much filled up here – what with visiting & receiving of visits, walking & staring and 
giving and taking of news, together with my crying sin of scribbling brochures in bad French, I fill up 
my measure of daily existence with something less of ennui than usual – I have besides one or two little 
bye jobs on my hands which I will explain when we meet – The Edinburgh Review is arrived142 – I am 
much pleased except with the perpetual blunders in the Greek types – the argument respecting the είμαι 
is entirely lost by the printer leaving out the accent [  ] – I hope to all heaven 
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142: Containing his review of Leake’s Researches.



the critic is not – guessed at – if he is the whole weight of the Censure is lost – I rather guess that the 
wags have begun operations upon the new committee, & I think I recognize our friend Douglas in a 
paragraph of the Chronicle May 16 in which a wipe is given in Italic type against the author or authors 
of the said pleasantries – I opine the Pie Voleuse will answer well especially if got up immediately143 – 
It is worthwhile to read a horrid anecdote in the Journal de 1’Empire of May 19 – if that French paper 
reaches you look at an account of a young man of the name of St. Clair a captn of Grenadiers Member 
of the Legion of Honour, who being condemned to the galleys & to loose his cross for the 
unpremeditated homicide of a poor girl called La Belle Hollandaise, on the judge beginning to 
pronounce sentence in these words, St Clair, vous avez manquè a 1’honneur” started from the bench 
and crying out – never never plunged a knife in his left side – He fell instantly but being raised from 
the ground quietly took his cross and ribbon from his button and handing it to his guards said at least I 
have the satisfaction to deliver this up with my own hands. It has not been torn from me – comrades I 
entreat you finish this sad business with your swords – I have left but little 
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for you to do – I am dying – He was carried off to prison weltering in his blood – but strange to say 
though the wound was an inch broad and eleven or twelve lines deep it is said he will recover – The 
Emperor has pardoned him – His case was argued before three tribunals – the first condemned him to 
death – he appealed – the second acquitted him – the judge advocate then appealed – the third gave the 
sentence you have heard – The girl was found dead with several wounds of a penknife in her throat – St 

Clair was seen to go out of her room the last and when it was known no other person had been with her 
– There can he little doubt of his guilt – I find all are agreed upon it – and I see nothing strange in a 
man resolving to go out of the world with a good reputation and an oration of innocence – nothing is 
more compatible with the most violent passions and with a mind truly bent towards every honorable 
action – It has even been hinted that the girl fell a sacrifice to a horrible species of luxury of which the 
famous Marquis de Sade, who was imprisoned therefore and died amongst the madmen at Charenton, 
was the first inventor and recommender in his novel of Justine144 – These dreadful vices are known to 
have received a sort of currency since the publication of that book and I can not help thinking there is 
some foundation for the suspicion – eight and twenty years of existence 
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leave little pretence for scepticism on any subject touching the moralities of man – I can believe any 
thing bad and any thing good of him – I recollect now your prophecy as to Miss Mercenary145 – but am 
not the less astonished at this extraordinary match which has not one single recommendation – 
However I see nothing of it in the Couriers or Chronicles up to the 16th – By the way what tremendous 
fibs the first mentioned paper palms upon the evening readers of London – It says that the populace 
here express a decided dislike for every thing imperial – All false and just contrary to the fact – Also 
that a Madame Corbin was obliged to pull off a gown of imperial purple and was forced away for that 
purpose from before the Emperor’s windows in the Tuilleries – If you see or hear any thing of Perry do 
tell him to contradict this in the Chronicle – It is a lie from beginning to end – There never is any thing 
like mobbing in the Tuilleries’ gardens, the alleys of which are occupied by as much military as any 
other company – {and by clusters of quiet folk reading the newspapers} and the Emperor does not live 
at the Tuilleries – Nor does any one know here what imperial purple is – The conjectures of the courier 
as to the reason of Napoleon’s remaining at Paris are equally gross and ridiculous as well as all his 
account of the state of parties here who are in fact uniting very fast and firmly as the danger of war and 
invasion approaches – I do not 
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believe it is any exaggeration to say that there are at present at least a million of men if not actually in 
arms in training – I am assured by General Caffarelli that the number of troops immediately in face of 
Wellington’s army is a hundred thousand every man of whom may he depended upon – Royalists, 
Republicans, Imperialists, all talk of the declaration of war and the overthrow of Belgium as events that 
143: Kinnaird has  asked H.  for  any promising playscripts,  for  Drury Lane.  H. has obliged  with  The Thieving 
Magpie, which is a success.
144: de Sade had died in December 1814; his 1787 novel Justine is reported by H., in his diary entry for April 26th 
1816, to have been discovered by Annabella in B.’s trunk, along with his “black drop”.
145: Mercer Elphinstone, who in 1817 marries the Comte de Flahaut.



must be simultaneous – The levies are carrying on with prodigious vigour and success – A letter in the 
Courier and Chronicle says that the shops at Lille and Paris {and all other cities} are kept open by 
military power – <the/>this writer is right enough as the apprentices are all soldiers – However I defy 
any one to guess here that any thing besides a plenteous harvest is expected for the ensuing autumn – 
The greatest sensation has been produced here by a box in the ear which Etienne146 the author of 
several plays gave to Mlle: Bourgogne behind the scenes at the Français because she made a face at the 
pit upon being hissed and so produced a screaming & whistling which disturbed Mr Etienne one of 
whose productions was about to be played – The box on the ear was a blow with a hat – Miss cried out 
murder and ran across the stage like one of the furies in Orestes – nothing else was [letter concludes at  
top of first sheet.]

Hobhouse to Byron, from Paris, May 31st 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 209-13)
[the address has been completely erased by systematic penstrokes]
Hobhouse’s longest Paris letter concludes with a hint of the suspicion that Byron isn’t interested.

[In another hand:] (To follow the first article
A few facts relative to Bonaparte’s treatment on his journey through {France} to the state of things at 
Paris, and to  the <pages> letters read {in Parliament} by Lord Castlereagh.

Paris. May 31. 1815.
My dear <Byron>147

Although I cannot say that I ever expected a more sensible result from the discussions 
relative to peace and war in your two houses, yet I confess myself exceedingly shocked with the turn 
which politics seem to have taken in England, and that merely on the gratuitous assertions of the most 
deceived or deceiving pseudo-statesmen that ever triumphed over common sense – How was it possible 
to give a vote in face of the arguments adduced by that truly noble person Lord Grey, who has in some 
measure redeemed his country from the stigma which would otherwise attach to it, and shown that all 
principles of policy of honour and of justice are not entirely lost in George’s days? I felt a pride and 
delight in reflecting that I belonged to the country which has produced him and these feelings were 
much heightened by the notion that he was now appearing in his first and most brilliant character, the 
true friend of Whig principles, unembarassed by any men or any measures which might impede him in 
his honorable career – The return of Lord Grenville to his old doctrines I consider as fortunate in the 
last 
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degree. It will prevent the possibility of his making a peace with Bonaparte any more than the present 
minister. This peace must be made and be made by Lord Grey seconded by all the supporters of the 
democratic part of our constitution unmixed with baser matter148 – His Lordship’s arguments will 
shortly receive a dreadful confirmation, a confirmation which even he and his friends would forego – It 
is expected that Napoleon will leave Paris about the beginning of the next week and this conclusion is 
drawn from the Champ de Mai being fixed for to morrow instead of a later period –
The fact, however, is known to no one – When he does join the army it will then be the time to look at 
that last reasoning which is to confirm all the ministerial logic and to confound Lord Grey and his 
glorious forty-five. How delighted I was to see your name in that list. I wish you had spoken not that I 
can flatter you with thinking or saying that the numbers would have yielded to your facts – If they hear 
not Moses and the Prophets neither will they be persuaded through one more from the dead – As for the 
commons it is honorable for them to have gained 20 votes since 
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the last division, but it is highly discreditable that there should be found amongst them a man who 
could make such a speech as that of Henry Grattan,149 which, to say nothing of its ridiculous bombast, 
and Irish eloquence, is a string of falsehoods from beginning to end – It is the last froth and rattles of an 
agonized orator – Who can have communicated all his lies to this palsied patriot? Perhaps Mrs and Miss 

146: Charles Guillaume Etienne, comic writer.
147: “Byron” deleted.
148: Shakespeare, Hamlet, I v 104.
149: Henry Grattan, Irish politician, had accompanied H. to Paris in 1814, when B. wouldn’t go.



G who have been living in the south have received sundry assiduities from some sousprefet of the 
ancient regime and do him the favour in return to transmit all his novelties through the readiest channel 
to the British parliament – The assertion that Napoleon was not hailed by the people on his return is 
perfectly untrue – Grattan mentions Grenoble – “See him at Grenoble” he says – Had he seen him at 
Grenoble he would have seen that on entering the town he was pushed by the violence of an applauding 
multitude into a tavern where he was in the midst of a crowd who pushed about to kiss & touch his 
cloathes for two hours – not a soldier nor even an officer could approach to guard him – so much so 
that the Colonel of his Polish horse and Marshall Bertrand after struggling near 
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him were thrown back and tried in vain to put the chairs and tables against the folding doors which 
were knocked down – He never was guarded throughout the route nor in any town – his carriage was 
often embarassed by the crowds of peasants and he was perpetually obliged to empty at one window 
the bouquets of flowers which had been heaped in upon him at the other – The house at which he rested 
was <always> distinguishable by the multitude in front shouting and crouding into the door, up stairs 
and penetrating even into his presence – There was only one exception to this which was at Macon – as 
his Polish Colonel Dzermanouski told me. Macon was the only place at which he found it necessary to 
enquire for the Emperor’s quarters – And after this comes Harry Grattan with his madness and method 
and method and madness – posh!!
It seems perhaps more strange that there should be found 
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people bold enough to give the lie to what is passing at this present moment as well as to what are 
notoriously past facts – The ministers and their madmen affirm that the liberty of the press is only 
nominal – now I give you my honour that I bought only yesterday a pamphlet which has been in 
circulation some days, and which after defending the Bourbons against all the imputations which have 
been cast against them and pointing at <what> {him whom} the writer supposes the real cause of all 
the evils ends with telling Napoleon that there is nothing left for him but to retire to the island of Elba – 
The pamphlet is called Discussion des torts qu’on impute a Louis XVIII, des intentions qu’on lui 
suppose, et réfutations des reproches qui lui sont adressés – The book is a complete libel & would be 
punished as such by Lord Ellenborough – As to the News Papers they are so far from being at the 
disposal of government that more than one are actually suspected of being in the pay of the Bourbons 
and the Gazette de France is, as well as the Journal General, called “Le Journal de l’Eteignoir” – This 
extinguisher is the imputed symbol of royalism – and as you may conceive, means “extinguisher of les 
nouvelles lumières.” A newspaper called the Independant is the journal of the republicans and not at all 
devoted to the court – On Saturday last it contained a very strong remonstrance against the supposed 
nomination of Lucien Bonaparte to the presidency of the chamber of Deputies; so strong that I hear no 
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more talk of that nomination – But a complete proof of the liberty of the press is that it is notorious that 
the immediate convocation of the chamber of deputies contrary to the original intention of Napoleon 
was the consequence of the innumerable brochures which in the course of one week attacked the bases 
and many of the articles of the new Constitution and demanded its reform by the legislative body – I 
can safely assert that political discussion is as free and frequent as at London; & even in the saloons of 
the Emperor’s generals and ministers you may hear canvassed the transactions of the court no less than 
in our drawing rooms – This liberty is of the greatest service – as might have been expected the 
passions of the royalists have thus exhaled – their numbers diminish certainly in Paris – and diminish 
because the foolish inflammatory proclamations of Ghent have been copied into the French papers – 
The Bourbon party is I allow to be found here it any where, amongst the shopkeepers – but the Paris 
shopkeepers are not the partie agissante of France – It is a great mistake to suppose that the national 
guards are latent royalists – part of those at Paris are – but it is not so in the departments – In La Garde 
10.000 <N/>national 
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guards were assembled in 48 hours upon the intelligence of the insurrection, and General Gilly has 
collected in almost as short a space of time 24.000, and has put them in march in that quarter – The 



troubles in La Vendée are not supported by the national guard nor do they increase – on the contrary 
they are dissolving before the gendarmerie and a few regular troops – a  royalist read to me with great 
delight a letter which gave an account of 50 soldiers of the 26th regiment of the line being killed in a 
tumult – to this are their triumphs confined – Besides do we not know that in 1793 there were two 
millions of men in revolt in La Vendée and that at that period the French republic had fourteen armies 
on foot – I do not pretend to judge of the right or even the policy of the war with France, but I say that 
all the arguments of ministers are founded on the assumption of data which can not be granted, – on 
supposed facts which are all false, false as the letters from Napoleon to Murat – By the way the 
opposition have not made so much as they might of those falsifications. I have seen the original 
minutes of the letters, they were shown me by a Mr. Jean secretary of the Emperor’s private cabinet 
who took them down 
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from the Emperor’s mouth and who was the person that happening to recollect the strange expression 
“the lion is not so dead qu’on peut pisser dessus” which was cited by Lord Castlereagh, told the 
ministers here that he was positive he had written by the Emperor’s orders some such letters, but not 
the same nor of the date assigned by Lord Castlereagh – This led to the search and to the discovery of 
the very {minutes of the} letters which I assure you bear every mark of authenticity and I may say 
could not have been forged – The Duke of Bassano came in whilst I was looking at the papers and 
answered every question in a manner to me quite satisfactory as well as to Luttrell who was with me 
and who affirmed that Lord Wellington’s letter was in his own hand writing – We compared the 
original minutes with the forgeries in the Abbè Fleurich’s hand writing which were cited by Lord C as 
genuine and which he ought to have suspected could not be so from one circumstance which is this – 
according to the supposed date of the falsified letters they were all written in 1814 after Napoleon had 
left Paris for the last time – how then came they to be found at Paris? did Napoleon take care to send 
them there to be taken by the allies instead of taking them with him to Elba with his other papers of the 
same date none of which have yet been pretended to have been found at Paris? This is quite enough to 
prove Castlereagh a most egregious dupe and a dupe to his own desires which is not quite honest. 
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The Duke of Bassano likewise showed us a copy in Fleurich’s writing of the letters which had been 
shown to the duke of Wellington and which he had found after a long search the day before our visit, 
Tuesday May 23d. These papers consisted of a letter from the Princess Eliza Bonaparte, of one from 
Eugene Beauharnais, of one from the French consul at Incona, two from Fouche, & one from General 
Clarke – The perusal of these papers addressed to Napoleon during the campaign of 1814 in Italy could 
not but leave exactly the impression in our mind which they left an the Duke of Wellington’s – “They 
contain no proof against Murat” judge then of my surprise at seeing these very papers quoted by the 
Courier of the 19th as proof sufficient against the King of <erased in pencil: Napoleon> [pencilled: 
“Naples”], supposing, as he says, for argument sake, that the other three letters are forgeries – 
The Courier takes care not to mention General Clarke’s letter as one of the papers for if he had 
mentioned it as one of them, the public would have seen that these damning documents, as the Courier 
calls them, were the very documents which Lord Wellington had seen and thought nothing of – It is a 
most disgraceful trick of the Courier to attempt to pass off these papers as not being those shown to the 
Duke of Wellington – They are the same, so that of <all> the papers brought against Murat: three are 
acknowledged forgeries and the others have been pronounced by the Duke of Wellington as 
inconclusive – It is no wonder that the Duke changed his mind if Castlereagh sent him the three forged 
letters and if he believed them authentic – I am astonished it no one has pointed out the identity of the 
damning documents with the letters rejected by the Duke – Farewell dear Byron my best remembrances 
to her Ladyship – believe me ever your most affectionate

<John Hobhouse>150

– you never write in return for this eternal blazon.151

Hobhouse to Byron, from Paris, June 13th 1815:

150: The signature, like the address and the salutation, has been erased from this letter.
151: Shakespeare, Hamlet, I v 30. B. writes nothing to H. between March 26th and August 22nd. He never responds 
to the Paris letters: H. has called his Napoleonic bluff.



(Source: text from NLS Ms.43441; BB 216-18)
[To, / The Lord Byron / 13 Piccadilly / – London – // Paris June 24. 1815 / forwarded by yr obedient 
J.H.Payne]152

Hobhouse’s most confessional letter to Byron, written two days before Waterloo. Knowing that 
Byron cares nothing either for him or Napoleon, he decides he may as well be hanged for a sheep 
as for a lamb.

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] in the mean time I hope she will accept the following French 
translation given to me by a Parisian friend of your verses to the Princess C. I have said following but 
there is no room for them here so they must go on a scrap by themselves – ever your most affectionate  
friend – John Hobhouse

Paris. June 13. 1815 –
My dear Byron –

I never fail to give you regular intimations of my proceedings just as if you cared a pin 
about them, and so I inform you by these presents that I am about to leave Paris and even on this day 
shall quit this capital for Geneva where I shall not stay long but to which place under cover or rather 
under direction to Messrs Hentsch & Co any letter which you may in your infinite charity send me will 
reach its wretched object – This wicked war is about to begin in spite of every consideration of 
prudence and common justice – The Emperor in his address to the address of the chamber of deputies 
on Sunday last said “I go this night” – Of course he went – my good wishes 
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attend him or rather his cause – Indeed I am not sure that a sneeking kindness for the man himself has 
not lately grown upon me partly owing to the gigantic perils with which he & his are threatened, partly 
owing to several anecdotes which do infinite credit to his heart or at least his temper and conduct, and 
partly also because I have remarked myself in him one or two little personal peculiarities of behaviour 
& appearance which recall to me the person whom in spite of all late neglects & forgetfulnesses I love 
plus quam oculis – When on his throne on last Wednesday at the opening of his parliament his 
employment during the tedious hour occupied by the members of the two houses taking individually 
the oath of allegiance was opening a little silver box 
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and helping himself out of it to some cut lozenges or for ought I know strips of tobacco – His pensive 
pale face the sentimental quiet working of his lips and a little labouring with his bosom, added to the 
box and its contents made me think myself in Albany opposite your arm chair – Whatever can be done 
by military genius and military enthusiasm, he and his army will perform – The attachment which that 
man inspires is perfectly incomprehensible as are the means vastly singular to which he has recourse to 
secure this attachment. I saw him with my own eyes at a great review in the court of the Tuilleries walk 
up to a common soldier who had a petition in his hand & was presenting arms to him, and after 
laughing and talking to him for two minutes at least end by pulling him smartly by the nose – Not five 
seconds afterwards I beheld again I say with my own eyes reply to a Colonel who came running up to 
him by a sound box on the ear which I thought 
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given in earnest I saw the officer retire laughing and showing his cheek which was red from the blow – 
Napoleon was close under the window in the palace in which I was standing – These are not the 
favours which princes usually bestow but they have ten times more effect than customary royal 
benefits. A melancholy proof of the force of those feelings which are communicated to all those who 
move within his circle has been displayed in the sad end of Berthier – This friend and companion of 
Napoleon having retired with Louis to Flanders and having thence withdrawn himself to Bamberg, a 
bankrupt in reputation & friends and even in fortune, taunted and almost despised by the members of 
that family with which, by the Emperor’s recommendation, he had allied himself, was reduced to the 
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152: John Howard Payne (1791-1852) American actor and theatrical hack.



last despair by hearing that Napoleon on his return to Paris made it his first question, “Where is 
Berthier? where is my brother? why does not he appear to embrace me?” He is said to have thrown 
himself from a balcony into the street just as a corps of Prussian troops was marching under his 
windows – What an end for the old soldier whom Bonaparte in his dispatch from Lodi designated as 
the intrepid Berthier. The cause of Louis was fatal to him I hope to God it may be so to Castlereagh. 
Sick of the prospect before us I shall endeavour to let the world go on without me until it is restored to 
a state promising better times and <xxxx/>regulated by better men – The Cossacks nor the Kings will 
hardly haunt my slumbers at Lausanne, although I see Stratford has been doing what he calls conferring 
a benefit upon Switzerland that is putting arms into the hands of her peasantry to cut the throats of their 
neighbours to the right and to the left – Farewell dear Byron my kind respects to Lady Byron for whom 
I have preserved two or three autographs and shall endeavour to increase the collection [letter  
concludes at top of first sheet]

Waterloo is fought on June 15th.

Hobhouse to Byron, from Paris, July 12th 1815:
(Source: text from NLS Acc.12604 / 424B; BB 219-20)
[To, / The Lord Byron / 13 Piccadilly / London]
Hobhouse does not tell Byron either of his brother’s death, or that he is now accompanied by 
Michael Bruce, another of Byron’s great admirers.

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] submission of the army who only asked for entire & 
unconditional pardon – The Governor of Vincennes within four miles of Paris, still holds out, and 
proclaims that he and his fortress shall fall together – I feel uncertain and careless now what to do – I 
wish I could see you – farewell my dear friend & believe me for ever your most affectionate – J. C. 
Hobhouse
Be good enough to remember me to Lady Byron & to Kinnaird –

Paris July 12 –
My dear Byron,

The columns of our gazette will account for my having no spirits to write a long letter to 
you and even if I were not forced to add my mite to the mass of misery accumulated in the most wicked 
cause for which brave men have ever died – I should not feel exalted by that humiliation of a whole 
nation which must end in fresh scenes of vengeance and bloodshed – After a fruitless attempt to cross 
the frontiers and a journey of seven hundred miles153 I returned to Paris the day before it was declared 
in a state of siege and after being shut up here for a week was of course a witness to the ferocious 
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triumph of the Prussians – I say the Prussians in contradistinction to the English whose conduct is 
universally esteemed and from the little I have seen does merit every approbation. Blucher has 
demanded an immense contribution 130. millions, and was prevented only by Lord Wellington the day 
before yesterday from blowing up the bridge of Austerlitz and Jena – The Duke sent repeated messages 
but in vain until at last he ordered sentries to be placed on the bridges with positive directions not to stir 
– The miners were ready but they did not dare to destroy the Englishmen who thus saved these 
monuments by risking their own lives – The column of victory 
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and the Louvre have been also denoted but it is presumed the arrival of the King of Prussia will save 
them and perhaps prevent the contributions –
Four thousand Prussians bivouack in the place du Carrousel & kill their bullocks under the King’s 
windows – Madame Ney154 has been robbed of all her horses and carriages by General Thielman and 
twenty two grenadiers are quartered in her house with orders to complain every morning how ill their 
table was served the day before – Three days ago there were serious threats of pillaging the whole of 
the fauxbourg St. Germain if the contribution was not paid – If Paris had been taken by assault all this 
might have been expected but in face of a capitulation it is abominable – Royalists Napoleonists 
republicans all join in one cry and foretell a Sicilian Vespers 

153: H. does not say that he made his attempt to escape into Switzerland with Michael Bruce.
154: Marshal Ney’s wife (soon to be widow) is at this time having an affair with Michael Bruce.



1:4 [above address:] Indeed the case is not at all altered by the fatal victory of Waterloo, as it seems to 
me, the final establishment of the Bourbons [below address:] is as impossible as ever – Nothing but an 
entire conciliation & a consummate prudence of which they appear incapable can secure them. It is 
strongly asserted that Louis has refused the [letter concludes at top of first sheet]

Hobhouse arrives back in England on July 23rd.

Byron to Hobhouse, August 22nd 1815:
(Source: not yet seen at NLS Ms.43439; BLJ IV 308)

Augst 22d. 1815
My dear H. – I find that I can’t come tomorrow which I regret much & hope this will arrive betimes to 
prevent any trouble to your housemaids – Don’t swear & make a face at

yrs. very truly
B

November 1815: second part of Hebrew Melodies published (by Nathan).

Augusta Ada is born on December 10th.

Hobhouse, like many liberals, in despair over Waterloo, now writes his letters up into a book, 
which John Murray will not publish. Byron’s marriage falls apart after his daughter’s birth, and 
the first three months of 1816 are taken up with the separation negotiations, at which Hobhouse 
is an ardent assistant.

February 13th 1816: Parisina and The Siege of Corinth published.

On February 28th, Hobhouse’s Letters from Paris is published.

On March 15th Byron’s Bonapartist poem Ode from the French appears in the Morning 
Chronicle.

Byron to Hobhouse, March 19th 1816:
(Source: not yet seen at NLS Ms.43439; BLJ V 51)

March 19th. 1816
Dear H. – I am asked by Hanson particularly for a copy of that damned agreement which seems as 
troublesome as the other – though I shall abide by it – Pray send it to him per post

ever yrs. Most truly
B

Byron to Hobhouse, March 22nd 1816:
(Source: not yet seen at NLS Ms.43439; BLJ V 52)

March 22d. 1816
Dear H – Did not you take old Joe’s earthquake epistle with you? – if you did I think you might make 
an amusing extract from it for Perry – & (if it be true which I take to be the case) it is a circumstance 
worth notice in the geological way among the fashionable vanities of the day. – I hope you will take 
care of the letter – for I want it again – pray bring it with you tomorrow.

yrs. very truly
B

Byron to Hobhouse, early April 1816:
(Source: Sotheby Catalogue 1973; BLJ V 60)

Dear H – All true to the letter – [Berger?] being drunk can’t attest – I sent you a letter this morning – 
which read

Byron to Hobhouse, April 2nd 1816:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43439; BLJ V 61)

April 2d. 1816 –
Dear H –

It is not only convenient but very agreeable. – Hunt dines with me – so pray be up by four at 
furthest – as he dines early to return to Hampstead –

ever yrs



most truly
BN

[1:2, 3 and 4 blank.]

April 14th 1816: A Sketch from Private Life and Fare Thee Well published in The Champion.

Byron leaves England on April 25th 1816.

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Ostende, April 27th 1816:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; 1922 II 2-3; BLJ V 71-2)
[À Monsieur / Monsieur Hobhouse / Whitton Park / Hounslow / London / Angleterre. –]

Ostend. – –
April 27th. 1816. –

My dear Hobhouse – We got in last night very well – though it blew freshly & contrary all the way155 – 
but we tacked & tided in about midnight. – All are – and every thing is – landed – & tonight we design 
for Ghent. – As a veteran I stomached the sea pretty well – till a damned “Merchant of Bruges”156 

capsized his breakfast close by me – & made me sick by contagion: – but I soon got well – & we were 
landed at least ten hours sooner than expected – and our Inn

1:2

(the “Cure imperial” as Fletcher calls it –) furnished us with beds & a “flaggon of Rhenish”157 – which 
– by the blessing of Scrope’s absence – the only blessing his absence could confer – was not indulged 
in to the extent of the “light wine” of our parting potations. – – Don’t forget the Cundums – and will 
you tell Manton that he has put a very bad brush into the pistol case – & to send me two good new ones 
by your servant (when you come) for cleaning the locks of my pistols. – – You are in town by this time 
– having dined at Canterbury or Sittingbourne – pitying us “poor mariners

1:3

that sail upon the seas” – we are in the agonies of furnishing Berger with stivalli to march en Courier 
before us – & the last I saw of Fletcher was with two eggs in his mouth. – – The sick Dutchman set off 
per packet for Bruges this morning: – – the custom house was very polite – and all things very fair – I 
don’t know why you vituperated Ostend: – it seems a very tolerable town – better than Dover – better 
than the Spanish & Portuguese ordinary towns – or any of our Oriental – at least in the Caravansera 
department. – I shall lay to for you at Geneva – – you have perhaps examined my late Piccadilly 
premises – and

1:4

I hope recovered your personals. – – My best luck – or rather his own – to Scrope – all remembrances 
to Kinnaird & the rest of “us youth”158 and ever

yrs. most truly
Byron

P.S. –
If you hear anything of my little daughter tell it me – good I hope. – As to the rest – as the 

Irishman said in the Dublin Theatre when Wellesley Pole was there – – “Here’s <a> three times three 
for Lord Wellington and Silence for the rest of the family.” –
Tell Scrope that Mr. Levi did us about the Ducats – by ninepence each – I will<lick> {thrash} him as I 
come back. – Mind you write – & fix a time for coming – or’Sdeath and Pin money! – I shall be very 
indignant. –

155: Compare CHP III, st.1.
156: B. jokes about The Merchant of Bruges, K.’s version of Beaumont and Fletcher’s The Beggar’s Bush.
157: Shakespeare, Hamlet, V i 174.
158: Falstaff at Shakespeare, Henry IV I, II ii 85; compare Jan 17 1813 (to H.); Nov 10 1813 (to Annabella); Mar 15 
1814 (London Journal); May 8 1814 (to Mo.); July 15 1818 (to K.); Aug 3 1819 (to H.); and Nov 19 1820 (to Mu.) 
Falstaff at Shakespeare, Henry IV I, II ii 85; compare Jan 17 1813 (to H.); Nov 10 1813 (to Annabella); Mar 15 
1814 (London Journal); May 8 1814 (to Mo.); July 15 1818 (to K.); Aug 3 1819 (to H.); and Nov 19 1820 (to Mu.) 
B.’s favourite Shakespeare quotation.



[vertically crosswise up right-hand side:] Dr. Day is a very good sailor – & is doing very well – I hope 
nothing was left at Dover – the Gods go with us! Addio – à reviderlo –

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Brussells, May 1st 1816:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; 1922 II 3-6; BLJ V 72-4)

Bruxelles – May 1st. 1816. –
My dear He – You will be surprized that we are not more “en avant” <but> and so am I – but Mr. 
Baxter’s wheels and springs159 have not done their duty – for which I beg that you will abuse him like a 
pickpocket (that is – He – the said Baxter being the pickpocket) and say that I expect a deduction – 
having been obliged to come out of the way to this place – which was not in my route – for repairs – 
which however I hope to have accomplished so as to put us in motion in a day or two. – – We passed 
through Ghent – Antwerp – and
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Mechlin – & thence diverged here – having seen all the sights – pictures – docks – basins – {& having} 
climbed up steeples &c. & so forth – – the first thing – after the flatness & fertility of the country which 
struck me was the beauty of the towns – Bruges first – where you may tell Douglas Kinnaird – on 
entering at Sunset – I overtook a crew of beggarly looking gentlemen not unlike Oxberry – headed by a 
Monarch with a Staff the very facsimile of King Clause in the said D. K’s revived drama.160 – – We lost 
our way in the dark – or rather<f> twilight – not far from Ghent – by the stupidity of the
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postilion (one {only} by the way to 4 horses) which produced an alarm of {intended} robbery among 
the uninitiated – whom I could not convince – that four or five well=armed people were not 
immediately to be plundered and anatomized by a single person fortified with a horsewhip to be sure 
but nevertheless a little encumbered with {large} jack boots – and a tight jacket that did not fit him – 
The way was found again without loss of life or limb: – – I thought the learned Fletcher at least would 
have known better after our Turkish expeditions – and defiles – and banditti – & guards &c. &c. than to 
have been so valourously alert without at least a better pretext for his superfluous courage.
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I don’t mean to say that they were frightened but they were vastly suspicious without any cause. – At 
Ghent we stared at pictures – & climbed up a steeple 450 steps in altitude – from which I had a good 
view & notion of these “paese bassi.” – –
Next day we broke down – by a damned wheel (on which Baxter should be broken) pertinaciously 
refusing it’s stipulated rotation – this becalmed us at Lo=Kristi – (2 <leagues> leagues from Ghent) – 
& obliged us to return for repairs – At Lo Kristi I came to anchor in the house of a Flemish Blacksmith 
(who was ill of a fever for which Dr. Dori physicked him – I dare say he is dead by now) and saw 
some=

2:1

2) =what of Lo=Kristi – Low=country – low life – which regaled us much – besides {it} being a 
Sunday – all the world were in their way to Mass – & I had the pleasure of seeing a number of very 
ordinary women in <th> <as> extraordinary garments: – we found the “Contadini” however very 
goodnatured & obliging though not at all useful. – – At Antwerp we pictured – churched – and steepled 
again – {but} the principal Street and bason pleased me most – <however> – poor dear Bonaparte!!! – 
and the foundries &c. – as for Rubens – I was glad to see his tomb on account of that ridiculous 
description (in Smollet’s P. Pickle –) of Pallet’s absurdity at his monument – but as for his works –

2:2

159: On B.’s Napoleonic carriage.
160: The Merchant of Bruges, K.’s version of Beaumont and Fletcher’s The Beggar’s Bush.



and his superb “tableaux” – he seems to me (who {by the way} know nothing of the matter) the most 
glaring – flaring – staring – harlotry impostor that ever passed a trick upon the senses of mankind – it is 
not nature – it is not art – with the exception of some linen (which hangs over the cross in {one} his 
pictures) which to do it justice looked like a very handsome table cloth – I never saw <a m> such an 
assemblage of florid night=mares as his canvas contains – his portraits seem clothed in pulpit cushions. 
– – – –
<At> {On the way to} Mechlin – a wheel – & a spring too gave way – that is – the one went – & the
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other would not go – so we came off here to get into dock – I hope we shall sail shortly. – – – –
On to Geneva. – Will you have the goodness – to get at my account at Hoares – (my bankers) I believe 
there must be a balance in my favour – as I did not draw a great deal previously to going: – whatever 
there may be over the two thousand five hundred – they can send by you {to me} in a further credit 
when you come out: – I wish you to enquire (for fear any tricks <were> {might be} played with my 
drafts) my bankers books left with you – will show you exactly what I have drawn – and
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you can let them have the book to make out the remainder of the account. All I have to urge to Hanson 
– or to our friend Douglas K – is to sell if possible. – – – – – –
All kind things to Scrope – and the rest –

ever yrs. most truly
& obligedly

B

P.S. – If you hear of my child – let me know any good of her health – & well doing. – Will you bring 
out παςανιας (Taylor’s ditto)161 when you come – I shall bring to for you at Geneva – don’t forget to 
urge Scrope into our crew – we will buy females and found a colony – provided Scrope does not find 
those ossified barriers to “the fore=

[vertically up right-hand side:]

=fended place”162 – which cost him such a siege at Brighthelmstone –

[inverted across top of page:]

write at your leisure – or “ipse veni”. – – –

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Brussels, May 2nd 1816:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; not in 1922 II; QI 335-8; BLJ V 75-6)
[À Monsieur / Monsieur Hobhouse / Whitton Park / Hounslow / Angleterre – / via Ostend.]

Brussels –
May 2d. 1816.

My dear He – I sent you a long epistle yesterday from this place – and merely write today to request 
you to supply an omission of mine – by giving a character (for me & from me) to my late Coachman & 
footman – Everett & Bayman by name – they lived with me {more than} four years & discharged their 
duties honestly & faithfully – the Coachman came a few months before the other – both left me at the 
same time – they were discharged with the rest of my establishment
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on my leaving England. – – –
I believe {that} I mentioned this to Douglas K – (to whom & to Mrs. K. I beg my remembrances) & 
referred the servants to him in my absence to give their characters – I can only say – that I believe they 

161: The  notes  to  Thomas  Taylor’s  translation  of  Pausanias  are  an  important  source  for  the  demonology  of 
Manfred, the composition of which B. seems already to be planning.
162: Shakespeare, King Lear, V i 11.



both deserve very good ones – & I hope they will get places – or at any rate not be left out of them 
owing to my forgetfulness in not having written out a “charta of bon Servizio” – as the Sieur Demetrio 
used to break it into English. – Will you have the goodness to excuse all this trouble from

yrs. ever
Byron

1:3 [written vertically:] P.S. – For particulars of journey &c. I refer you to my yesterday’s epistle – 
today all the same – & very well – I have written to you twice: once from Ostend – once from hence – 
this scrawl is the third but that’s nothing. – We hope to set out for Switzerland in a day or two. Don’t 
be long for I should [Ms. blank: “like”] to get to Rome or Venice before the Autumn. – – – – – 

[1:4 blank.]

On May 9th, Caroline Lamb’s Glenarvon is published.

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Carlsruhe, May 16th 1816:
(Source: NLS Ms.43439; 1922 II 6-8; BLJ V 76-7)

Carlsruhe – May 16th. 1816. –
My dear Hobhouse /

We are this far by the Rhenish route on our way to Switzerland – where I shall wait 
to hear of your intentions as to junction before I go to Italy. – – –
I have written to you three times – and mention the number – in case of any non=arrival of epistles. – 
We were obliged to diverge from Anvers & Mechlin to Brussels – for some wheel repairs – & in course 
seized the opportunity to visit Mont St. Jean &c. where I had a gallop over the field on a Cossac horse 
(left by some of the Don gentlemen at Brussels) and after a tolerably minute investigation – <purch> 
returned by Soignies – having purchased a quantity of helmets sabres &c. all of which are consigned to
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the care of a Mr. Gordon at Bls (an old acquaintance) who desired to forward them to Mr. Murray – in 
whose keeping I hope to find them safe some day or other. – – – Our route by the Rhine has been 
beautiful – & much surpassing my expectation – though very much answering in it’s outlines to my 
previous conceptions. – – The Plain at Waterloo is a fine one – but not much after Marathon & Troy – 
Cheronea – & Platea. – – –
Perhaps there is something of prejudice in this – but I detest the cause & the victors – & the victory – 
including Blucher & the Bourbons. – – – – – – –
From Bonn to Coblenz – & Coblenz again to Bingen & Mayence – nothing can exceed the
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prospects at every point – not even – any of the old scenes – though this is in a different style: – what it 
most reminded me of were parts of Cintra – & the valley which leads from Delvinachi – by Libochabo 
and Argyrocastro (on the opposite mountains) to Tepaleni – the last resemblance struck even the 
learned Fletcher – who seems to thrive upon his present expedition & is full of comparisons & 
preferences of the present to the last – particularly in the articles of provision & Caravanseras. – – –
Poor Polidori is devilish ill – I do not know with what – nor does he – but he seems to have a slight 
constitution – & is seriously laid up – if he does not get well soon – he will be totally unfit for 
travelling – his complaints are headaches & feverishness: – all the rest are well –
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for the present – nor has he had any patients except a Belgian Blacksmith (at Lo Kristi a village where 
our wheels stuck) and himself. – At Cologne I had a ludicrous adventure – the <landlord> host of our 
hotel mistook a German Chambermaid – whose red cheeks & white teeth had made me venture upon 
{her} carnally – for his wife – & stood swearing at the door like a Squadron of Cavalry – to the 
amusement <&> {or} consternation of all his audience – till the mystery was developed by his wife 
walking out of her own room – & the girl out of mine. – We have seen all the sights – churches & so 



forth – & at Coblentz crossed the Rhine – and scrambled up the fortress of <Eheh> Ehrenbreitstein163 

now a ruin – we also saw on the road

2:1

2.) the sepulchres – & monuments of {Generals} Marceau & Hoche164 & <got> went up to examine 
them – they are simple & striking – but – now much neglected if not {to say} defaced by the change of 
times & this cursed after=crop of rectilignes & legitimacy. – At Manheim we crossed the Rhine & keep 
on this side to avoid the French segment of Territory at Strasburg – as we have not French passports – 
& no desire to view a degraded country – & <disast> oppressed people. – This town (a very pretty one) 
is the seat of the court of the Grand Duke of Baden: – tomorrow I mean to proceed (if Polidori is well 
enough) on our journey. – At Geneva I expect to hear from you – tell me of Scrope and his intentions – 
and of all or any things or persons – saving and
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except one subject – which I particularly beg never to have mentioned {again} – unless as far as 
regards my child – & my child only. – – – –
If Scrope comes out – tell him there {are} some “light wines” which will bring to his recollection “the 
day of Pentecost” & other branches of his vinous thirty nine articles. – I have solaced myself 
moderately with such “flaggons of Rhenish”165 as have fallen in my way – but without our Yorick – 
they are nothing. – I hope your book of letters is not slack in sale – <though> {and} I can’t see why 
Ridgway should not pay “a few paouands”166 for the 2d. Edition unless it be that I did not pay him his 
bill – & that he thinks therefore you should. – –
I trust that you will give Spooney a jog
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as to selling & so forth – & tell my Potestas (Kinnaird) to come the committee over him. – I suppose 
poor K― will be devilishly bothered with his Drury Lane speech this year – how does Mathurin’s 
play167 go on – or rather go off – of course the prologue has fallen to your lot – & the Comedy eh? – m 
– – –
I hope you executed the ten thousand petty commissions I saddled you withal. – – pray remember me 
to all the remembering – & not less to the superb Murray – who is now enjoying inglorious ease at his 
green table – & wishing for somebody to keep him in hot water. – –
Wishing you all prosperity – I am ever

yrs. most truly
Byron

[2:4 blank.]

Byron arrives at Geneva on May 25th.

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Secheron, May 26th 1816:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; 1922 II 8-10; BLJ V 78-9)
[À Monsieur / Monsieur Hobhouse / Whitton Park / Hounslow / Angleterre / Angleterre / Via Ostend.]

Secheron – May 26th. 1816. –
My dear Hobhouse / No letter from you – is this miscarriage by the way? – or are you coming? – Never 
mind which – as there is no remedy – but I shall wait here till I hear from you: – All the other epistles I 
expected have arrived. – –
There is an epistle from Hoares who tell me they have given in an account to you of my <material> 
{banking} concerns: – I hope you saw or will see (as I believe I <shut> {locked up} my draft book in 
my desk & you cannot get to it) the drafts at Hoares – which I drew immediately previous to my 

163: Compare CHP III st.58.
164: Compare CHP III st.56 and B.’s note to st.57.
165: Shakespeare, Hamlet, V i 174.
166: B. writes in Nottinghamshire dialect.
167: Maturin’s Bertram, with a prologue by H.; it was a great success.



departure – as the holders might possibly take advantage of my absence to alter or play tricks with 
them – {they} being Servants or tradesmen – & not much used to resist temptation – I put this as a
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possibility – which it is best to ascertain and avoid – & you & I know of human nature & so forth – not 
to trust to anything but one’s optics & these only in very clear weather. – – –
Hoares will shew you them – as they always keep them in case of accidents – & it would be a 
satisfaction to me to know you have looked over them – as I could not do so myself – –
Perhaps you have written to me by way of France – & there letters are rather more carefully 
investigated than delivered. – – –
I wrote to you three times from Flanders – & once from Bonn – and once from Carlsruhe – the Rhine 
{from Bonn to Mayence} is the perfection of mixed Beauty; – from Basle to Geneva we were five days 
– arriving here last night – Nothing has disappointed me on my way or out of it – except not hearing 
from you – but I trust to see you

1:3

& the “forefender”168 Scrope according to compact – and do not like to begin my Alpine scrambles 
without you. – – We went over the site of Aventicum – where there is some beautiful Mosaic of some 
extent & preservation – a few inscriptions – a column or two down – several scattered <pieces> {shafts 
–} & one solitary pillar in the midst of a field – the last of it’s family – besides extensive traces of wall 
& amphitheatre. – From Morat169 I brought away the leg and wing of a Burgundian: – the descendants 
of the vanquished – when {last} here in the service of France buried or carried away the greater part of 
the heap – except what the Swiss had made into knife=handles – but there are still a few left – and with 
<one> some of these relics I made free though for a less sordid purpose. – – –
I do not like boring you with descriptions of
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what I hope you will see – and shall only say that all my expectations have been gratified – & there are 
things – not inferior to what we have seen elsewhere – & one or two superior – – such as Mont Blanc – 
& the Rhine.  . – – –
Polidori has been ill – but is much better – a little experience will make him a very good traveller – if 
his health can stand it. – In the hope of seeing you soon – I shall scribble no further – I believe the best 
way is to write frequently & briefly – both on account of weight – & the chance of letters reaching their 
destination – you must excuse repetitions (as uncertainty induces them) and amongst others the 
repetition of my being

very much
& ever yrs.

Byron
P.S –

Remembrances to all – particularly to Kinnd – Hunt – & Davies. –

[vertically up right-hand side:] P.S. I have written to Mrs. Leigh – but pray let her know when you 
[inverted across top of page:] hear – as she will be glad of it. – – – –

Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park, Hounslow, May 26th 1816:
(Source: not yet seen at NLS Ms.43442; BB 221-3)
Hobhouse answers the first three of the previous five items.

Whitton Park. May 26th, 1816.
My dear Byron,
I did not write before because I conceived you would not be arrived in Geneva time enough for my 
letter to be spick and span – Your three and the one from the Doctor are very lively outward and visible 
signs of your inward grace and amendment since the days of no answers and initial notes – and I trust 
that as you continue your tour you will not go through the country like a bale of goods directed to some 
destined mart but let us hear of your well doing and evil speaking. You shall record your malice and 

168: Shakespeare, King Lear, V i 11.
169: Compare CHP III st.63.



the Doctor your health – I have been at this place ever since I left you except for three days when I 
attended in town solely to be present at the birth of Bertram – The new actress and some homicide, you 
may recollect in the fourth act, gave a decent chance that the operation might be cesarean – but lo and 
behold the wonderful works of man! all things went oft to a wonder even from the beginning to the last 
fall of the heroine’s petticoats who died happy but must have pitied those who had to speak on amidst 
the thunder that followed her demise – From the outset there was a notion that the play was yours – and 
these lines in the prologue,

Through dark misfortune’s gloom condemn’d to cope
With baffled effort and with blighted hope

occasioned a great allusive roar – as if forsooth there was no greater misfortune in life tha[n] being left 
at peace to take a tour up the banks of the Rhine – D. Kinnaird told Mr. Upton to write the prologue in 
forma pauperis which he did in all conscience170 – so much So, that Perry in his damn’d Chronicle put 
that the author wrote his play to pay for coal and candle next winter!! actually true – However he may 
light up as many candles as would have been used if King William had been churched at Notre Dame 
for he has already, say they, made 750 pounds British and has yet to pocket more – We were quite right 
in thinking the drama fell off at the 4th & 5th acts – so it does, but Kean falls on so lustily afterwards 
and falls down so well at the close that the interest is kept up tho’ in a scrambling manner – It has now 
run 15 nights consecutively. Adelaide at the other house is an old-new play rejected in Ireland – and 
even here the leavings of Smock Alley would not have gone down had it not been for Miss O’Neal – 
So much for our Circensians – Now for our other belles letters and beaux lettres – Caroline Lamb!! 
Glenarvon! Yes, B, who would have thought that a new Lord B. should figure in a new Atalantis? and 
such an Atalantis!! This time she has knocked herself up – the Greys the Jerseys the Lansdownes and 
of course, the Princess of Madagasgar have done with her – You will hardly believe it but there is not 
the least merit in the book in any way except in a letter beginning “I love you no more” which I suspect 
to be your’s – Indeed she had the impudence to send a <letter> paragraph to some paper hinting that 
the whole novel is from the pen of Lord B. – I do not like to contradict it for fear of selling the book by 
propagating the lie – Her family are in a great quandry and know not what to do. I presume she is 
actually a personal terror to them. She sent for Brougham when her page’s head lay open and upon his 
telling her that matters would look a little queer with her at the Old Baily took up the poker and was 
about to furnish materials for a new trial when my lawyer decamped – She told me she had a novel of 
which your hapless friend my unworthy self was the subject, on which I told her that if she came out 
with her trash I Would toss her in a blanket under her own door at full parade just as Curl was tossed 
by the Westminster boys. Her sole enmity to Lady Holland arose from the Princess writing a note to 
her desiring her to consider for the future that she involved the wounding & cutting of her friends as 
well as her pages by such inconsiderate noddle cracking – God go with her, or, as the man said, rather 
let the t’other fellow take her – The Quarterly is out – you are not in it but the letter writer is, and is 
called an atheist a murderer a rogue a fool a wag and a stay maker – not an argument answered not a 
fact invalidated171 My friends tell me it does not signify a damn, perhaps they mean, not to them. 
Rimini is bedevilled. Also – you have a compliment paid you by a side wind in another article – You 
have been tried and honorably acquitted at the British forum – as you had predicted – and some 
anonyme has undertaken a gratuitous defense of you in a pamphlet which he lets his friends and the 
public have for a shilling – Pray write to me directly telling me where you go on leaving Geneva, but 
do not stay for me there, because my brother172 has written to us to say he is coming from India and I 
must stay a month longer than I expected, to see him – This is a real brother from India not one at 
Davies’s – Nothing but this would detain me, and as it is I hope to be off by the first of July – leave a 
letter for me also at Geneva Lord Holland desires me to say that if there is any thing he can do for you 
he is at your command. Every body enquires and is delighted to hear you are well. The correspondence 
is all copied and ready for the press – but I trust there will be no necessity for publication – all things 
are at rest – Your child thriving, and your sister getting better daily – God bless you Byron and believe 
me always your’s

J. C. Hobhouse

Great riots in the midland counties, all the dragoons and lord lieutenants moving down to their posts – 
Remembrances to the Dr. Davies will come...he is chosen at Brookes.

170: H. wrote the prologue to Bertram.
171: Letters is reviewed sarcastically by Croker in the Quarterly Review XXVIII pp.443-52.
172: Henry Hobhouse.



Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Geneva, May 27th 1816:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; 1922 II 10; BLJ V 79)
Byron has not yet received the previous item.

Geneva – May 27th. 1816. –
My dear Hobhouse – I have written to you several times & merely wish to say that I have not had a line 
since we parted – from you in return: – but that I shall stay here some time in the expectation of seeing 
or hearing from you. – – I have had an agreeable journey – & no disappointments in point of
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scenery – &c. Mrs. Rawdon is here whom I mean to request to take this part of the way for me – as I 
doubt the French posts are very negligent – or even interceptive of English letters – even those not of a 
political aspect – which Heaven knows – mine are not disposed to be. – – – –
I see by the French papers that Mathurin’s tragedy has been successful – I am truly

1:3

glad of it – as any one must be who desires to see merit rise in “these costermonger days.”173 – –
I have written to you so frequently & fully – that I will not tire you with any further repetitions than 
that of my being ever truly yrs.

affectly.
Bn

[1:4 blank.]

John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, from Whitton Park, Hounslow, June 8th 1816:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43442; BB 225-6)

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] the Spenserian measure – Further I know not – our possets have 
been drugged174 a good deal from the East of late. Your child is well and very large – remember me to 
Dr Polidori – and to D. Baillie if you see him – telling him that he owes me a letter – Good fortune 
attend you and believe me ever your’s, J.C.H.

Whitton June 8, 1816.
My dear Byron,

I shall be exceedingly vexed if this shall prove the first letter you receive from me – I 
wrote more than a fortnight ago at very considerable length and do hope to have that communication 
acknowledged in your next – In that letter I told you every thing necessary for you to know. I repeat by 
this occasion that what you desired has been & will be done, as it was in Piccadilly, is now & ever shall 
be, world without end, amen – The drafts I have got a note of in your draft book which you gave me 
not locked up – The corresponding drafts at Hoares shall be examined – I will bring out your money 
with me – My brother from India is not yet arrived but I expect him every day and after shaking hands 
with him shall set off to your quarters – Do not stay at Geneva – but leave word where you go and 
when exactly so that we may not miss you – I say we
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because Scrope will come – he has reduced his body pecuniary of late at the Union – “sleek as he came 
he must go out” & he has brought himself round to the point whence he started this season – However 
he comes in search of you and light French wines – All your letters have come to hand, and most 
acceptable they are – perge – perge – not in the medicinal sense175 – I trust however you have yet not 
seen the best. Sir James B. Burgess told me yesterday that he had himself picked up a Burgundian thigh 
bone at Morat but had been induced much to the scandal of some clergymen of the country to bury it in 
a fair field in Lombardy. Did I tell you that I have allowed Murray to publish your poems, leaving out 
the Sketch but inserting the Fare thee well – I wrote a short advertisement for them mentioning that the 
universal dispersion of the Fare well had rendered it unnecessary to make an excuse for its publication

173: Shakespeare, Henry IV II, i 2 160: in fact, “these costermongers’ times”.
174: Shakespeare, Macbeth, II ii 6.
175: “Proceed” (not “purge”).
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I myself was against including it, but Ld H. & Rogers were decisive the other way. So in it went. All 
the world thinks of the other things – as I do – The Superb Murray tells me that you are at a rising 
premium and he will tell you so in his journal which he is keeping for you – Glenarvon has done 
nothing but render the little vicious author more odious if possible than ever – she is excluded from the 
Greys & Jerseys & other decent houses and has dropt down to Lady Asgol. Things go very hard with 
her at home I can tell you and if she comes on her legs this time she is more feline and felicitous than 
ever. The Antiquary is decidedly worse than Waverly & the Guy – so told me classic Hallam & more 
classic Heber whom I met at Henry Drury’s Thursday last – Speech Day – An immense party dined 
with him, and after dinner, after drinking Harrow he gave Lord Byron – these were the only toasts – he

1:4 [above address:] is a glorious fellow and I need not add tui amantissimus – both his toasts were 
equally well received – Do you know they are selling Coleridge’s cursed Cristabel with an 
advertisement [below address:] consisting solely of your ipse dixit, (“that wild and singularly beautiful 
{visionary} poem” – Ld Byron) “Sir Leoline the Baron rich” Hath a toothless mastiff bitch –”176 are the 
opening lines. Why bitch Mr. Wild?”177 wild indeed – Galley Knight is out with the Ilderim – it is in 
[letter concludes at top of first sheet]

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Evian, June 23rd 1816:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43439; 1922 II 10-12; QI 338-9; BLJ V 80-1)
Writing to Hobhouse, Byron avoids mentioning Shelley, Mary Godwin, or Claire Clairmont.
[À – Monsieur / Monsieur Hobhouse / Whitton Park / Hounslow / London / Angleterre]

Evian – June 23d. 1816 –
My dear He/ – Despite of this date – address as usual to the Genevese Poste – which awaits your 
answers as I await your arrival – with that of Scrope – whose pocket appears (by your late letter of 
revolutions at the Union) to have become as “light” as his “wines” – though I suppose on the whole he 
is still worth at least 50-000 pd.s – being what is called here a “Millionaire” that is in Francs & such 
Lilliputian coinage. I have taken a very pretty villa in a vineyard – with the Alps behind – & Mt. Jura 
and the Lake before – it is called Diodati – from the name of the Proprietor – who is a descendant of 
the <cri> critical & illustrissimi Diodati – and has an agreeable house which he
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lets at a reasonable rate per season or annum as suits the lessée – when you come out – don’t go to an 
Inn – not even to Secheron – but come on to head=quarters – where I have rooms ready for you – and 
Scrope – and all “appliances & means to boot”.178 – Bring with you also for me – some bottles of 
Calcined Magnesia – a new Sword cane – procured by Jackson – he alone knows the sort – (my last 
tumbled into this lake –) some of Waite’s red tooth=powder – & tooth=brushes – a Taylor’s 
Pawrsanias179 – and – I forget the other things. – – –
Tell Murray I have a 3d. Canto of Childe Harold finished – it is the longest of the three – being one 
hundred & eleven Stanzas – –
I shall send it by the first plausible conveyance. –

1:3

At the present writing I am on my way on a water=tour round the Lake Leman180 – and am thus far 
proceeded in a pretty open boat {which} I bought & navigate – it is an English one & was brought 
{lately} from Bordeaux – I am on shore for the Night – and have just had a row with the Syndic of this 
town who wanted my passports which I left at Diodati not thinking they would be wanted except in 
grand route – but it seems this is Savoy and the dominion of his Cagliari Majesty whom we saw at his 

176: Coleridge, Christabel, ll.6-7. Murray had published it at B.’s insistence, which H. obviously doesn’t know.
177: Fielding, Jonathan Wild, III 8.
178: Shakespeare, Henry IV II, III i 29.
179: B.’s  second request for  Thomas Taylor’s  translation of  Pausanias,  which  are an important  source for  the 
demonology of Manfred, the composition of which he seems already to be planning.
180: B. is touring the lake with Shelley, a fact which he withholds from H.



own Opera – in his own city – in 1809 – however by dint of references to Geneva – & other 
corroborations – together with being in a very ill humour – Truth has prevailed – wonderful to relate 
they actually take one’s word for
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a fact – although it is credible and indubitable. – – Tomorrow we181 go to Meillerai – & Clarens – & 
Vevey – with Rousseau in hand – to see his scenery – according to his delineation in his Heloise now 
before me. – The views have hitherto been very fine – but I should conceive less {so} than those of the 
remainder of the lake. – – All your letters (that is two) have arrived – thanks & greetings: – <but> what 
– & who – the devil is “Glenarvon?” I know nothing – nor ever heard of such a person – and what do 
you mean by a brother in India? – you have none in India – it is Scrope who has a brother in India. – 
my remembrances to Kinnaird – & Mrs. Kinnd – to all & every body – & Hunt in particular – & Scrope 
– & Mr. Murray – and believe me

yrs ever most truly
B

P.S.
I left the Doctor at Diodati – he sprained his ancle. – – – –

P.S. Will you particularly remember to bring me a largish bottle of the strongest Pot Ash – as before – 
Mr. Le Man182 will furnish it – that Child and Childish Dr. Pollydolly contrived to find it broken, or to 
break it at Carlsruhe – so that I am in a fuss – the Genevese make it badly – it effervesces in the 
Sulphuric acid, and it ought not – – bring me some of a more quiescent character.

John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, July 9th 1816:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43442; BB 228-9)
Hobhouse and Davies have yet to set out from London.

[letter concludes at top of first sheet:] e caelo descendit γνωθι νεαυτον183 A copy was sent to Brussels 
for you – This will probably be my last letter and all deficiencies will be supplied by word of mouth 
when we meet to which consummation I took forward with considerable delight – as witness my hand
J.C.H. –

My dear Byron –
I have received your letter of the 23d of June and all your letters for which “ago tibi gratias Domine” – 
Your commissions shall be punctually fulfilled whether as to muniments for the mind or body – pistol 
brushes, cundums, potash Prafsanias184 tooth powder <pistol brushes> and sword stick – Your potash 
shall not ferment – but if it does nor I dare say you will intermediately at the want of it – Sulphuric acid 
indeed!! What the deuce does one such as you do with brimstone and sorrel sauce? These are pretty 
times for you to look out for something hot and sour. However to what ever degree you may effervesce 
for God’s
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sake do not think of cooling yourself in the Genfer See of which report says that there is considerable 
danger during the course of your Argonautics upon the lake – Nothing of that or any other curious kind 
is to be done until we come up with you to see fair play and a proper record thereof – for be assured 
that whatever you do now comes so distorted through the prism of prattling ignorance & the fogs of the 
Jura that it will require some efforts of credible eye witnesses to put it into the straight line of truth & 
reason – I have some delectable things to tell you when we meet, things, which, though they now form 
the modes of action of that ειδιολον185 which passes for yourself, you have I dare say never as yet heard 
of – Your having written so much goodly verse is to me a sufficient security for your conduct being at 
least seemly and decent – Scrope Davies & I set off on or about the 20th of this month and I think I 

181: H. is at liberty to conclude that “we” are B., Polidori, and Robert Rushton.
182: Should be “Le Mann”.
183: Juv. Sat. II 22: “’Know thyself comes down to us from heaven”.
184: “Pausanias”.
185: “Phantom”.



shall be your Jack Rugeby186 as your steps seem worth following – My brother will come with me as 
far as Geneva and then return to a

1:3

lady whose company he will quit for that time, and who, though she happens to be his wife, is so far 
from disconcerted at his projected absence that she commends his design mightily. I have no news for 
you except that Sheridan is dead and has had more handsome things said of him in four & twenty hours 
than were before predicated of him in four & twenty years – “Who hath honor? He that died on 
Wednesday”187 There is as yet no talk of any one helping to bury him but the Prince has sent his wife 
240£. Not his own wife, who by the way it is positively asserted has been brought to bed of a thriving 
infant in the harem of the Dey of Tunis to which place she resorted {alone,} say they, upon the 
persuasion that no Moslem evidence is admissable in our courts. She is out there however. <It is to be 
hoped that the Dey will seize from the foreskin of the young Brunswick and keep it as a trophy of his 
own hospitality and the frailty of the Christian world> The gentleman with whom you tell me you are 
completely unacquainted is your

1:4 [above address:] own sweet self – joy! although I must say that it seems to me you were ill used, 
like the Irishman, and charged at nurse. – Glenarvon however on the strength of the resemblance is 
come [below address:] to a second edition in the preface to which the innocent author talks of having 
written the novel under affliction. If her broken headed page had written it there might have been some 
sense in such an excuse. You should read it for as the poet says [letter concludes at top of first sheet.] 

Hobhouse and Davies leave England on July 29th 1816.

John Cam Hobhouse to Byron, August 12th 1816:
(Source: this text from NLS Ms.43442; BB 230)

Offenburgh. Tuesday August 12,
My dear Byron –
We are so far on our way to join you at your godsend villa, and I put these few lines in activity to give 
you that important intelligence. We are going to Schaffausen by way of Donaueschingen which will 
take us two days – We shall stay two days at Schaffausen – Thence we plot a route by the Boden See, 
Zurick, Zug, & Lausanne, which last place I would thank you to give me one line – poste restante, 
letting us know where to drive and which side of the lake you have immortalised – Scrope is with me, 
and only Scrope! you who know him want no other. Unfortunately Newmarket speculations call him 
homewards by certain days not recognised in our calendar. He has ninths and twentyfifths and the Lord 
knows what other epochs unknown to baser matter – He is eager to see you believe me that I am no less 
so and am ever your affectionate

John Hobhouse

Hobhouse and Davies reach Geneva on August 26th 1816. Almost at once, Shelley, Mary, and 
Clare (now pregnant) leave. The Cambridge friends go on an Alpine tour. Davies leaves on 
September 5th.

September 9th 1816: the Monody on Sheridan published.

Byron on Hobhouse do another Alpine tour, and on October 5th set out for Italy.

After September 1816: Poems 1816 published (Stanzas to Augusta, When We Two Parted,  
Napoleon’s Farewell, From the French, On the Star of the Legion of Honour).

Via Milan, they arrive in Venice on November 10th.

November 18th 1816: Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage III published.

Hobhouse leaves for an Italian tour on December 5th, taking his brother, sister-in-law, half-sister 
Sophy and servants.

186: Shakespeare; Dr Caius’ servant in The Merry Wives of Windsor.
187: Shakespeare; Falstaff at Henry IV I V i: 135.



Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, November 20th 1816:
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.3-4; BLJ V 132, which omits the Latin)
This is the earliest letter in B.L.Add.Mss.42093, which were owned by Lady Dorchester, and do 
not appear in Prothero’s LJ.

Novr. 20th. 1816
My dear H. –

I have made a bargain of about three francs or rather more a day – for both my horses – to be kept 
here – & recommend this to your notice. – Enclosed are rhymes on the Helen188 –

ever yrs. most truly
Bn

1:2
<Aspica formosum>
Aspicus egregium formosi marmoris, ultra

Quod doctor ingenis quod manuire, decus –
Tale nil omnipotens Natura est musa – Diones

Ausus – at auspicious Ille Canova <palet> {potest}
Quare superore nequit gratissima mentis imago

Nec, qui tanta <potest> {tam magna vale et tanta} ipse, poeta <potest> {valet}
Conspicuis formœ spectandum date perennis
Iam ductum corde . vides Helenam –189

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, December 19th 1816:
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.12-15; 1922 II 26-8; BLJ V 142-4)
[To, John Hobhouse Esqre / Poste Restante / Roma]
Byron answers a letter from Hobhouse which is missing.

Venice Decr. 19th. 1816.
My dear Hobhouse – Your Bologna missive is arrived. – Thanks. – Your horse {then} is dead – “Is the 
sable warrior fled? thy steed is gone he rests among the dead –”190 and so do – you best know – how 
many francs – expended in that precious purchase. – I presume that your surviving carrion will be 
promoted into a saddle=horse – unless you harness your Giuseppe in lieu of the defunct – and make 
him {help to} draw his injured master. – – – –
In return for the information new & various in your letter – I can send you but a poor requital – the 
varieties of Venice being no longer various to you – and my daily
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course of life being much the same – studious in the day & dissolute in the evening. My Armenian 
lectures still continue – I have about mastered thirty of the thirty eight cursed scratches of <Mesrob> 
{Mesrob} the Maker of Alphabets – and some words of one syllable; – my lessons are in the Psalms – 
& Father Pasqual is a very attentive preceptor. – – By way of requital for his instructions (as I could not 
offer sordid money <directly> {to these friars}) I have taken upon me the expenses of his Armenian & 
English grammar – which is now printing – it costs but a thousand francs to print five hundred copies – 
and being the first published in these joint languages – I think
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“I do the state some service”191 almost as much as Mr. Valpy of Tooke’s court – who is Polidori’s 
printer. – – –
Madame Albrizzi – I have seen some times she desires her compliments; – the Countess G[oetz]. 
through her – or {else} Countess Albrizzi of her own accord – has <ad> desired me to go again to the 
Mansion=house Conversazione – which I hardly expected after that pretty piece of omission you & I 
made in the dinner department – I shall go. – The Fenices (or fire=office insurance) theatre opens in a 
week – I have taken a good box for the Carnival – there is to be a ballet & balls & I know not what – if 
the mumming of the maskers is good I will tell you

188: Canova’s bust of Helen.
189: Latin in part conjectural.
190: Gray, The Bard, ll.67-8 (Thy son is gone”).
191: Shakespeare, Othello, V ii 342 (adapted).
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all about it. – The other evening at the Benedetto – I was regaled with two dramas – one – Holcroft’s 
“tale of Mystery” – the other a farce damned last year at Drury Lane – of which Kinnaird & Dibdin 
translated an act apiece from the French. – There was also a row in the theatre as follows: – a Signor 
Cambon (I think) who is separated from his wife for mutual felicity – was in one box – and <the> his 
extracted <r/>Rib in another. – Signor Cambon had become the Cavaliero servente of another lady not 
separated – & the separated Lady had provided herself with a substitute for Signor Cambon. – But 
Signor Cambon upon seeing his moiety
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2) went into choler – and then into the box – reprobating his wife – and bestemmiando nobilmente her 
Cavaliero. – The Cavaliero (who was once an officer in Eugene’s army) replied in military phrase – & 
upon receiving a maledetto scopalotto – returned it with such interest – that much swearing & scuffling 
ensued – & both parties rolled skirmishing out into the passage; – but shewed no science – all 
rowly=powly – the vulgarest roundabout hitting you ever saw; – <the> “constables came up for to take 
them into – custody” & the police settled the business. – Every body cried out against Signor Cambon 
– by which you may judge how morals are in these parts – they said it was
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a scandal to disturb amatory people at that rate. – – – – – – –
My own amours go on very tranquilly – she192 plagues me less than any woman I ever met with – and I 
am indebted to her for the pleasantest month I can reckon this many a day. – I know you hate that sort 
of thing – so I will say no more about love & the like – except that in a letter from Sy I hear that C is 
about to produce a young  “A. and I. – By the way – what think ye? – a bookseller – a villain – an 
imposter – in Cheapside – publishes a set of damned things calling them mine – Murray says & very 
truly they are not mine – when what does this fellow? – why – publishes a counter=advertisement 
saying that they are mine and “that he paid to me
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500 guineas for the copyright!! –” There’s a story for you “Beck!” – does not this beat the annals {of 
the trade} from Curll & Osborne down to Tegg & Johnson – the names of these ragamuffins. – I never 
set eyes upon the verses or the vendors of them in my days. – – I believe Murray has by this time 
published the new Canto & Chillon &c. but I know nothing for certain. – – – – –
The man of learning is still a prosperous gentleman193 – Berger amuses himself with making love to 
some Harlotry on the other side of the street – out of the hall window – at least this is the household 
scandal – Stevens slumbers – and Mutz is learning to obey the word of command with a piece of bread 
upon his nose until permission is accorded to eat it – he has stolen some more legs of mutton
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and I detected him myself in the street the other day investigating a barrel of tripe – whereupon I cuffed 
him soundly. – – – –
I have (to use young A’s phrase) “done” some more “acquaintance” since you went but have mostly 
lived pleasant & sulky: I like Venice and it’s marine melancholy – and rather wish to have seen Rome 
than to see it – though to be sure having “done” Constantinople I must also do ‘t’’other place. – I 
commend you to the Gods and am ever very truly

& affectl yrs.
B

P.S.
My respects to your family. – ’Gin you see Baillie make my reverences. – – –

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, March 7th 1817:

192: Mariana Segati.
193: Shakespeare, Macbeth, I iii 73. Refers here to Fletcher.



(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.25-6; 1922 II 37-40; BLJ V 181-3)
[To, John Hobhouse Esqre / Roma / posta ferma]
Byron responds to another missing Hobhouse letter.

Venice – March 7th.
1817

My dear Hobhouse –
I received both your letters and answered the first – the second was from Rome – to which my 

indecision has prevented a reply. – I thought of joining you but have procrastinated till it is too late – as 
the influx of strangers previous to the Holy week – and the coming Spring (which is the Malaria season 
I understand) would render my stay too short for any useful purpose – besides crowding me while I 
remained. – – – The Carnival here was gay and foolish enough to be very amusing – two Englishmen 
were here – one of whom introduced himself (& friend) as the friend of Capt. Ge Byron; – his name was 
Capt. Stuart of the Navy – an agreeable person – I helped them to Made. Albrizzi’s Helen – & went 
with them to the Ridotto – to the Fenice (where I had a box) & such other mummeries as were 
diverting – and gave them a letter to Col. Fitzd of Milan – & a message for Breme. I am sorry to say that 
I do not see any chance of our
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meeting at Rome which is entirely my own fault – & I regret it extremely – firstly – because I would 
rather have seen it with you than any other person – & 2dly because I must see it if possible – before I 
return to democratize in England. – Dr. Skinas lately sent a proposition through Mustoxithi to Made. 
Albrizzi to accompany me to Greece – which I have declined because of Pestilence there – and 
undefined Quarantine on one’s return. – – I have lately had news of course from England. – Scrope 
flourishing by the account – Kinnaird in good health and great hurry as usual – Burdett & politics 
advancing. – Walter Scott’s brother – (who was Isle of Man=ned for malversation of Ld. Sommerville’s 
concerns – or not being able to give an account of his accounts – & is lately gone to Canada) is 
positively (Murray says) the Author of Waverley &c. &c. he also published another – “Tales of my 
Landlord” which is generally deemed {even greatly} superior to all the former. – Murray sent it to me 
– but I have not received it –
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and I fear that it’s arrival – is problematical. – – –
Wedderburne Webster having been quizzed in a former Quarterly – has replied to the Editor in a letter 
to the learned Perry – <to> which he concludes by leaving him (the Editor of the Quarterly) “with 
feelings of contempt and oblivion” – – I am afraid <this> {it} will not please you – that this same evil 
genius W.W. should be also a respondent to the Critics – as I recollect in Switzerland you gave him & 
his preface to the devil – for having taken in vain with his aukward compliments – the name of a friend 
of yours – not so much for the sake of the friend – as of a projected preface – in which you were 
pleased to be gracious. – The Patriarch of Venice was installed the other Sunday – the court of Vienna 
– decreed in an edict – that he should proceed to St. Mark’s in a “Coach & four” – but (as Incledon says 
in “the Son & heir of Sir William Meadows”)194 “thauts impossible” the Venetians grinned, as you may 
suppose, at the knowledge of topography displayed in this Cesarean <edi> decree – which was truly 
“German to the matter”.195 – – Catalani sung here in three or four
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Academias – given by her at San Benedetto – and carried off a quantity of Lira Venete – her voice 
seemed to me the same as ever – and her figure & face not much older. – Her “Signor Procolo” 
Mounseer. (I forget the fellow’s name) made himself not less ridiculous by the accounts given of his 
demeanour – here than in London – where he was a prodigious mountebank. – – I have heard twice 
from the Dr. Polidori – who has been visiting the sick at Pisa – he has written a tragedy called the Duke 
of Athens – & is by this time on his way to England – & from England he means to go to the Brazils 
with the Danish Consul (whom he found at Pisa –) to teach the Portuguese medicine – which they are 
fond of to distraction. – – – I saw your correspondent of Sir R. Wn. – the Countess Mustani with Me. 
Albrizzi &c. she enquired after you with great politeness – & regretted that she was not at Verona 

194: Isaac Bickerstaff, Love in a Village.
195: Shakespeare, Hamlet, V ii 154-5.



during your transits. – She is a fair – full – & rather handsome personage of some seven and thirty 
summers date. – I have not the least idea where I am going – nor what I am to do – and am

yrs ever very truly
B

P.S.
My reverence to Bailey if he is still at Rome. – – – – –

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, March 31st 1817:
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.30-3; 1922 II 40-3; QII 401-4; BLJ V 197-200)
[To Monsieur / Monsieur Jno. Hobhouse / Posta Restante / Roma]

Venice. March 31st.
1817

My Dear Hobhouse /
In verity the Malaria was a pretext as I knew it was a Summer and not a Spring production – but 

the English crowd of the Holy week was as sincere an excuse as need to be. – Since I wrote to you I 
have had a fever – like one I had <in> {from} the Marshes of Elis – which nearly finished me at Patras 
– but this was milder & of shorter duration – it however left me weakly. – It had been approaching by 
slow degrees ever since the Carnival & at last came on rather sharply – it was not however the low 
vulgar Typhus which is at present decimating Venice – & has half unpeopled Milan – but a sharp 
gentlemanly fever that went away in a few days. – I saw no Physician – they sent for one without 
telling me – & when I heard he was below – I had him sent out of the house. – And so I recovered. – It 
was not Aglietti I believe – but you may be sure if it had – that prig should never have had a fee of 
mine. – At present I am
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very well with a monstrous appetite. – – – –
I think of coming on to Rome this ensuing month – in case you should be gone – will you delegate 
some friend to get me in without custom=house research – & will you tell me what hostel or inn I am 
to lay down my wallet in & how about lodgement? truly wroth am I to hear the rumours you wot of, 
particularly the first – but one is as false as the other. – The origin of the latter I take to be a lie which 
was rife here about the Fabre or Fabri (which is it) the singer from Milan – the girl we saw there – she 
sang here at the Fenice – during the Carnival – & was in high & magnificent maintenance by a Sign 

Papadopoli a Venetian of great wealth & concupiscence. – But a man in a Cloak was seen coming out 
of her abode one very early morning – & this man they would have to be me ( I <never> {never} saw 
her in my life but on the stage) & not content with this – it was added that I had decamped with her for 
Naples – & I had as much difficulty in proving my
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presence here – as Partridge in reestablishing his existence.196 – The origin of these unseemly reports I 
take to be a translation in some Venetian Gazette of the Jena review of <that bitch> C. L.’s Glenarvon 
– & another of the last canto of C Hd the one stating the scratching attempt at <suicide> canicide of that 
“two=handed whore” {at Lady Heathcotes’} and the other representing me as the most decided 
panegyrist of Buonaparte. – I have you may be sure noticed neither one nor the other of these matters. – 
– –
The Quarterly I have read {(which is written by Walter Scott – so M says)} both it {& the Edinburgh} 
are as favourable as the author could wish – & more so than could be wished by anybody else – {the 
Edin. is by Jeffrey himself. –} I am very glad that anybody likes the Canto – but particularly glad that 
Baillie does – because he is a very superior if not a supreme man; – as for you & I we are such old 
friends – that “we have travelled over one another’s minds long ago” don’t you remember what a pet 
that sentence used to put you into? – But never mind – it is not true – In case you should not have heard 
from England I
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will tell you some news of Literatoor. – Kd writes to me that Mrs. K. under the colours of Keppel has 
become “a public character” at Drury Lane as well as at Covent Garden with great success – I suppose 

196: In Fielding’s Joseph Andrews.



he means of course as a Singer – but it is as well to be distinct. – Maturin’s second tragedy (he says) 
has not succeeded – & he gives some very good reasons why it should not – which sound remarkably – 
{well} – particularly as his <very> {very} last letter <but> {save} this anticipated its’ “complete 
success.” For my part I say nothing – but this I will say197 – Did I <ever> ever! – no – I never – &c. &c. 
&c. &c. &c. &c.198 Do you understand me? no one else can. – – – –
I have heard of my daughter who is very fine – they say – but there is a dispute about her suscitated 
between me & my moral Clytemnestra – some day or other – <both> Ada will become my Orestes & 
Electra too, both in one. – This dispute will probably end in a lawsuit – having heard that they thought 
of voyaging – I refused to allow the child to leave the country – & demanded an explicit declaration
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2) that on no account should <s/>the <leave the country> {attempt be made –} this was evaded – & at 
last a sort of half reluctant kind of paper signed – which I have refused to accept – & so we are all at or 
about law. – That old fool Noel last year – {I hear for the first time} had filed a bill in Chancery against 
me – upon some remote question of property – purely to make my daughter a ward of the court & 
circumscribe my right over her – or rather my authority; – I can tell you however that Hanson has 
behaved very well & briskly in this business – for I have <the> copies of the correspondence. – They 
have begun – & by the Lord – I must go on – pretty separation! – we are as fast as ever only pulling 
{the chain} different ways – till one of us tumbles. – My Star is sure to <xxxx/>win in the long run. – –
You do not say a word of your “paradoxes –”199 or of the Pope – only think of Dr. Polidori coming too! 
– well! – I’m sure! Is he any sager? I suppose you mean that despicable lisping old <rep> Ox & 
Charlatan Frederic North by the successor to Ld. Guilford. – Of all the perambulating humbuggerers 
that aged nondescript is the principal. –
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I send you a catalogue <xxxxxxx> of some books “of poeshie of the king my master” as Freytag said to 
Voltaire. –

I read the “Christabel”
Very well.

I read the “Missionary,”
Somewhat visionary.

I tried at “Iderim”
Ahem!

I <turn> read a sheet of “Margaret of Anjou,”
Can you?

I skimmed a page of Webster’s Waterloo
X

Pooh! – Pooh! –
I looked at Wordsworth’s milkwhite “Rylstone Doe”

Hillo!!
I read “Glenarvon” too by Caro. Lamb.

God damn. –
2:3

I have bought several books – which must be left for my bankers to forward to England – amongst 
others a complete Voltaire {in 92 volumes} – whom I have been reading – he is delightful but 
dreadfully inaccurate frequently. – One of his paragraphs (in a letter –) begins “Jean Jacques is a Jean 
foutre” which he seems to say with all his heart and soul. – This is one of the things which make me 
laugh – being a “clever Tom Clinch”200 & perhaps will have the like effect on you. –

yrs ever & very truly
& affectly

B
[on envelope:]

197: Sir Fretful Plagiary at Sheridan, The Critic, I i.
198: Compare Beppo, 92, 7.
199: Goldsmith, The Vicar of Wakefield, XX. B. refers to the sale of Letters.
200: Swift, Clever Tom Clinch going to be hanged.



My best respects to your brother – I congratulate him. – – – – –

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Venice, April 14th 1817:
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.36-8; 1922 II 44-6; BLJ V 214-16)
This answers another missing letter from Hobhouse.

Venice April 14th. 1817
My Dear Hobhouse – On {next} Thursday (the 17th. I guess) it is my indelible purpose to be upon my 
way to Rome – by Ferrara – & it is not less my intention to lose as little time as the expenditure of it 
upon sights will admit of. – I “prendo la posta” – & think of taking your hint of Rimini instead of 
Florence – first for brevity & next that I may give Leigh Hunt some Nimini pimini for his “Rimini” in 
the way of information about the Malatestas & Francesca – such as can be picked up from story or 
tradition on the spot. – – Of course I can hardly name my precise day of arrival – but I shall delay as 
little as need be – and go by post – according to your advice. – – – – –
I wish you would lay hands on the letters for me – & secure them against my arrival – I have no notion 
from whom such can be – as all my correspondents know that I am at Venice – as I know too by the 
postage they make me pay for their damned nonsense. – – – – – – – – –
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How could you suppose that I should bring any (carnal) baggage with me? do you suppose me quite 
out of my senses? – I had enough of that in Switzerland – though G – d knows I was innocent of “the 
water going to the man – & not the man going to the water – Argal &”201 – I assure you I have no such 
intention – but the contrary. So be aisy. – – – – – I shall write to you more than once on the road – to 
report progress – it would delight me to make our Consular entry together – as we did into the city of 
the Archons. – – – – –
There is a long manifesto in the papers of Napoleon against that b — r Hudson Lowe – who treats him 
more like an officer (Sheriff’s) than a Gentleman – in which I am pretty sure there is a direct complaint 
(amongst 50 others) of your book not being delivered to the Emperor – I shall save the paper for you to 
see if you do not agree with me that it {is} to you he alludes. – Dr. Polidori has this {day} departed 
with {all} the Guilfords he has left alive for England – a successful young person that in the drug line – 
he has
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attended Ld Guilford whom he succeeds in embalming – he attends Mr. Horner – who is dead – & Mr. 
Hope’s Son who is buried – in short, he seems to have had no luck unless he has had any with Lady 
W.’s Clitoris – which is supposed to be of the longest; – I have advised him to marry if only to fill up 
the gap which he has already made in <the> {the} population. – – –
He called on me every day – & I think he is improved in manner – but he is a little too full of “high 
lived company” – Shakespeare & the musical glasses.” He travelled to Florence with the Sapphic 
Westmoreland – & that black sheep – Mrs. George Lamb – & thence with the as yet unembowelled Ld 

G. Lady G., & a Miss Somebody; – – Frederic North called yesterday but I missed him by seeing sights 
– the Manfrini palace of pictures202 – which is stupendous – it is impossible not to be struck with it. – 
Scrope has won back £3,000 – which is something & augurs well for the rest. – Maturin’s tragedy has 
failed – but I believe I told you that. – The Coterie Nolba<q/>chique I have heard no more of
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since I wrote to you – but I shall give the “lengthening chain” a tug or two that <it will> will make it 
snap before I have done – however – that is all their own fault – – & that of <the/>their “complot” I 
wish with all my heart they were in the hands of Jean Jacques – what work he would have made of 
them. – – I have read a good deal of Voltaire {lately} – I wish you were with me – for every now & 
then there is something to kill me with laughing – what I dislike is his extreme inaccuracy – if his 
citations were correct he might have upset a hundred – – s – upon that point I do not know what to 
believe – or what to disbelieve – which is the devil – to have no religion at all – all sense & 
<appearance> {senses} <is> {are} against it – but <all> all belief & much evidence is for it – it is 

201: Shakespeare, Hamlet, V i 16-18.
202: Compare Beppo, 12, 2.



walking in the dark over a rabbit warren – or a garden with steel traps and spring guns. – for my part I 
have such a detestation of some of the articles of faith – that I would not subscribe to them – if I were 
as sure as St. Peter after the Cock crew. – – – –
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The most consistent infidel was the Prussian Frederic – because during all the disasters of the 7 years’ 
war – he was as full of his materialism as when in quiet at Potsdam – & like his friend La Metrie who 
died “denying G – d & the physicians.” – – – – – – –
Let me find you at Rome & there we will project. – – Murray begs to have the refusal of your next 
quarto – & presents his compliments – though he is very much displeased with your preface. – – – – – 
– 
I commend you to the Gods of Rome ancient and modern – – 

yrs. ever & truly
and affectly.

B
Byron leaves Venice for Rome on April 17th.

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from Florence, April 22nd 1817:
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.40-1; 1922 II 48-50; BLJ V 216-17)
[To John Hobhouse Esqre / Poste Restante / Roma]

Firenze – April 22d. 1817
My Dear Hobhouse – I am arrived thus far on my way to you & Rome. – The “man of learning”203 

forgot some chattels which detained me a day at Bologna – which I employed in seeing bottled children 
& “parts of shame” in waxwork at the institute – where I must needs {say that} there is as pretty a 
system of Materialism as could well be desired. – What a superb face there is in Guido’s innocents in 
the Gallery! not the shrieking mother – but the kneeling one – it is the image of Lady Ponsonby – who 
is as beautiful as Thought. – – –
I proceed by way of Perugia – as being the longest, and most picturesqueeeeeeeeeeeeee. – – – –
My efforts have been prodigious – up at 4 – but thaut’s impossible”204 however it is as true as the 
Miracles – and off at 5 six & so forth – I hope (barring accidents) to be with you at the usual average of 
time – (allowing a day for Terni – and one – tomorrow for the Venus – of Canova & de Medicis – and 
the tombs of Machiavel – Michael Angelo – & Alfieri – which is & are
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all I care to see here – were I to stay seasons. – –
I can’t say that I am very much struck with much since a piece of bread (literally grass bread) which I 
brought from the Appennines as a curiosity (pray have Appennines one p or two?) this morning – I 
took it out of the mouth of a crying child to whom I gave a Paulo in exchange – you never saw 
anything like the distress of these poor creatures. – –
I came by Ferrara – & have crossed the “winding Po,” as well as the “lazy Scheldt” (by Anvers) 
Tasso’s cell – & Ariosto’s tomb – as well as the old Castle are I think –{<for the country and Xxxxxx 
& High Cxxxxxx lands>}  very well worth your seeing – & I advise you whether you return with me or 
no to take them – all the Gerusalemme – all Guarini’s original Pastor Fido – &c. &c – letters of Titian to 
Ariosto – & Tasso’s correspondence about his dirty shirts – are all duly displayed. From Padova I 
diverged to Arqua to Petrarch’s present & former habitation – the present is in the best repair – but both 
are rather ragged & somewhat poetical. – – – – – –
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The old Castle of Ferrara has the actual court as heretofore where Parisina & Hugo lost their heads – 
according to Gibbon – I wonder where he got his authority? – Mutz is here – he was promoted into a 
Bear in the natural History of the Bolognese (who might have learned better at the Institute) a character 
which he has by no means sustained in point of valour – he having been defeated with loss of honour – 
hair – & almost the small remains of tail which the Docker had left him – by a moderate=sized Pig on 
the top of the Pennine Alps – the Pig was first thrown into confusion & compelled to retire with great 

203: Fletcher.
204: Isaac Bickerstaff, Love in a Village.



disorder over a steep stone wall but somehow he faced about in a damned hollow way or defile & 
drove Mutz from all his positions – <so much that> with such slaughter that nothing but night 
prevented a total defeat. – – – – – – –
Recollect – I shall do my best to be up with you soon – I am called to a warm bath – & to bed – having 
been up since 4 – I set off Thursday – in great haste – ever yrs

very truly
[scrawl]

Byron reaches Rome on April 29th.

Byron and John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Rome, May 5th 1817:
(Source: text from NLS Ms.43489; LJ IV 115-16; BLJ V 219)

Byron writes:
Rome, May 5th. 1817. –

Dear Sir / By this post (or next at farthest) I send you in two other covers – the new third act of 
“Manfred.” – I have rewritten the greater part – & returned what is not altered in the proof you sent me. 
– The Abbot is become a good man – & the Spirits are brought in at the death – – you will find {I 
think} some good poetry in this {new} act here & there – & if so – print it – without sending me 
further proofs – under M  r  . G  d  ’s correction   – {if he will have the goodness to overlook it.} – Address all 
answers to Venice as usual – I <do> mean to return there in ten days. – The “Lament of Tasso” which I 
sent from Florence has I trust arrived – I look upon it as a “these be good rhymes” – as Pope’s papa 
said to him – when he was a boy. – – For the two – it & the drama – you will disburse to me (via 
Kinnaird ) Six hundred guineas – you will perhaps be surprized that I set the same price
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upon this – as upon the drama – but besides that I look upon it as good – I <am/>won’t take less than 
three hundred gs for anything. – – – The two together will make you a larger publication than the 
“Siege & Parisina” – so you may think yourself let off very easy – that is to say – if these poems are 
good for anything, which I hope and believe. – –
I have been some days in Rome – <which is a> {the} wonderful – I am seeing sights – & have done 
nothing else – except the {new} third act for you – I have this morning seen a live Pope & a dead 
Cardinal – Pius 7th has been burying Cardinal Bracchi – whose body I saw in State at the Chiesa nuova 
– – Rome has delighted me beyond everything since Athens – & Constantinople – but I shall not 
remain long this visit – Address to Venice.

ever yours [scrawl]

P.S.
I have got my {saddle} horses here & have ridden & am riding all about the country. – – 

1:3 Hobhouse writes:

My dear Sir –
I cannot let Lord B’s letter go without acknowledging a postscript or two which you have been good 
enough to send me in your dispatches to his Lordship –
It will be but one word that I shall say but that one word is intended to assure you that I am extremely 
sensible of your attentions and am with much sincerity

– Your oblig’d Sert;
John Hobhouse

Byron, homesick for Mariana, leaves Rome on May 20th and arrives in Venice on the 28th.

June 16th 1817: Manfred published.

Byron to John Cam Hobhouse, from La Mira, Venice, June 20th 1817:
(Source: text from B.L.Add.Mss.42093 ff.49-50; 1922 II 56; BLJ V 243-4)
[To, Jno Hobhouse Esqre / Poste Restante / Firenze]
Byron answers another missing Hobhouse letter.

June 20th. 1817. –



My Dear Hobhouse – I rejoice in your approximation – & pity your disasters – you will find me 
near Venice in a Cassino at La Mira (whence I write) whence I will accompany you to Venice. 
My abode is not like Diodati – but it is well enough – with more space than splendour – {& not 
much of that} – & like all the Venetian ex=marine habitations too near the road – they seem 
to<s> think they never can have dust enough to compensate for their long immersion. – – If you 
write before hand – I will meet you at Padua on a given day. – – – – –
Fix it – & depend upon my being there.

1:2

I protest against & prohibit the “laurels  ” – which would be a most aukward assumption and 
anticipation of that which may never come to pass. – Besides they belong to the butchers & not 
to the ballad=singers. – You   would like them naturally because the verses won’t do without 
them – but I won’t have my head <stuck> garnished like an Xmas pie with Holly – or a Cod’s 
head and Fennel – or whatever the damned weed is they strew round it <–> I wonder you should 
want me to be such a mountebank. – – – – – –
Talking of “bank” (not mountebank) puts me in mind of Kinnaird who threatens to come out 
directly – & to drag

1:3

the Boa Constrictor with him an it be possible. – – – – –
I will write to you in great haste to catch you at Florence if possible.
ever yrs. most truly
B.
P.S.

Health & respects to all. –

[with address, not in B.’s hand:]

3 Vols. 8oo   / Pertanir’s book is all about Constantinople excepting 40 Pages at the end of the last 
volume, which he calls a souvenir of Dalmatia. I do not, therefore, think it consistent with your 
directions to send it to you. I found this letter at the Post: make my respects to Lord Byron. 
M.M. – 2. August  .

Hobhouse returns to Venice – or rather, to La Mira – on July 31st, to find Matthew Lewis in 
residence and Byron deep into writing Childe Harold IV. Hobhouse spends endless hours 
annotating the new poem, and on October 19th notes that Byron has imitated Hookham 
Frere’s Whistlecraft “in a description of Venice – and done it well” – that is, he has written 
Beppo.

John Cam Hobhouse to John Murray, from Venice, December 1817:
(Source: text originally from John Murray Archive, 50 Albemarle Street; NLS Acc.12604)
[To, / John Murray Esqre / 50 Albemarle Street / London / Vià Calais]
[in pencil] Decr 7th 1817

Dear Sir, Venice December 7. 1817.
As I find you have been good enough to remember me in sundry letters to these parts of the world and 
as it may be possible that my repeated acknowledgements may have been, in the press of <letter> 
matter, put off, like Dr Drowsy’s sermons,205 to a better opportunity, I have discerned at last an excuse 
for writing to you without having any thing to tell which can interest you or be of any other service 
than the disburthening of my conscience by duly registering the above thanks for your attentions – I 
verily believe this place to be the dullest in Christendom, and yet, from congenial qualities perhaps I 
have been here and about here since last August – The Italian is at no time the gayest of his species or 
the most approachable and although the Venetians, time out of mind, have been the fondest of 
strangers of any of their fellow cis-alpines, yet, their present disasters, and the weight of German206 

depression, (for it is not oppression) have made them as little inviting in all senses of the word as can 

205: Cliché parson not immediately identifiable.
206: By “German” H. means “Austrian”.



easily be imagined – They have not lost their frivolity and have not gained any solid 
accomplishments: but their liveliness & their hospitable dissipations are as much gone as if they had 
become the soberest and most intelligent people in Europe – I should not presume to say this much if I 
did not then copy their own confessions – As for the Austrians they are amiable no where but at 
Vienna – Their inaptitude for these latitudes is beyond all expression or belief – Doubtless Lord B. 
told you of the order of the Aulic council for the Archbishop of Aquileja to go to St Mark’s in a coach 
and six – as if the Lord Mayor were ordered to go to Saint James’ Palace in a gondola207 – The other 
day they sunk a considerable sum in sinking for a well in one of the artificial islands here208 – ’Twas in 
vain that the Venetians assured them that springs never had, were, or could be, found in soil made out 
of basket-fulls of earth thrown upon stakes and pebbles – They delved and dived and were not to be 
persuaded by the saltwater spirting in their faces at every blow – I don’t know that they have 
abandoned their researches even now – They bought the great Cornaro palace209 here the other year for 
100,000 francs, about one tenth of the value – the architecture of Sansovino210 and <the> one of the 
chief ornaments of the great canal – They put a German commissioner and a German stove into their 
new purchase and between one and the other burnt it down211 – If any of the Phoenix or Hand in 
Hand212 had seen their hydraulic company at work they would have thought them pumping gas instead 
of water – Lord B and myself went two or three times to see the fire – it always seemed fresher for the 
first second and third day, since which we have ceased to enquire and it may be, for aught I know, 
burning now – There is only one public walk, a garden, made by the French, here213 – Well, they 
chose this single promenade for the young drummers’ academy,214 and from one until five in the 
afternoon the walks were inaccessible – The Commander in chief here was quite surprised <that> 
when Mr Hoppner, our consul, hinted that the Venetians did not like drumming as well as anything 
else – the Venetians who by one of their old institutions never saw a soldier in Venice!! “There are 
only three drummers there” said the Marquis Chatelier215 – there by the way he lied – there were nine 
counted by Mr H himself – Not that these people mean mischief – it is mere stupidity – the drumming 
is removed, and, I have no doubt what <is a> are nuisances with others are habits with them –

You must not think this scandal comes from a suspicious quarter – ask your friend Mr Rose – he, I 
understand, is going to season his tour216 with some verities not much to the honor and glory of the 
Imperial Royal Apostolic court – If any one writes a book of travels without telling the truth about 
both the masters and the subjects in this most unfortunate country he deserves worse than damnation 
and a dull sale and I trust you will take care he has a niche, forgive the word, in your temple of 
infamy, the Quarterly – I heard that Champion Scott217 was collecting five hundred worth of news for 
Longman in these parts – If any but a gentleman and a scholar and an accomplished man in every way 
presumes to hazard such an undertaking “be ready”, Mr Murray! “with your thunderbolts” “dash him 
to pieces”

I sa<y/>w this the moment I crossed the Alps, and, in spite of bad & inveterate habit, shut my 
journal at once. There is a wide field of glory open for any and for all answering the above 
description: but it would perhaps be almost impossible to find the requisite variety of acquirements & 
talent in one individual – the work should be done, like a {cyclopede} dictionary, by departments – I 
dont mean North & South, East & West, though that is no bad plan, but by subjects – literature – 
antiquities – manners – politics – &c – We have nothing – really nothing, except Mr Forsyth’s 
sketch218 which, as far as it goes, is a most extraordinary performance. I have tried it by the best test, 

207: B. tells M. of this Austrian oversight in a letter of 3rd March 1817 (BLJ V 179).
208: H. reports this in his diary entry for November 18th: “These fellows tried to sink a well in the island of St 
Giorgio which is nothing but an artificial mudbank ...”
209: The Palazzo Corner on the Grand Canal, which now houses the Prefecture; designed by
210: Andrea Contucci Sansovino (1460-1529) Florentine architect.
211: H. reports the conflagration in his diary entry for December 11th: “the Cornaro palace nearly burnt down a day 
or two ago by German negligence – they did not know how to put it out – said salt water would inflame it – 
government bought this for 100,00 francs ...”
212: London fire-prevention companies.
213: Now the Giardini Garibaldi; laid out 1808-12 by Gian Antonio Selva.
214: H. reports this nuisance in his entry for November 15th: “... walked in the garden – the Austrian soldiers 
drumming there enough to shake the leaves off ...” Compare B.’s Ode to Venice, 20-6.
215: The Austrian Military Commander at Venice. The name suggests a Savoyard.
216: William Stewart Rose (1775-1843) expert in Italian poetry, wrote Letters from the North of Italy (1819). He 
translated Casti’s satire Gli Animali Parlanti as The Court and Parliament of Beasts, which B. admired.
217: John Scott (1783-1821) editor of The Champion and later of The London Magazine.
218: Joseph Forsyth’s Remarks on Antiquities, Arts and Letters during an Excursion in Italy (1813) was one of H.’s 
favourite guide-books.



that is by putting it into the hands of one or two Italians, who owned, with a sigh indeed, <the 
resemblance> the unhappy resemblance – I fell at Florence with a {collateral} descendant of Michael 
Angelo’s:219 in my humble judgement the most intelligent young man in that part of Italy which I have 
seen – Mr Buonarotti knew Mr Forsyth and talked of him as the simplest minded and simplest 
mannered man he had ever seen – full of profound information – endowed with a most exquisite taste 
and altogether qualified to inspect and judge a nation – I lent to him the Remarks – he read them – and 
returned them with this observation – “Alas, Sir what he says is very very true, perhaps he might have 
told something more to our advantage if he had seen a greater variety of society: but his general 
impression is too correct and as for his anecdotes, I will answer for some of them, as they were told to 
him in my hearing in my mother’s house and one of the facts occurred in my own family” –– What is 
chiefly admirable in Mr Forsyth is the address with which he seizes the picturesque part of a sight or a 
subject and presents just as much, and no more as serves to present the intended image to the reader – 
A small but strong instance occurs of this in his mention of a village in the Apennines seen from the 
road to Naples,220 which he touches off by saying “where they have vipers for sale” or some such 
phrase – I declare that when I passed that road & saw that village perched amongst bare sunburnt 
rocks looking blacker than the stone on which it was built, I thought they could have no other trade or 
means of subsistence and I was sure that no detailed picture of ten pages would have half the moral 
indeed actual resemblance of these ten words – As for Eustace221 – de mortuis nil nisi bonum222 – I do 
not allude to the man but the book – which by this time must be down amongst the dead men – I will 
take the liberty, however, to tell you what you may have found out before, that it is the most puffed 
paltry performance that ever <was/>encumbered a postchaise pocket – It has been found out here – A 
Mr Molini the most respectable bookseller at Florence223 had been persuaded by repeated enquiries 
from those who were going downwards to make a cheap edition of the Classical tour and had 
proceeded in arranging paper & types &c: but the information received from the same & other English 
who were returning upwards induced him to abandon his project – Your reviewing habits must make 
you fond of finding faults – I will point you out five hundred gross blunders in the Classical Tour = 
but these will keep cool till we meet – Those who don’t like to write dear books here may buy cheap 
ones – I know of two libraries going for a song – The Austrian government had the refusal of one for 
1200£ and the other for 500£ – The latter is a complete body of Italian literature and history of the 
choicest kind – The former a noble collection of every description & worthy the purchase and cares of 
a public body – I speak at second hand: but think I can vouch for my authority – What do you give for 
the great collection of Grævius, Gronovius, & the supplements <with> 33 folio volumes224 in London? 
– I bought a handsome copy the other day for a little more than twelve pounds – I intend to import for 
my own consumption these and a little more of the same commodity – A word or two on my own 
movements – because they interest you – I shall set out with your Childe225 in about three weeks from 
Venice, and shall proceed as fast as bad roads & surly postillions will allow from Milan, Turin, Lyons, 
Paris Calais according to the post book to London – I had come to this place to take up my bed and 
walk into Turkey (not a profane allusion but a fact, for I left my bed with my banker here when I went 
down to Rome) After passing a fortnight in the neighbourhood of Lord B. I made disposition for 
embarking – and should have gone: but ships in quarantine, passengers’ letters and the arrival of my 
friend Mr Pigou226 straight from Constantinople, confirmed the rumour that the five thousandth plague 
had broken out all over Greece and was hovering about the beloved Athens itself – This made me 
hesitate – Turkey is not Virgin soil for me I shall not go to it with the eagerness of curiosity or 
unsatisfied desire – thus I reasoned – and reasoning delayed – until a letter from my family and fresh 
symptoms of plague not at home but abroad made me resolve – so – no more quartos – the public will 
have to complain no more of my laying the “peine forte et dure”227 of a thousand pages upon them 
<again> <as> I never got much applause by writing {but} I trust you and your friends and all the 

219: Otherwise unidentified.
220: “The labourers retire before night from the exhalations of the low grounds to towns built on the skirts of the 
Apennines, such as Castel Onorato, which furnishes vipers for sale ...” Forsyth’s Remarks, pp.289-90.
221: A Classical Tour Through Italy (1815) by the Reverend John Chetwode Eustace (1762?-1815) a Catholic 
friend of Burke. Without naming him, H. impugns his accuracy at Illustrations p. 57.
222: “Speak nought but well of the dead” (Eustace had died in 1815).
223: Otherwise unidentified.
224: H. writes in his diary entry for November 29th: “I am to give 600 francs for the Muratori and Grævius – 28 and 
33 vols – looked over the latter see the worms have go to the covers of some ...” The works are those of the 
classical scholars and historians Johann Georg Grævius (1632-1703) Johann Friedrich Gronovius (1611-71) and 
Ludovico Antonio Muratori (1672-1750).
225: H. was to bring back the manuscript of Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage Canto IV.
226: Pigou was an Ionian Islander resident in Venice; otherwise unidentified.



world will praise me for not writing on – You know the wise man defended one whom he saw coming 
out of a brothel – Remember always my prudence extends to quartos only ––

Your new acquisition is a very fine finish to the three cantos, and, if I may trust to a taste vitiated 
{I say it without affectation} by an exclusive attention and attachment to that school of ancient {& 
obsolete} poetry of which your friend Mr Gifford furnished us with the last specimen in his Bæviad, is 
the best of all his lordship’s productions – The world will not, to be sure, find that freshness and 
novelty which is to be discovered only at the opening of a mine – The metal whatever may be its 
quantity or quality must in some degree cease to surprise and delight as it continues to be worked, and 
nothing more can be hoped than that it should not become less valuable by being more plentiful – In 
spite of similes, however, it is possible that all other readers may agree with my simple self in liking 
this fourth Canto better than any thing Lord B has ever written – I must confess I feel an affection for 
it more than ordinary as part of {it} was begot, as it were, under my own eyes: for although your poets 
are as shy as elephants or camels of being seen in the act of procreation yet I have not unfrequently 
witnessed his lordship’s coupleting and some of the stanzas owe their birth to<our> our morning walk 
or evening ride at La Mira228 – You will think I am going near to break just as I have made, my 
promise about quarto productions: but I find, as usual in other cases, abstinence more easy than 
temperance. I shall conclude, however, with telling you about Lord B’s bust – it is a masterpiece by 
Thorswalden or Thorwaltzen, for I don’t know how he spells his Danish name,229 who is thought by 
most judges to surpass Canova in this branch of sculpture – The likeness is perfect: the artist worked 
con=amore and told me it was the finest head he had ever under his hand. I would have had a wreath 
round the brows but the poet was afraid of being mistaken for a king or conqueror and his pride or 
modesty made him forbid the band – However when the marble comes to England, I shall place a 
golden laurel round it in the ancient style, and if it is thought good enough, suffix the following 
inscription which may serve at least to tell the name of the portrait & allude to the excellence of the 
artist which very few lapidary inscriptions do

“In vain would flattery steal a wreath from Fame –
“And Rome’s best sculptor only half succeed

“If England owned no share in Byron’s name
“Nor haile’d the laurel she before decree’d –

Of course you are very welcome to a copy. I don’t mean of the verses but of the bust – But with the 
exception of Mr Kinnaird who has applied and Mr Davies who may apply, no other will be granted – 
Farewell dear Sir, if there is any thing I can do for you at Paris, pray give me a line addressed to 
Perregaux-Lafitte &c.230 ever yours truly obliged

John C. Hobhouse.

January 8th 1818: Hobhouse leaves Venice for London, taking Childe Harold IV. He and Byron 
only meet once again.

227: “Strong and long pain”: refers to the torture whereby weights (in this joke, H.’s proposed books) are placed on 
the victim’s chest.
228: B. was the only civilian to keep a stable there.
229: Bertel Thorvaldsen (1770-1844) Danish sculptor who made a bust of B., over the ownership of which H. and 
M. subsequently quarrelled.
230: H.’s Paris banker.


